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Statement or the problem.-- The purpose or this study 
was to develop a plan for the organization and administration 
of the type of audio-visual aids program which should be in 
operation in the Southbridge Public Schools. 
Justification of the problem.-- It is a secret to no one 
that the success of any industrial plant, for instance, is 
e the result of care:t'ul planning and organizing for the main 
purpose of presenting a definite :t'ramework within which the 
plant functions. The plant manager is well aware of the fact 
that nhit" or nmissn methods of operation are never guaran-
tors of success. In this business we call education the same 
line of thinking must prevail. The writer has for a long 
time recognized the need :t'or the presentation of an organiz.ed 
plan such as the one which will be presented in the :t'ollowing 
pages of' this paper. The director like the plant manager 
must know--to put it simply--where he is and where he is 
going ~ order to achieve maximum success. 
The value of the present study is further emphasized by 
1_,.. j- 1 
Devereux who makes the following statement: 
nEducation is a process that invoJ.ves the :use o:f 
many aids and devices. Inasmuch as it depends so lar 
upon the senses of sight and hearing :for its results, 
the audio-visual aids are very important. These aids 
cannot :function e:f:ficiently unless special provision is 
made :for administering and supervising their use. No 
school system should attempt any extensive pJ.an o:f 
including these aids as a part o:f its methods and 
procedures unless it has :first outlined the plan o:f use 
and set up some administrative program. n · 
Finally, it is hoped that although the direct applicati 
o:f this plan is :for a particular school system, other schooJ. 
systems with populations of about 2,000 students wi11 :find 
suggestions which will be adaptable to their own particular 
situations. 
!/Frederick L. Devereux, The Educational Talking Picture, The 
University o:f Chicago Press, Chicago, 1933, p. 138. 
·H 
A REV1E:W OF"' THE: LlTE:R..ATURE 
A wealth of excellent information on the subject of 
audio-visual education can now be found in many textbooks, 
magazine articles, theses and service papers, and even 
filmstrips. The higbl.y successful and widespread use of 
audio-visual materials in the training program of the armed 
forces provided the impetus for an unparalleled development 
in the audio-visual field after the Second World War. School 
administrators, supervisors, and classroom teachers came to 
appreciate the significance and essentialness of audio-visual 
materials in learning and teaching. They were seeking more 
information concerning materials available, their unique 
advantages, and the correct methods of using them. All ~his 
in order that classroom teaching and learning problems could 
be met more effectively through audio-visual instructional 
methods. The literature in the field has helped to supply 
this information. The audio-visual. aids director of today 
should appreciate his enviable position of not being left to 
''walk aloneu and should recognize the dire need to familiariz 
t:... . § 
~~~~~-~~elf with the audio-visual literature for the successful 
ministration of his program. Consequently, the writer will 
esent in this chapter a summary of the recent literature 
is primarily concerned with the administration of an 
audio-visual aids department. For purposes of clarity and 
ease of presentation, the literature will be discussed under 
separate headings, namely: Textbooks, Booklets, Magazin 
icles, Theses and Service Papers and Filmstrips. 
I. TEXTBOOKS 
The administration of an audio-visual aids department 
involves a multitude of problems so varied that ·any textbook 
in the field of audio-visual education might be considered 
as a potential source of information which might hold the 
solution to some specific administrative problem. The 
ose of this section is to acquaint the reader with 
selected books in the field and review some of their salient 
points which were found pertinent to this study. 
11 Edgar Dale has written what can be considered one of 
the most widely used textbooks in audio-visual education. 
It is a practical, interesting, and thorough treatment of the 
"why, 11 the "what,n and the "how" of audio-visual materials. 
This book is divided into four parts: (1) Theory of audio-
visual materials, (2) audio-visual teaching materials, 
!?Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching, The Dryden 
Press, Inc., New York, 1946. 
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st of these duties must usually be performed by every 
director in charge of an audio-visual aids department. 
They are as f'ollows: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
lle 
12. 
13. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
General organization and administration of the 
section. 
Supervision of personnel. 
General direction of (a) production, (b) instruction 
and (c) distribution. 
Budget making. 
Making of tabular studies in growth of the service: 
analysis of needs. 
Making of periodic reports to superior officers. 
Preparation of manuals, bulletins, catalogs, and 
lesson units on the techniques and uses of audio-
visual materials. 
Organization of audio-visual education conferences 
with directors of instruction, supervisors, 
principals, and teacher committees. 
Preparation of rules and regulations governing 
distribution. 
Determination of the objective requirements in the 
course of study. 
Coordination of audio-visual materials in the course 
of study. 
School visitations to determine needs. 
Search for sources: examination, evaluation, and 
acquisition of audio-visual materials. 
Teacher-training in the use of equipment and types 
of audio-visual materials. 
School and teacher demonstrations in the use of 
equipment and types of audio-visual materials. 
Conducting experiments in the ~plication and 
intensive uses of audio-visual materials. 
Organization of special exhibits. 
Correlation of community sources of audio-visual 
materials: museums, art galleries, industrial 
and commercial plants. 
Public relations: community addresses, reports on 
contributions of audio-visual materials to the 
enriched curriculum, special exhibits.l/ 
An important phase of any program is its continuous 
And Dale gives the following very pertinent 
-486. 
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questions for the evaluation of any program: 
1. 
2. 
10. 
Is a particular individual or committee made 
responsible for the program? 
Have s~eps been taken to assure adequate and 
continuous financial support through the Board of 
Education? 
Are the.projectors, screens, models and other 
equipment of good quality and in good working order? 
Have materials been selected which relate directly 
to the objectives of.your school and community? 
Has an in-service training been developed to help 
teachers use the materials? 
Have the materials been properly cataloged and 
stored? 
Is provision made for regular inspection, repair, 
and up-keep of materials? 
Is it easy for the teacher to get the materials 
when she needs them? 
Is there regular evaluation of your program and 
materials of instruction? 
Have you kept the public informed as to what you 
are doing?y 
This textbook is an outstanding contribution to the 
field of audio-visual education. The director who is 
contemplating a basic reference shelf tor his teachers will 
do well to include Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching as one 
ot his basic audio-visual texts. 
?:/ 
De Bernadis has written an extremely helpful pictorial 
manual for the guidance of the student op~rator and teacher. 
He presents in detailed pictorial charts room layout, 
rejection and projector care. He also includes threading 
rewinding diagrams for all standard projectors • 
• 
DeBernardis, The Audio-Visual Projectionist's Handbook, 
Screen Magazine, Chicago, 1947. 
I . 8 
The director might make this concise and simple but 
ery adequate manual his basic text in training students ~or 
membership in the Projectionist Club. Since the cost o~ this 
manual is so low he might also place at least one copy in 
each school which he services. y 
Dent has written a manual which deals with the 
tilization o~ audio-visual materials in the teaching process 
s book is divided into six parts (l) the status o~ audio-
isual instruction, (2) types o~ visual materials and their 
types o~ sound equipment and materials ~or school, 
(4) types o~ audio-visual materials and equipment, (5) 
organizing audio-visual servies, and (6) sources o~ 
information, materials, and equipment. These last two 
sections are especially helpfu~ to the director of the 
program. 
Of special significance and value to the director is 
Dent's detailed discussion o~ the following items in his 
section on organizing audio-visual services: 
1. General Problems Among Schools 
2. Audio-Visual Materials in the Classroom 
3. Applying Audio-Visual Materials to Special Fields 4. Audio-Visual Materials for Extra-Curricular 
Activities 
5. Basic Recommendations 
6. Audio-Visual Materials in Education 
wor • t, The Audio-Visual Handbook, Society for 
sual Education, Inc., Chicago, 1949. 
8. 
9. 
Department or Audio-Visual Edueation in States, 
Counties, Cities and Towns 
Organization or the Department or Audio-Visual 
Edueation · 1/ 
Organization or the Program in Eaeh School 
In his diseussion of the organization of the progrwn in 
ach school, Dent advises that a coordinator be named ror 
ach school and that his teaching schedule adjusted to 
ermit him to perform the ro11owing functions: 
1. Informing teachers about available materials. 
2. Assisting teachers in the selection or material• 
3. Working with teachers in improving utilization. 
4. Extending the use of audio-visual aids within the 
school. 
5. Seeuring evaluations on material used. 
6. Ordering audio-visual materials rrom the central 
department. 
7. Seheduling aids and equipment within the building. 
8. Training teachers and students in the operation of 
equipment. . 
9. Maintaining liaison between the sehool and the 
central department. 
10. Supervising the colleetion of filmstrips, reeordings, 
slides, rlat pictures, and museum objects ror the 
building and organizing and direeting school 
journeys.?} 
The main value of this textbook lies mostly in the he1p 
can give the director through its section on organizing 
dio-visual services and through the very helprul direetory 
information, materials and equipment found in the last 
book. 
4. 
pp. 184-185. 
9 
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Haas and Parker have written a book which although 
acing special emphasis on merchandising~ advertising, sales 
remotion, and industrial training programs can nevertheless 
value to the director of a school audio-visual 
gram.. 
Of particular interest to the writer of this paper is 
the series of ttno' stt which follow the discussion of every 
aid. After discussing maps, charts, graphs, and diagrams, 
or instance, the authors list the following unorsn for 
ing those particular aids. 
DO 
DO. 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
"spark-pl-ggtt your instruction with maps, charts, 
graphs, and diagrams. 
use these aids in connection with other visual aids 
and the actual objects. 
use the opaque projector for presenting small maps, 
charts, graphs, and di a.grams to the training group. 
utilize flow charts, table charts, and organization 
charts in training. · 
present statistics in the form on a bar graph, "pie11 
graph, line-graph, or pictorial graph. 
permit the trainee to participate in discussing and 
developing diagrams. 
apply information immediately. 
test trainee for understanding. 
reshow maps, charts, graphs, and diagrams to clear 
up misunderstandings. 
follow up instruction by displaying the aid on the 
bulletin board. 
make your own maps, charts, graphs, and diagrams 
large enough for observation by the whole group. 
make titles and captions clearly visible. 
exhibit maps, charts, graphs, and diagrams high 
enough for every store trainee to see. 
prepare the trainee before presenting aid. 
and Harry Q. Parker, Preparation and Use Of 
Prentice-Hall Inc., New York, 1955. 
1 0 
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present the aid at the crucial moment. DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
DO 
explain all symbols and devices to the trainee. 
stand beside the training aid and not in front of it 
remove all unrelated material. 
speak to the training group instead of the training 
aid. !/ 
DO use a pointer to focus attention. 
As can be observed, the foregoing list offers some very 
llwc>rt;h~rbile suggestions to the teacher; and the director who 
the need for intermittent goading of teachers might 
do well to incorporate the above suggestions and others in 
eriodic bulletins to his teachers. 
Perhaps one of the most unique textbooks in the field y 
of audio-visual education is a textbook edited by Elliot 
and called Film and Education. The purpose, plan and 
coverage of this book is best described by Elliot himself! 
"This book has but one major purpose--to present 
within the useful limits of one volume a comprehensive 
survey of th6 present and potential uses of the 16mm 
educational motion picture in our modern society. It 
is a task which defies any single writer; the variety 
of film uses and the experiences required to write 
about them are beyond the ability of one individual. 
For this reason, The Film and Education is the 
deliberate product of thirty-seven writers, each one 
discussing a phase of educational film use with which 
he is most thoroughly familiar. 11J/ 
.. 
Although divided into five parts, this book has three 
arts which are especially helpf'ul to the directol,' o:f a 
1/Ibid., PP• 78-79. 
dfrey M. Elliot, Film and Education, Philosophical 
ary, Inc., New York, 1948. 
% 1:. 1 2 
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school program: Part 0ne-- 11The nature of the educational 
film; n Part Two-- 11 The educational film in the classroom; tt 
and Part Five-- 11Adm.inistrative problems and praetices.n 
In Part Two~ the reader will find a complete chapter devoted 
to the use of the educational film in each of the curriculum 
areas. This is the part with which the director should 
become most familiar. It will show him specifically what 
can be done with the film in each curriculum area and the 
knowledge can then become a valuable reservoir of hints and 
suggestions to pass on to his teachers--through bulletins 
or direct contact. Part Five~ on the other hand, is no less 
valuable to the director. Most of the major administrative 
problems which could confront any director are exceedingly 
well covered. Of special interest to the writer of this y 
paper is Dameron's discussion of the following basic 
principles to be observed in developing a justifiable budget 
for audio-visual instruction: 
1. 
2. 
5. 
Financial support for the audio-visual programs 
should be derived entirely from public taxation. 
Substantial funds are required for an adequate 
audio-visual program. 
Assurance of continued financial support should be 
provided for the audio-visual program. 
The audio-visual budget should consist of two 
major parts: the educational plan~ and the 
e.xpendi ture plan. . 
Proportionately more funds should be provided for 
a small school than for a large school. 
Y.Ibid. ' PP. 4tl4-4 90. 
II - II 
6. The main criterion of budgetary increases f'or 
expansion of' the audio-visuaJ. program. should be 
the rate of progress in good utilization. 
The suggestion made earlier in reference to Dale!s y 
book is equally a propos f'or Film ~d Education. This is 
definitely another basic book which: should be added to the 
direc~or 1 s basic collection so that both he and his teachers 
might benefit from the wealth of inf'ormation offered within 
the covers of this book. 
A book dealing exclusively w1 th the type o:f i nf'ormation 
eeded for this paper was recently edi~ed by Harcleroad and 
?:! 
and is appropriately called · io-Vi ti 
There may be better books written on the subject of audio-
administration. The present writer~ however~ in a 
extensive search has failed to uncover a more 
comprehensive and thorough volume than this one. Detailed 
discussions o:f such_important items as :financing~ publicizing, 
lanning, instructing (teachers), evaluating, etc., are 
ound throughout the volume. Specificity of' detail prevails 
spite of the extensity of treatment as seen, for example, 
the.enumeration and discussion of the following distinct 
in producing a sound :filmstrip: 
, op. cit. 
ed Harcleroad and William Allen~ 
c. Brown Company, Dubuque, Iowa, 
18 
/Jt 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
Selecting the Titles 
Selecting Topics to.be Covered 
Typing the First Draft 
Preparing Final Draft 
Writing the Script 
Testing in the Classroom 
Photographing the Filmstrip 
Recording the Commentary 
Writing the Study Guide1/ 
Htitrcleroad & ~llen have really given the director a good 
source of information in their book. Adaptation of many 
oints discussed in this book will be found in Chapter 4 of 
this paper. For that reason it will suffice to make a last 
comment at this point and suggest that the directorwho gets 
Administration may find it to be his ucurriculum 
guideu in a?Jreat many of his activities. 
Kinder has written a book in which he has nattempted 
to bring together the best modern theory and practice in the 
use of the newer and more varied instructional materials.n :11 
This book is arranged in four parts: introduction, visual 
materials, audio materials, and the organization and 
administration of an audio-visual program. uThe audio phase, 
the author emphasizes, is treated with the same detail that 
visual material is treated. n w 
l/Ibid., pp. 98-99. 
~James s. Kinder, Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques, 
American Book Company, New York, 1950. 
2/Ibid., p. iii. 
&/Ibid., p. iii. 
14 
According to the author, some of the duties and 
responsibilities of the director are the following: 
I. Administrative 
1. Organizing a department or center of audio-
visual materials 
2. Preparing and supervising the expenditure of 
a budget 
3. Co-operating with school architects on the 
functional planning of new buildings 
4. Promoting public relations, involving 
a. Working with community groups 
b. Preparing publicity 
5. Reporting to the superintendent of schools 
II. Supervisory 
1. Promoting an in-service teacher education 
program 
a. Conferences 
b.. Credit or noncredit course work 
c. Demonstrations, screening, etc. 
2. Consulting with teachers regarding 
utilization of materials 
3. Consulting with teachers regarding material 
needs 
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4. Visiting schools 5. Issuing bulleting, newsletters, and information 
on availability and utilization of materials 
III. Technical 
1. Selecting and purchasing machines, films, 
slides, filmstrips, records, and supplies 
(with the cooperation of committees of 
teachers and other personnel) 
2. Maintaining a library 
3. Classifying and cataloging materials 4. Circulating materials 
5. Repairing and-maintaining materials 
6. Keeping records 
7. Producing materials such as slides, 
filmstrips, motionpietures, charts, models, 
flat pictures, exhibits, and records.!( · 
Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques is another book 
• 
ch will prove helpful both to the director and his 
first three sections will give the teacher many 
stimulating suggestions both in the visual and audio aspects 
education; while section four will provide the director 
of the audio-visual program much valuable information through 
the discussions of personnel, equipment and supplies, forms, 
audio-visual center layout, budget, in-service teacher 
education, curriculum development, and public relations. y ' . 
McKown and Roberts have written a book which contains 
a great deal of detail on the types of audio-visual aids. 
Designed to aid the in-service teacher, it stresses the 
selection and care of instructional aids. A large portion 
of this volume is devoted to the presentation of lessons in 
different subject areas and grade levels. This is one of the 
volume's important contributions. The director who is alert 
could use these lessons very effectively with the teacher 
who is perhaps still laboring in semi-darkness as far as the 
correct use of audio-visual aids is concerned. There are 
enough helps and suggestions here to reassure any teacher 
who is still perplexed with the tt.what, n the nwhere, tt and 
the nwhentt of audio-visual aids. 
The other section which the present wriim:a has found 
1/Harry c. McKown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids to 
Instruction, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1949, 
p. 6o8. 
especially help~ul is the one which deals with the audio-
visual center. The authors suggest that this center be 
easily accessible to all and that enough space be provided 
~or an office, a preview room, a workroom, and a storage 
room. These rooms are described in su~ficient detail to 
make the discussion of real value to the director. !i' 
?} 
Schreiber and Calvert are the authors o~ a book designe 
o illustrate what is involved in the building o~ an audio-
isual aids program. This book is divided into three major 
sections. The ~irst deals with the selection, utilization, 
and evaluation o~ audio-visual materials; the second 
describes brie~ly the production o~ audio-visual aids in the 
school; and the third discusses the administration and 
supervision of the audio-visual program. 0~ greater value 
to the director is really the last section o~ this book. 
material covered in the ~irst two major sections is, 
the opinion o~ the present writer, ·more adequately 
treated in other books previously mentioned in this chapter. 
The third major section provides the director with some 
i~ormative material on many o~ the problems involved 
administering an audio-visual program. Two plans are 
-555. 
Schreiber and Leonard Calvert, Building an Audio-
Science Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, 
l 7 
uggested for organizing the personnel of the program. 
y 
-
irements for equipment and materials r~ceive some y 
consideration. Financing the program as well as space needs 
such as audio~visual libraries, prbjection rooms, and 
:d 
assroom fittings are also discussed. Suggestions on fil 
storing and preserving materials such as flat pictures, 
and .filmstrips, records and transcriptions should be o:f 
!±/ 
value to the director. 
The authors' deptction o.f the audio-visual program at 
is especially interesting. They describe in thirteen 
stinct steps the procedure followed from the time the 
nstructor desiring a .film goes to thealdio-visual librarian 
time that his film evaluation is returned after 
the .film. Sample cards for film service 
equisitions, .film travel cards, .film confirmation, 
oti.fication and schedules, and instructor's report .forms are 
through the discussion. 
21 
y 
The last sub-section which deals with the administrator 
• 
pp. 39-44· 
pp. 44-48. 
PP• 48-51. 
PP• 55-59. 
p. 60. 
1& 
,11'.·' il 
J: .t 
... ,~l· 
evaluation or his ow.n program provides a good summary ror-
the appraisal or any program. A list of evaluative questions 
ilt around the suggestions found in the study of the 
y' 
ican Council on Education is given. The director will 
ind the questions on supervision and,direction, facilities 
and equipment, materials, teacher training and information, 
and f'inancial support of real value in the planning of his 
own program. 
One of the most recent textbooks in the field of audio-
visual education is Audio-Visual Materials--Their Nature and 
?) 
written by Wittich and Schuller. The main purpose of 
volume, according to the authors, is "to suggest some 
ways of more effectively meeting classroom learning problems 
21 
through audio-visual instructional methods.n 
The major contribution of' this book lies in its method 
of treatment rather than in the material treated. By this 
the present writer means that although the aids treated (and 
certainly well treated) are those same aids which many author 
ve written about, Wittich and Schullerts presentation, 
discriminating illustrations, is 
-62. 
ter A. Wittich and Charles Francis Schuller, 
==~~~~~~~~N~at~ur~~e~an~·~d~U~s~e, Harper & Brothers, 
~953 • 
.2/Ibid., p. xix. 
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extremely interesting. And the implication of this situation 
ecomes apparent. The director who is laboring to create 
interest in the audio-visual literature among his teachers 
will find this book a powerful vehicle in his .favor. The 
teacher is bound to be attracted to it. Once attracted there 
are enough strong forces within it to keep interest sustained 
for some time. The result (the present writer has already 
tnessed this change among some of his teachers) is a better 
informed teacher who becomes eager and better prepared·to 
articipate in the audio-visual program. This is perhaps 
a slightly exaggerated optimism. But the potentialities 
really exist. The director~ therefore~ will do well to 
hase this text and place it on his basic audio-visual 
shelf to serve as a power!FiU aid in the in-service training 
of his teachers. 
BOOKLETS 
y' 
Noel and Leonard have written an excellent booklet for 
in-service growth called Foundations for Teacher Education 
In io-Visual. This booklet reviews the 
sychological and philosophical factors effecting the use of 
audio-visual materials and suggests good practices in 
' ~ 
selecting, evaluating, and using multisensory aids. It has 
for 
191J7. 
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suggested source list on audio-visual materials ror a 
tudy or the War ror Independence and the drarting or the 
onstitution or the United States. 
The Department or Audio-Visual Instruction of the 
Education Association has very recently/published a 
eries of three booklets dealing with the planning or schools 
it 
the use or audio-visual materials. The r irst in the 
eries deals with the classroom and discusses perrormance 
standards ror such important ractors as light control, 
tilation, projection screens, projection stands, speakers, 
electrical installation, acoustics, and general classroom 
. kJ 
construction reatures. The second booklet in the series 
e deals with auditorium planning ror the use or audio-visual 
I 31 
terials. The third deals with the audio-visual center 
and discusses in detail its organization, services, and space 
storage, handling, repair and distribution or 
and equipment. Although this series is perhaps 
where new schools are constructed, it does 
ess present many ideas and suggestions which could 
easily be incorporated in many o~ our present schools 
thout requiring major expenditures. 
A booklet quoted in practically all textbooks in the 
~ield of' audio-visual instruction is A Measure ~or Audio-
. y 
sual Pro chools written by Seaton. This booklet 
is divided into two main parts. Part one is a report o~ a 
survey of' the utilization o~ motion pictures in classrooms 
o~ six eastern and southern cities and reveals organization 
o~ visual programs--darkening rooms, ventilation, projecting 
~ilms, equipment~ and materials. Part two makes recommendat s 
~or org~izing and administering an audio-visual education 
e program. 
There are, o~ course, other booklets in the f'ield 
besides those mentioned above. But the booklets already 
reviewed are included because they are representative o~ 
what is available and because they were especially helpf'ul 
to the writer in the preparation o~ this paper. 
MAGAZINE ARTICLES 
Magazine articles are certainly among the best sources 
o~ i~ormation ~or the audio-visual director. In many cases 
they are reports o~ how other people in the f'ield have solved 
1/Helen Hardt Se~ton, A Me~sure for Audio-Visu~ Progrgms 
In Scho~~s, Amer~can Counc~l on Education Stud~es, 
Washington, D. c., October, 1944. 
or attempted to solve some specific audio-visual problem. 
Such problems are usually more universal than unique. And 
Their solution, therefore, offers a rich reservoir of helps 
and suggestions for most p~ople having to do with the 
administration of an audio-visual program. 
Obviously, it would be impractical and far beyond the 
scope of this section to attempt a review of every magazine 
article that the writer of this paper found to be o:f value 
to a director of' an audio-visual program. In his research 
f'or this paper, the writer reviewed over one hundred 
articles--one hundred and thirty-two to be exact--and found 
that most of' them had some value :for his program. Either 
they suggested a new approach, a collaboration of' his own 
approach, or planted the seeds f'or the future development 
of his program. 
It can sa:fely be said that the searching reader can 
now :find an article on about every phase o:f the audio-
Jd 
visual program. Woelfel, for example, in his article: 
flHow to Start a Teaching Aids Programu emphasizes the need 
f'or a well-trained projectionist squad to relieve teachers 
f'or the important task of teaching when he says that, 
nMost teachers have found that effective use of .films, 
. " yN. Woelfel, ttHow to Start a Teaching Aids Program, 
Nations Schools (February, 1951), 47:74 plus. · 
slides~ ~ilmstrips, and the like depends upon the teacher's 
being ~ree o~ mechanical responsibilities while she is 
teaching. u 
11 
Blanc has the following to say about educational 
television: 
"Until a school system is able to write, produce, and 
telecast lessons over school-owned television stations, 
the prospects o~ using this tool in education do not 
seem ve-ry great. 
To install the proper.receiving equipment ~or use in 
classrooms is looked upon as a major undertaking in 
even the more wealthy school districts in the country. 
A well-prepared ~ilm is not only much more ~lexible; 
as yet, it is much less expensive." 
On the problem o.:r the place to use audio-visual 
gj 
materials, Allen has this to say: 
n Audio-visual materials should usually be used in class 
rather than in the auditorium. The classroom not the 
auditorium is the normal teaching environment, and 
research shows that audio-visual materials can be more 
ef~ectively taught when they are used as a part o~ 
classroom instruction. When pupils are taken to the 
auditorium ~or a ~ilm, they usually treat the showing 
as entertainment." 
:J 
Daniel summarizes his article nHow Can Audio-Visual 
Materials Be Used in the School Program11 with the ~ollowing 
ys. s. Blanc, nselection of Audio Instructional Materials,n 
Audio-Visual Guide (January, 1952), 18:11-13. 
21N. H. Allen, "Research Verifies the Value of Audio-Visual 
E'aterials,tt National Education Association Journal 
(January, 1952), 41:49. . 
.2/B. R. Daniel~ ttHow Can Audio-Visual Materials be Used in 
the School Program?tt, National Association ofSecondary 
School Principals Bulletin (April, 19;2), 36:83-87. 
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list: 
1. 
2. 
4· 
5. 
6. 
The use of audio-visual materials is essential 
in a school program because programs are 
purposely pl~ed arrangements for the learning 
of children and children learn by starting 
with the concrete and going on to the abstract. 
Administrators must be informed persons who have 
a sound philosophy of education. They must 
encourage and assist teachers in the use of 
audio-visual materials. 
T~achers should have pre-service training in 
the use of' audio-visual ma:terials and should 
continue effective in-service traintng after 
employment. 
Careful planning f'or the use of' audio-visual 
materials and studied evaluation of their 
effectiveness are necessary. 
The use of audio-visual materials must be an 
integral part of' the whole instruction. It 
must give the learner a real purposeful experience. 
The mechanics of the school program must assure 
learners that concrete experiences are not apart 
and separate from other phases of' the 1 earning 
experience. 
Teachers should feel the responsibility f'or 
preparing audio-visual materials for use in the 
same way all other preparation is made. 
A discussion of other phases of the audio-visual 
program such as personnel, budgeting, selection, distribution 
etc. can be found in magazine articles already published. 
Many fine articles on audio-visual education are 
published in almost every prof'essional journal today. The 
magazines, however, that are specifically dedicated to 
audio-visual education and which should def'ini tely be placed 
on the audio-visual shelf of every director are the following 
1. Audio-Visual Communications Review, Department 
of Audio-Visual Instruction, National Education 
Association, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.c. 
2. 
4· 
5. 
6. 
Audio-Visual Guide, 1630 Springfield Avenue, 
M~plewood, New Jersey 
Educational Screen, Inc., 64 E. Lake Street, 
Chicago 1, Illinois 
Film World, Ver Halen Publishing Company, 
6327 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 38, Calif. 
Teaching Tools, Ver Halen Publishing Company, 
6327 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 38, Calif. 
Instruciional Materials, Department of Audio-
Visual Instruction, National Education Association, 
1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C .• 
THESES 
Theses in audio-visual education represent another 
fine source of inrormation for the audio-visual director. 
Like the magazine article; they attempt, in many instances, 
to solve a particular local problem whihh in reality contains 
many similarities to problems in other localities. And 
since they are more detailed than magazine articles, they 
offer the audio-visual director another rich reservoir of 
available information that he may tap whenever the need 
arises. 
In reviewing all the audio-visual theses at Boston 
University that were directly associated with the areas 
covered in this paper, the writer found several that were 
of help to him. 
y' 
Fitzgerald's thesis is perhaps the most comprehensive 
study or the status and activities of student operators that 
has ever been conducted. The present W;riter found many 
2 6 
inhe~ent suggestions fo~ the development of his own 
Operato~s Club in this thesis. 
Y' 
Patial's thesis is another thesis that the write~ 
found of general value for this paper. Patial formulates 
her plan on the basis of results she obtained from a questi 
naire u •••• sent to each of sixteen schools in the well-
established dep~tments of audio-visual education in the 
?:/ 
Greater Boston ~ea." The questionnaire was quite 
" 
complete and gave the writer of this paper a good basis 
for his own comp~ison of the audio-visual activities in 
his system with those of .Other towns of similar size. 
Some of the other theses which belped provide the 
writer with a good background for this paper were written 
21 1±1 5/ y 
by Collins, McKenna, Mulligan, and Tucker. 
1/May E. Patial, A Proposed Plan for the Organization and 
Administration of a Department of Audio-Visual Education in 
the Town of Lahore, India, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1949. 
g/Ibid., p. 29. 
~Katherine 
of 
&/W. J. McKenna, Proposed Plan for the Organization of a 
De artment of Audio-Visual Education in Cumberland, Unpublis d 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 19 • 
2/P.V. Mulligan, Audio-Visual Education in the Revere Public 
Schools, Unpublished Master's Thes,s, Boston University, 194 
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FILMSTRIPS . 
No one at all familiar with the filmstrip will deny 
its power to .sell or to educate. There are times when 
lengthy explanations can be cut short through visualization. 
A discussion of the many problems involved in the administra on 
of an audio-visual program, for instance, can be greatly 
facilitated through visualization. It might be asking too 
much of an administrator to sit down and pour through some 
two hundred pages of text, for instance, on the administrati 
of an audio-visual program. But if much of the same could 
be accomplished byviewing twenty to thirty frames of a 
filmstrip then the director might be in a much more favorable 
position to speed up his program of educating people 
{and possibly himself) in the ways of audio-visual education. 
It will suffice here to list those filmstrips which 
the writer hasp reviewed and found especially helpful to a 
director both for his personal growth and for the education 
of those who need to be educated. 
1. Audio-Visual Aids Series. Black and White. 
The Large City A-V Aids Organization, 44 frames; 
The Small City A-V Aids Department, 40 frames; 
The College Audio-Visual Center, 37 frames; 
The County Audio-Visual Service Program, 54 frames; 
Young America Films, Inc., 18 E. 41st Street, 
New York 17, N. Y., 1959. 
2. Audio-Visual Education Series. Color. 
The A-V Building Representative, 43 frames. 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Text-Film Department, 
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N.Y., 1953-54. 
~J1 I 2 9 
3. More Take-Home Learning Through Controlled 
•' 
·Ventilation.· Color. 
Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, 
National Education,Association, 1201 Sixteenth st. ,N. w., 
4. 
Washington 6, D. c. 
Whatts So Important About Audio-Visual Aids. 
Color, $2 frames, National Audio-Visual Association, 
inc., 2540 Eastwood Avenue, Evanston, Illinois, 1951, 
; 
··.:• 
e 
.. 
In deve~oping a planned audio-visual aids program the 
first step is to find out what materials and equipment B.l'e 
currently on band, the extent of use, the audio-visual 
training of the users and those factors which restrict more 
effective use. Hence a survey of facilities, personnel, 
equipment, and finance was made to determine the following: 
1. The classroom facilities in each building which 
would allow the efficient use of audio-visual aids. 
2. The extent to which teachers had received training in 
the use of audio-visual aids. 
3. The amount and types of audio-visual aids equipment 
available. 
4. The amount and types of audio-visual materials 
available. 
5. The extent to which teachers were using audio-visual 
aids in their teaching. 
6. The financial support available for audio-visual 
education. 
J 0 
Size of school system.-- The Southbridge Public School 
svstem includes a high school, a trade school, and five 
elementary schools. The trade school and the five elementary 
schools are all within a mile of the high school--location of 
the Audio-Visual Aids Department. Together, the seven school 
of the system with 18 available classrooms serve the educatio 
s of approximately 2,100 pupils. The high school houses 
grades eight through twelve representing a student body of 
98 students. The trade school, a technical high school, 
houses grades nine through twelve and has an enrollment of 
172 students. Four of the five elementary schools house 
grades one through seven while the fifth houses grades one 
through four. The total elementary school population is 1,4 
pupils. 
The high school has a supervising principal in charge of 
grades ten through twelve and an assistant supervising 
principal in charge of grades eight and nine. Four of the 
five elementary schools having grades one through seven have 
full-time supervising principals while the fifth, having 
grades one through four, is administered by a teaching 
principal. The administration of the trade school is the 
responsibility of a director assisted by a faculty member who 
serves in the capacity of assistant director while carrying a 
full teaching load. 
3 1 
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The teaching staf'.t' o.t' the system numbers eighty-six 
teachers distributed as .t'ollows: twenty-six in the high 
school including the present writer who serves in the dual 
role of part-time teacher and part-time audio-visual aids 
director; thirteen in the trade school; and .t'orty-seven in 
the .t'ive elementary schools. The departments o.t' art, guidanc , 
ic, and recreation are headed by full-time directors. 
rincipals, directors, and teachers combine then to make a 
starr o.t' ninety-six people. 
Physical .t'eatures o.t' classrooms.-- The control o.t' class-
room vent-ilation is an important .factor in the e.t'.t'icient use 
of projected aids in the classroom• Pupils learn better when 
conditions o.t' temperature and humidity ~e .favorable. The 78 
classrooms in the Southbridge Public Schools are not ideal in 
that respect. There are no classroom thermostats to regulate 
the temperature in individual classrooms; nor are there .fres 
air ducts to control ventilation. In spite of' these 
limitations, however, many teachers meet the problem o.t' 
tilation with some degree o.t' success by simply making use 
the raised window as it is needed. It is not the most 
technique of ventilation, one must admit, b~t remains 
ertheless a positive one and should be encouraged whenever 
om conditions warrant its application. 
Every classroom in the system is equipped with a dual 
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electric outlet which is located above the baseboard .in the 
rear wall. There are no outlets in .front of' the room. When 
a machine, such as the tape recorder, is used in the front of' 
0 
the room an extension is employed to connect the machine to 
the rear outlet. 
Each building is equipped with a set of portable dark · 
shades which can be set up in any room within a few minutes 
since proper .fixtures are instal1e4 on every casing of every 
classroom. Regular, light shades are permanently installed 
in the elementary classrooms. The high-school classrooms 
have recently been equipped with a special shade (black on thE 
outside and light tan on the inside) which darkens the room 
sufficiently to permit the satisfactory use of any projected 
aid except the opaque projector. 
Status of teache~ training.-- Out of' 86 classroom teache s, 
. . 30 have received .formal audio-visual aids training within the 
last .five years by enrolling in ~ audio-visual aids credit 
course. Recently, 21 teachers completed such a course given 
locally by a member of' the Office of' Communications or the 
Massachusetts Department of' Education. 
All teachers, on the other hand, have received some type 
of' informal training from the writer (a-v director). Through 
personal conferences, bulletins, catalogs, literature in the 
.field, and audio-visual aids meetings the director has 
attempted to help his teachers to better appreciation, 
selection, ~d utilization of audio-visual aids. Only 
recently, for instance, instruction in the operation of the 
sound motion picture projector, the filmstrip projector, the 
lantern slide projector, and the tape recorder was given to 
every teacher in the system. 'This was accomplished in the 
following manner: The director and three projectionists set 
up the four pieces of equipment in one school for a period of 
one week and conducted instruction in that school every aft 
noon following the dismissal of classes. Each day's session 
lasted at least 90 minutes. This plan was repeated until all 
the schools had been covered. Theoretically, every teacher 
is now able to operate all the equipment that is presently 
available to her. And most teachers who use audio-visual ai 
do seem to assume or are willing to assume the responsibility 
of operating the equ~ment available except the sound 
The reluctance on the part of teachers to oper~te the sound 
projec;tor can readily be seen in Figure-1 which follows~on 
the next page. 
In considering Figure 1, it must be pointed out ~hat 
when the operating of equipment is not done by the teacher it 
is performed almost. exclusively by the principals in the 
l 
elementary schools and projectionist squad members in the 
·I 
high school. The fact that approximately only 1.5 per cent of 
i the teachers opera~~ or are willing to operate the sound 
i 
pro j ec..t..o.l:!. .. d.o.e.s.._no_t .. .nee essarily .mean. .. that Southbridge t .eachers 
' 
• 
make little use of the sound film but means rather that when 
the sound film is used th~ alementary school principals as 
almost exclusive respo:q..?itl:>ili.ty for projection in their 
respective schools as do projectionist squad members in the 
high school. 
TYPE PER·CENT 
OF I EQUIPMEN~ 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Figure 1. Per Cent of Teachers Doing or Willing to Do 
Own Operating of Equipment Used (These Are 
Approximate Per Cents Based On the Writer's 
Observation Over a One-Year Period) 
Materials and equipment available.-- At the time of' the 
present writer's appointment to the position of' part-time 
audio-visual aids director in 1949 the entire school system 
had but one sound motion picture projector. Every school, 
the other hand, had a lantern slide projector and a rather 
inef'f.'eetive (by todayts standards) but operating filmstrip 
projector. Three of' the f'ive elementary sehoo~s had a 
permanently installed 12• x 121 screen in their auditoriums. 
~· "--·-·-·- --·-·~·L--_.,_ .. 
1-w.~H\h school. in the system had a 5ott x 5ou tripod screen. 
There were 102 filmstrips and 978 lantern slides stored in a 
high-school room which obviously had not been used for some 
time. Such was the picture in 1949. 
Table l which follows was especially prepared to show thl 
gradual development of the audio-visual program with respect 
to additions of equipment and materials from l950 through l95~ • 
Table 1. Additions of Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials 
1950 - 1955 
Material..s 
and 
~q_1.l._j_pment 
(J.) 
1. Sound Films 
2. Filmstrips 
3. Lantern 
Slides 
4. Sound 
Projectors 
5. Filmstrip 
Projectors 
6. Lantern 
Slide 
Projectors 
7. Opaque 
Projectors 
8. Tape Recorders 
Prior 
to 1950 1951 l.952 1953 1954 1955 Total 
1950 
(2) (3) (4) (J5) (6J (7J (8) (9) 
0 0 0 0 0 
102* J.5 30 20 108 
978 47 0 0 0 
1 l 1 1 
7 0 0 0 2 
7 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 
87 5o 
2 
310 
0 0 1025 
0 1 '6 
4 3 ~6 
0 0 7 
1 1 2 
1 0 2 
9. Screens 10 0 0 
1 
0 4 l 2 17 
~ Ali now d:isrHtl"ded_. 
A brief explanation of several items in Table 1 might be 
of further enlightenment to the reader. · The two sound films 
owned by the school system are deposited with the Mass-
School Film Cooperative of which we are a member. 
Cooperative represents twelve participating school syst 
th approximately 100 films presently available free of 
charge to each of its members. All Cooperative films are 
stored for distribution in the Office of Communications of 
the Massachusetts Department of Education. This arrangement 
ovides an excellent opportunity for extending the use of 
the sound film without resulting in an appreciable increase 
in cost. 
The total number-of filmstrips available according to 
able 1 is 310.. This number represents only those filmstrips 
purchased since 1950. Filmstrips purchased prior to 1950 
were discarded because of their poor condition and inferior 
quality. 
The third item deserving further consideration is the 
total number of filmstrip projectors available. Actually, 
there are only 9 filmstrip projectors used by teachers; the 
7 projectors purchased prior to 1950 now receive little or 
no use. 
Storage space.-- Equipment in each elementary school is 
stored in a large closet which adjoins the principalts office 
a 7 
and wbich also serves for the storage of school supplies. 
audio-visual aids center, located in the high school, houses 
all materials and equipment not permanently placed in the 
elementary schools. The room used for the center is a small 
one having only 274 square feet of floor space. There are 
many facilities within the room, however, such as two tables, 
filmstrip racks with 270 filmstrip capacity each, four.· 
sections of steel racks providing 84 square feet of storage 
space, a large desk, a 5' x 15' magazine rack, and a file 
cabinet. 
Use of audio-visual materials.-- The teacher request 
records .for the school years 1949-50 through 1954-55 indicate 
two encouraging trends. More requests are now made for audio 
materials than ever before; and more teachers are now 
using audio-visual materials than ever before. Figure.2 s 
ss 
the steady increase in requests for the thrae types of materi s 
distributed by the Audio-Visual Department over the six-year 
eriod. The total. number of requests for audio-visual materi s 
in 1954-55 represents an increase of more than 400 percent 
over the total number of :r-equests made in 1949-50. The 
proportion of teachers using audio-visual materials at least 
once a·week increased from about 10 percent in 1949-50 to 35 
percent in 1954-55. The proportion of non-users on the other 
hand decreased from about 45 percent in 1949-50 to 20 percent 
in 1954-55. 
It is also in~eresting to note the sharp increase in the 
use or the filmstrip began during the 1952-53 school year--
the same year that 128 filmstrips were added to tAe library 
(see Table I). This would seem to indicate that 
of the filmstrip grows rapidly when teachers are provided 
the opportunity to observe its effectiveness in their te~v~~·~~~ 
~---·.;;;:::_·--·-----
No. of 
· Reguests 
.-)..---~~~ ~ilmstrips 
--~~--~()~ Films 
Lantern Slides 
-·-·- I 
1600 ~------.-----.-----~----~------~-----
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1949-50 5o-51 52-53 53-54 54-55 
Figure 2. Yearly Increases in Teacher Requests for Materi 
Distributed by the Audio-Visual Department 
Financial support for audio-visual education.-- Reco~.~-~~ 
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tion of the importance o.t the audio-visual program in the 
Southbridge schools is shown by the increased allotment in 
the budget for each of the past six years. Based on an aud 
visual budget with salaries excluded, the per-pupil expendi 
in 1955, for instance, shows an increase of more than 500 
percent over that of 1950; while the per-teapher expenditur 
shows an increase of more than 600 percent for. the same 
period. These increases are shown clearly in Figures 3 and 
PER-PUPIL EXPENDITURE 
71.4¢ 
Figure .3. Comparison. of 
Pezt•Pupil Ex· 
penCI1tuzto to:tt 
19~.$ with l9.$0 
PER-TEACHER EXPENDITURE 
Figure 4, Oompar1aon of Per• 
'l'eaoher Expendi 
t'o:tt 19.$$ w:Lth l 
Expenditures for the audio-visual program are usuall7 
d1str1buteC1 ove:tt throe main al'eas t salaries'· materials and 
0 
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equipment, and operation. :The total audio-visual budget in 
Southbridge for the year 1955 was $2,200.00. Figure 5 shows 
how the Southbridge audio-visual dollar was spent in 1955. 
Figure 5. How the Southbridge Audio-Visual 
Dollar Was Spent in 1955 
The complete survey of audio-visual activities in the 
Southbridge Public Schools reported in this chapter offers 
encouragement for the future of audio-visual education 
in Southbridge. The trends noted--increased teacher partici-
pation paralleled by increased budgetary appropriations--refl t 
a general recognition of audio-visual materials as vital tool 
of education. This fact is a source of gratification for the 
writer as audio-vi~ual director. It serves as a strong 
incentive to the maintenance of the embryonic gains achieved 
and the nurture of their development. 
Chapter 4 will present the audio-visual program which 
the writer feels should now be in operation in the Southbridg, 
Public Schools. 
--~-
none important means by which instruction can be improve< 
is to be found within the area of audio-visual materials and 
. y' 
techniques •••• tt Here is how the authors of a very practical 
and down to earth text called Better Teaching in Secondary y 
Schools call attention to the educational values of audio-
visual materials: 
ttAre you interested in doing the best possible job 
of teaching? Are you determined to make learning for 
each student more permanent? Do you wish to provide 
wholesome and interesting variety in learning experience:!? 
Do you hope to bridge inequalities in student background: 
and to meet differences 1n student interests and abilitil[S? 
There is evidence that the use of audio-visual materials 
will help you do all of these things. In addition, ther~ 
are indications that the use of such resources inc~eases 
the amount of voluntary reading that your students will 
do, as well as teaches them to discriminate between good 
and bad learning material. To go a step further, the 
proper use of audio-visual materials stimulates group 
activity and promotes thinking. Finally, you can teach 
large groups of students more effectively by using 
multisensory approaches to learning. 
y=-i'"7.W::-:--:al::-t=-e-r--::A:-.~Wr:-i-:-ttich and Charles F. Schuller, Audio-Visual 
Materials--Their Nature and Use, Harper and Brothers, New Yo , 
1953, p. 13. 
g,/Marvin D. Alcorn, Richard A. Houseman, .Tim R. Schunerrt, 
Better Teaching in Secondary Schools, Holt and Company, New 
[York, 1954, p. 298. 
The record is clear. You can be a more effective 
teacher if you use audio-visual materials properly. 11 
The chief purpose of the audio-visual program and the 
only justification for its existence is to provide improved 
learning experiences for the pupils of the community by 
providing the needed assistance to the classroom teacher. 
This chapter will attempt to present the processes and 
problems involved in the administration of an effective audio 
visual program in the Southbridge Public Schools--the type of 
program which the writer feels should be in operation in the 
Southbridge Public Schools. 
l. Personnel 
nTo achieve a dynamic and f'unctional audio-visual 
progrrun, personnel must be provided who will see that 
materials are in proper condition and reach the places 
where they are needed at the right time, and that the 
teachers have some expertly trained and interested 
persons to wholtl they can turn with their many Caudio-
visuaY problems. tty 
nit is this human f'actor which is so often over-
looked in treatises on administration, supervision, or 
instruction •••• , no matter how many dollars are spent in 
the school budget for materials and equipment, the 
factor that will make or break the eff'ectiveness of any 
audio-visual program in a school system is the human 
faetor. 11_gj 
Y'James S. Kinder, Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques, 
American Book Company, Boston, 1950, p. 540. 
g/Planning Schools for Use of Audio-Visual Materials, 1952, 
Dept. of Audio-Visual Instruction, National Education 
Association, Washington, D. c. 
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Much thought, there~ore, has to be given to the type o~ 
personnel needed ~or e~~icient participation in the adminis-
tration o~ a ~unctional audio-visual program. In our propos 
program the personnel consists o~ the director who has con 
over the entire prog!am, the building coordinators, teacher 
committees, student projectionists, and student typists. 
The discussion which ~ollows will describe the ~unction each 
one per~orms in the total administration o~ the program. 
The director.-- There seems to be universal agreement 
among experts in the ~ield o~ audio-visual education that in 
order ~or a school system to have an e~~icient audio-visual 
program tt •••• someone should be given administrative control 
y' 
over the program. tt 
Champa expresses concurrence with this line o~ thinking 
when he says: 11Progress in building an e~~ective audio-vi 
program is more certain i~ it is possible to ~ix leadership 
responsibility on some individual such as an audio-visual y 
director •••• tt ttrt is the only way in which co~usion can 
be avoided and optimum use made o~ whatever equipment the 
~ 
school possesses. 11 , emphasizes Kinder. Wittich adds: 
ttAlthough the exercise o~ audio-visual responsibilities can 
be provided ~or in many ways the degree to which the duties 
1/James S. Kinder, op. cit., p. 540. 
g/L. Champa, nThe Director in the Audio-Visual Program, tt 
School and Society (January 12, 1949), 29:23. j(op. cit., p. 540. 
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and functions should be centered in one individual often me 
the di~~erence between succes~ and failure for a program. 
It is only super~luous to state, in the wake of such 
e:x:pert opinion, that the admi::n:.i.strative control over our 
program will be centered in one individual who will 
e the title o:f audio-visual director. 
The title audio-visual director applied to the person 
in charge o:f our proposed program, inci-dentally, is not an 
arbitrary selection. Other titles such as supervisor, 
coordinator, administrator, and consultant may also be 
applied to the person in charge of the audio-visual program. 
But a~ter serious consideration of a lists/ of specific 
advantages and disadvantages associated with each title :from 
the standpoint of connotations, requirements, and :functions, 
we have chosen audio-visual director as the title which best 
defines the position of the individual who is to provide the 
leadership for our proposed program. According to the 
authors of the list mentioned above, the title, director, has 
;/· 
the following advantages: 
u-......-.._, 
1. Requires higher credential than supervisor. 
2. Carries responsibility for both administration and 
22~ 
d Harcleroad and William Allen, Audio-Visual Administra-
William c. Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa, 1951, PP· 24-2;. 
~.;;:;..;;_• , PP • 24-25 • 
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supervision. 
3. Denotes leadership, head of department, and advisor. 
The leader of our audio-visual program should be a 
person with high standards of competency with administrative, 
supervisory and advisory functions. The title, director, 
seems to describe such a person quite adequately and will 
therefore be applied to the leader of the audio-visual·-
progrmn in Southbridge. 
Qualifications of the director.-- What should be the 
standards of competency for the person in charge of our 
proposed audio-visual program for the Southbridge Public 
Schools? uAny person with audio-visual responsibilitltes 
needs both personal and professional qualifications to render y 
successful service.n A brief survey of what experienced 
people have written on the subject of qualifications for the 
audio-visual director will help us to set up the competencies 
required of the audio-visual director in Southbridge. 
:!/Fred F. Harcleroad and James D. Finn, Department of Audio-
Visual Instruction, The Selection and Education of Audio-
Visual Personnel, Nineteenth Yearbook, 19$4, National 
Education Association, Washington, D. o., p. 128. 
y 
Most well-known audio-visual educators--Dale, DeKie£f 
y 2.1 1±1 
and Cochran, Kinder, Weave~ and Bollinger, Wittich and 
:v Schuller --to name a few--seem to ~eel that the audio-visual 
director should be well trained as a teacher and have a good 
understanding of both elementary and secondary education. He 
should be experienced in curriculum. planning and psychology 
and he should have a knowledge o~ instructional problems. 
The director should have a knowledge of sources o~ materials, 
evaluation and utilization techniques, and methods o~ 
4 9 
producing the less expensive school-produced types o~ audio-
visual materials. Finally he should possess the ability to 
work well with lay people and with teachers, ~ellow supervise s, 
and administrators. 
A committee of California educators has suggested the 
following competency standards which are often presented to 
serve as a guide for superintendents in selecting an audio-
1/Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Msthods in Teaching, The Dryden 
Press, New York, 1947, p. 486. 
g/Robert DeKie££er and Lee W. Cochran, 
Techniques, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New Jersey, 
j/op. cit., p. 541. 
&jG. G. Weaver and E. W. Bollinger, Visual Aids, Their Con-
struction and Use, D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1951, p. 29 • 
2/Qp. cit., p. 522. 
visual director. These qualifications are in addition to the 
audio-visual standards of competency for all teachers in that y 
state. The committee believed that the audio-visual directoj 
should have: 
1. General qualifications: 
a. A well-balanced and dynamic personality. 
b. A wholesome philosophy of life and education. 
c. An expert understanding of the processes of human 
living, growing, and learning ~t all ages. 
2. Supervision qualifications: 
a. Qualities of leadership which will inspire and 
guide professional growth of teachers. 
b. Knowledge of the total curriculum and its 
implementation with the use of audio-visual materi ls. 
c. A comprehensive understanding of instructional 
practices. 
d. Skill in selecting and using audio-visual material: 
in accordance with classroom need. 
e. An understanding of and practice in democratic 
supervision, and competency in guiding teachers in 
the improvement of their instruction. 
f. Successful teaching experience, preferably in both 
the elementary and secondary schools. 
3. Administrative qualifications: 
a. Administrative training in organizing and operati~ 
an audio-visual progrrun. 
b. Skill in the operating of and simple maintenance 
of audio-visual equipment and an understanding of 
the theory and practices related thereto.g/ 
Noel has presented a somewhat more specific list of 
basic qualifications for the selection of an audio-visual 
director. 
1/Elizabeth Goudy Noel and ;r. Paul Leonard, Foundations for 
Teacher Education in Audio-Visual Instruction,Amer1can Counci 
on Education, Washington, D. c., 1947, PP• 1-3. 
g/Fred Harcleroad and William Allen, op. cit., pp. 26-27. 
l. At least two years of' successf'ul teaching experience 
at either the second~ or elementary level$ .with 
subsequent experience in supervision or administrati 
2. An understanding of' curriculum objectives, of' the 
methods of' curriculum construction, and of' acceptable 
. instructional practices. · , · 
3. A well•balanced and dynamic pe:r>sonality and a whole-
some· philosophy of' life such as are commohly expected 
of' others in comparable positions of' educational 
leadership. 
4. Expert knowledge of' audio-visual materials and how t 6 
use them as an integral part of' the instructional 
program. 
5. Skill in operation and simple maintenance of' audio-
visual equipment and an unde:r>standing of' the theory 
and practices related thereto. 
6. A working knowledge of' basic fields, such as photo-
graphy, radio production, recording$ slide-making, 
so on. Although it is not required that he be an 
expert in any one of' these fields, he should be f'amil 
with the processes involved. 
7. Skill in organizing and directing the activities 
department.y 
Some states now have provision for a special audio 
certificate. Indiana, ,f'or example, has set up requirements 
for an audio-visual supervisor's (direetor•s) certificate. 
Larson reports: 
In 1951 the Audio~Visual Instruction Directors of' 
Indiana recommended to the Teacher Training and Licens 
Commission a proposed program f'o:r> an audio-visual 
supervisor's certificate in Indiana. Because much of' 
51 
• 
work of' the audio-visual director is of a supervisory 
~ature, members of' the Commission ag:r>eed that the 
professional education course requirements should parl::Ll...L.Gu.. 
those for other administrative and supervisory certif'ic s. 
The requirements in Indiana for an audio-visual supervis 's 
certificate, first class, as approved in 1952, revised 
l955, are: 
!/Francis Noel, National Society Cdr the Study of' Education, 
Principles of' Administering Audio-Visual Programs, Audio-
Visual Materials of' Instruction, Forty-Eighth Yearbook, 1949, 
Part I, University of' Chicago Press, Chicago, pp. 194-195. 
A. Baccalaureate degree f'rom a standard or approved 
college or university. 
B. Elementary or secondary teacherts certificate. 
c. One year of' graduate study with a master's degree 
f'rom a standard college or university, including: 
1. Basic education courses 
A minimum of' one graduate course in 
each of the following areas: 
School Administration ••••••••••••• 2-3 
Supervision of Instruction •••••••• 2-3 
Educational Psychology •• ~ ••••••••• 2-3 
Elementary curriculum ••••••••••••• 2-3 
Seconda.ey c1;lrriculum ••••••.•••••••• 2-3 
2. Audio-visual ·education 
Graduate courses in three areas as 
f'ollows: 
Selection, circulation and util-
ization .............................. 4-6 
Preparation of' audio-visual 
materials (including graphics, 
filmstrips, and radio programs) ••• 4-6 
Administration of' audio-visual 
materials program ••••••••••••••••• 2-3 
Minimum No. 
Sam. Hrs. 
l0-15 
lO-l5 
3. Electives 0-10 
n. Three years of' successf'ul experience as prin~i~al, 
supervisor, or teacher within last lO years.±; 
Massachusetts is perhaps the most recent state to set up 
certification requirements for an audio-visual director. 
0 2 
Page nine of the Commonwealth's manual--Requirements for 
Certificati·on of Teachers, Principals, Supervisors, Directors 
Superintendents, and Assistant S~perintendents in the Public 
Schools of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts lists these 
requirements, effective September 1, 1956, under the heading 
IYL• c. Larson, Planning School Buildings for Instructional 
Materials from the Viewpoint of' the Audio-Visual Supervisor, 
Reprinted from BUlletin of the School ot Education, Vol. 31, 
No. 4, Indiana University, Bloomington, Sept., 1955, pp. 82-8 • 
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or Certification Requirements ror Special Subject Teacher in 
the Elementary and Secondary Grades. They are: 
1. A bachelor's degree or a diploma from a four-yeru 
course in a normal school approved by the Board 
of Education. 
2. Included in each candidate's program of prepara-
tion there shall be a minimum of twelve semester 
hours in education courses approved for the 
preparation of teachers. or the special subject 
Ziudio-visual educatio~.with not less than two 
semester hours in supervised .student teaching at 
the appropriate grade level.... The remaining 
semester hours shall include appropriate courses 
in two or more of the roll owing areas: 
Philosophy of Education 
Curriculum Development in the Special 
SubJect Field 
Educationa1 Psychology, including Child 
and/or Adolescent Growth arid_ Development. 
3. A minimum of eighteen semester hours of prepara-
tion at the college level in the special. subject 
field Laudio-visua1 educatioB(. · 
The foregoing discussion makes it quite clear that the 
director of an audio-visual program cannot be u just anybodyn. 
On the basis of expert opinion and the recent establishment, 
by some states, of state-wide certification standards for 
audio-visual directors, the writer feels that there are some 
definite recommendations to be made as to the qualifications 
of the director of our proposed audio-visual program in South 
bridge. 
" In order to qualify for the position or audio-visual 
director in Southbridge, the candidate should meet certain 
personal and professional requirements. It is recommended 
that this person should have: 
A. Personal qualifications: 
1. A sincere interest in the audio-visual field 
2. General administrative ability 
3. Initiative, courage, vision, tact, and ambition 
and the personality that attracts teachers and 
co-workers 
4. Sufficient mechanical aptitudes to supervise 
maintenance of equipment 
' y' 
B. P.rofessional qualifications: 
i. Baccalaureate degree from an accredited college 
or university 
2. One year of graduate study with a master's degreE 
from an accredited college or university, includ· 
ing any of the following courses. not included on 
his undergraduate program: 
a. General courses in education: 
(l)Social Foundation of Education 
(2)Psychology of Learning 
(3)Educational Measurements (not statistics) 
(4)Methods of Secondary Education or Methods 
of Elementary Education 
(5)Elementary School Curriculum 
1/Adapted after the program for the masterts degree in educa-
tion with specialization in audio-visual education at Boston 
University. This program is planned to meet the needs of 
audio-visual directors and coordinators. 
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(6)Secondary School Curriculum 
b. Audio-visual courses in education: 
(l)Management of Audio-Visual Aids Department 
(2)Research in Audio-Visual Education 
c. Audio-visual laboratory courses: 
(l)Use of Audio-Visual Materials in Education 
(2)Laboratory Work in Audio-Visual Aids 
(3)Production or Audio-Visual Aids in Schools 
3. At least two years or experience as principal, 
supervisor or teacher within the last 10 years. 
This list or· qualifications may appear over-ambitious to 
some, but it really is not. In looking back over the past 
six years as director or the audio-visual program in South-
bridge, the writer can think or numerous occasions when the 
qualifications listed above enabled him or would have enabled 
him (had he possessed them at the time) to make a greater 
contribution to curriculum improvement in the Southbridge 
Public Schools. 
rr our proposed audio-visual program is t 0 contribute it: 
maximum to the improvement orthe Southbridge curriculum--and 
that, or course, is our prime objective--then we reel the 
leadership of the program has to be placed in the person who 
can meet the standards or competency listed above. 
Because Southbridge is a relatively small school system, 
the director can almost be in constant personal contact with 
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every teacher in the system. He is in a position to know 
personally almost every audio-visual need of every teacher 
serviced by his department. And what is equally important, 
if not actually more important, is his opportunity to really 
g~to know every teacher intimately--his interests, aptitudes 
skills, personality traits, etc. In short, he knows the 
"persontt of the teacher. Fortified with this information of 
his "customer" the director ~ possesses ~ necess!1!:!7 
is in a most advantageous position to elicit 
the ubest" in every teacher. And this, of course, can only 
result in a greater guarantee of successful attainment or the 
audio-visual. programt s main objective as already stated--to 
provide improved learning experiences f'or the pupils of' 
Southbridge. 
Duties o:f the audio-visual director.-- The duties of' the 
audio-visual director in Southbridge will be numerous and 
varied. Because of the relative size or the school system, 
he will have to perform many functions which are usually 
delegated to different sta:ff' members in a larger system. In 
Southbridge, the director will be the staff--that is he will 
be the only professional, paid member or the audio-visual 
center. But that should not be interpreted as a deterrent to 
the efficient administration of our proposed audio-visual 
program. Given su:f:ficient time and with proper training (as 
recommended in the section on qualification or the director) 
56 
the director can. still provide the kind of leadership that 
will insure the smooth and effective operation ot the audio 
visual program in Southbridge. He ~ill serve ·as the nucleus 
from which the entire personnel of teachers and .supervisors 
will receive inspiration, information, assistance, and 
. . 
guidance pertaining to audio-visual instruction. He will y 
perform certain spe~ific duties to achieve the ."4 R*s 11 of 
OUl' proposed _audio-visual program •••• to make sure that the: 
• 
'-1kt 
· . &J~ 7et to the. 
'R 'r"t t~«e a£ & 1l ;1n.c ttmR., (}Itt(/.. UMd;, Tk 'Rt1~tt l 
~Setting Up Your 
n vevs!ty Press, 
Stantord 
• 
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The specific duties that will have to be pe~formed by 
the audio-visual direeto~ in Southb~idge may be grouped und 
three main headings. This f~amework is the ~esult of find-
ings in the literatu~e and f~om the writer's six years of 
experience as the audio-.visual di~ecto~ in Southb~idge. The 
duties of the directo~ of our p~oposed program then will be: 
• 
A. 
B. 
e. 
AdW\\V\\&t're.t'\'Je 
Supev-vl&ov y 
Tech.~t~lLl 
1. 'Pla.'l\vUV\<).tVel>~~\Y\«j, ~~c:L·!tye~d.\¥\~ tke.: 
&.vel to- 'I i '0\J'-\. b ud'\e.t .. -- "This will be one of the 
. ' y . 
most important duties of the director." The budget will 
provide to~ (1) purchase and rent9.1. of materials; (2) pu:t'chas 
of equipment such as projectors, recorders, screens and so 
I (3) maintenance of materials end equipment; and (4) distl'ibu• 
tion of materials and equipment. A detailed treatment of the 
I7Harl'1 d. MeRoW-n and Alvin B, Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids to 
Ynstruotion, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, !949, p, 5~7 
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audib-visual budget in Southbridge will appear turther in 
this chaptel'. 
J.._De.."e\oy\~ ~ Sa&~\e.S o5 ;o~ms fo~ '-JSe. 
.L» th~ ·os.h~\J''Y¥~ b:'l\d. "'~\.ntr,.;ni.¥'1 a£ W\.•i':t-
\~\s. ):M.ci s'\u.\~Y)')g,n.t.-- Suitable to~s .are necessary 
.to insure the smooth opel'ation of any audio-visual program. 
Such. forms as T'eaching Materials Request, F.ilm Coni'ir:mation, 
Daily Program, Proj:ectionist Schedule, Equipment Repair, and 
Oiling Log will have to be developed by the director. 
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\l'f§.. -- The teacher requests in individual schools will 
expedited through-the building coordinator. The practice 
will be for teachers to bri~g their requests for materials 
the building coordinator who will check for duplications, 
errors, addi tiona, and omissions and then· contact the audio 
visual department personally. 
-=-.-i~· To 
IIi A·V 
.1\l l>eft• 
te..~ ...... - A simple weekly form placed on the. audio-visual 
bulletin board will be utilized for the scheduling of both 
materials and equipment. S1,1ch info:rmation as the 4,ay, time 
location, material!, equipment and projectionist will he in-
dicated tor each period of the day. This system will be in 
operation in the High School ~here the director will also 
serve as coordinator ot the building) and will he encourage 
in the ather schools ot the system. The apparent simpl1o1 
of suoll a scheduling syst~m belies its important aontrihuti 
6 0 
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as a link in the chain of functions forged to achieve the 
"4 R•sn of our proposed program • 
..!;;. -p~vti~tv~t\~ · \.V\. ~\JV'~i'-\)\um. '(e."\s.toY\,.-
"The audio-visual director should be first arid foremost a 
curriculum worker. His chief function •••• LWill7be to assis 
. . - v 
in· enriching the .].earning experiences in the classroom~;"· ',I' 
audio-visual director in Southbridge will accomplish ~his by 
servipg as a resource person to curriculum committees in the 
integ:t-ation of audio-visual materials and techniques with 
curriculum.objectives. :"Today no curriculum implementation 
plan is comple.te. :that does not refer to transcriptions, 
. . . y 
strips, 16mm. sound fi-lms, chart~, and maps." It·will 
aim of the audio-visual director to bring about a close c 
]ation of audio-visual materials to courses of study.th~t 
W. F. Witt a~d Max R. Bruns tetter·,. Depal'tment · of Audi -
Instruc1;iion, Curriculum Improvement and The Audio-
Visual Program,· Nineteen.th Yearbook, 1951+, National Equcati 
Association, Washington, D •. c., p, 144, 
_g/wittioh, op. cit., p. 519, 
now being developed through the of the 
Southbridge teachers. 
0 
---
.... 
-
--
-
vtc.,. -- Requests for suggestions, evaluations, answers 
questi.o·nnaires, etc. are the types of requests received f 
time to time by the audio-visual director from 
eies. Meeting ~uoh requests usuallY' results in some benefi 
to the local ·program. T_he director will_ meet these 
to the extent that time will permit him to do so. 
• 
7. "P~QW\OtlY\1 ~ybll~ 
-w\.tk. C..CIW\ W\VV\ • 
Manr local organ-
izations suoh as the Rotarr, Oivitan, and women's clubs as 
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well as the public library have already received the service 
of the audio-visual department. Under our proposed program 
the director will of course continue these services and even 
extend them whenever possible. 
e. 
OV\. tke.. 
a:t\.d ~E.W\.Ocle.ll\1\1 o-f.: 'Old.- OV\.e.S. -- "Unless ~rop 
consideration is given to the planning of buildings for the 
use of audio-:visual .!md other learning materials,. new build-
ings will be obsolete for learning purposes the day they are 1/ ' 
completed.u- With the building program in Southbridge still 
in the preliminary ~age, the audio-visual director's train• 
ing and experience should be used to insure••o•"that clas$-
~~oms make possible proper use of motion pictures, slides; 
opaque materials, filmstrips, recordings, radio, television, 
' ' y 
and display and exhibit materials • 11 The director should 
YlDepartment of Audio-Visual Instruction, .P~~~~~~~~~F­
Use ·of Audio-Visual Materials, No. l, Classrooms 
ional Education Association, Wash., D. c., p. 5. 
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tand ready to offer concrete suggestions on·audio•visual ne 
:facilities to be considetted if our future school plant:is o 
institution 
9. 'R@_-po'ft\V\~ to -th~ Su?e~\ntende.nt ax. 
~~h.ools~•· It will be the. responsibility of the director 
to ke•p the superintendent constantly infor,med on·the progttes 
and needs or· the audio-visual program. Thr·ough wri tte~ re-
ports as well as iliforma·l "chats"·, the director will recomme 
to the superintendent the purchase of needed materials and 
equipment, "'•. •• the development o:f new tacili ties, changes 
pl'ocedures, and all other matters which will improve the 1 ,.., 
. !I· 
ing environment ox- the. teaching situation." 
Cochran, op, cit., p. 212, 
·~.: 
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I B. Supe~'llso~Yf 
1. ~oV\du~ti ~a,~\)1-\: · ~e.~tt~ & -ta st( ... 
u\~t~ -{:uv~~e-~ use.·~· &\Jdto-"tS\)Gl "t<!.~~\V\~ 
VV\e..te.v-\.Q.\..s.·-- These meetings will provide the director 
with.an opportunity to demonstrate and discuss new audio""vis. 
materials, ·equipment, and techniques as well as the latest 
research in the .field. In such a .free-and-easy, give-and-ta 
atmosphere, the writer has .found that teache:rs usually come 
mor.e interested and more stimulated to investigate .fUl'ther t 
educational potentialities o.f audio-visual materials in thai 
teaching. 
II 
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~ Tv~\Y\.i~ te.~n.~"~ l~ th.~ V$e. or ~d\ -· · 
. .. .. 
'1\.SU~\. e\UlfW\.eV\,.t . --...:. Group and/or individual instruct 
ion .will be offered to teachers as part of. the audio-visual 
department's in-service training program. 
3, EV\.~au¥~'t~~1 -t~ke.'i' ll~odv~t;.ow. of.. 
&..ud.io•'l \SUM W\.Q.~e.~ \. s • - - The training of the direct· 
ill help> him as$ist teachers with productiqn. of ·simple mater 
as slides~ charts 1 posters• displays, exhibits, bulletin 
oards, ·and the like to meet specific needs. 
4-. o ... ~-a'f\\:z.\V\.~ sc:·re.~~t'V\.!3& of \Cl.te>st 
~ 
e.~ ec~m\:.tte.e..s. --:- Such screenings of filmstrips, 
slides, films and transcriptions arranged periodically will 
serve a two-fold purpose: keep teachers well informed on la 
tes~ additions to the field, while providing them, in additi 
with an opportunity to evaluate and recommend audio-visual 
erials for future purchase. 
' .. \\'\.S"tY\Jt.:\:\.OV\::1.-- "The coordinator [directo'£.7 provides hi 
faculty with an expediter, a training-coach and a p~rsonaliz d 
stimulus at the critical instances of their learni'ng by doi 
6 1 
11 . . 
attempts to use modern instructional materials." The .direo or ·· 
will work closely with individual teachers on their specific 
audio-visual problems. Questions like what should be done? 
ilWal ter A. Bennet, 11Coordinating the Aud. io-Visual Program," 
!duoational Screen, (March, 1948>, p, 117. 
When? Where? How? Why? are· the types of questions that mus 
be answered very speaifically with particular settings, mat 
ials, and 
V\~\J'a..\. ~OU~~e.5 &..W:l'WaV'\<..Sn~vs.-~ The audio•visual 
program is.not and should not become the empire· 
Its main objective is to· provide an educati~mal service that 
will help teachers enrich the instruction of' their pupils. 
. . . 
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well;,..t:rained t,eacher will see greater, opportunities in this . 
important educat'ional service. And audio-visual courses and 
workshops are :mea:ns by which she will receive the prope;r trai ... 
ing that will help her take fu~l advantage of an audio-visua 
program. So, it goes without saying, therefore, that one of 
the director's responsibilities will be to encourage his ~eac 
era to attend audio-visual courses and wo~kshops. Informati 
pertaini~g to such courses and workshops will be passed on t 
teachers as soon as it is.received by the director. 
'l. Co~sutt 
e.~la..l V\e.ecl&. --The audio-visual program 
al service agency for the teacher .and as such should repres 
materials that will meet her specific instructional needs. 
·Direct personal contact with teachers will be used frequent 
by the director to·determine what teachers need and want in 
way of audio-visual materials. "Following such practices wi 
result in the procurement of the most useable type of ma.te 
and equipment and will further indicate to teachers 
program is truly designed to assist them with their 
1/ 
ion. u-
-
1/DeKieffer and Cochran~ op. cit., p, 212, 
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9. vv o'<' te"Ot<!.h.e..-r vtst-t~tto~6 
othe..~ e.~h.ools. -- The director will arrange as. o:Cten as 
wi]l be possible and practical visitatiohs to other schools 
tho purpose of' providing opportunities for his teachers to s 
how other teachers are making e:Cfecti ve use of aud,.io-visual 
10. 
"~ e.wed. ~'Ni --··-
§::1 ~te.m. .. -- There will be a continuous program etf previewi 
and prehearing in· Southbridge and the results filed to provi 
teachers with a rich source of references when making inq 
for and selecting materials. 
_ ...... --... 
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boC)..Vd..-- The educative values of the bulletin 
quite obvious.. Our audio-visual board will' provide 
priate place for the dissemination of infol'mation to 
Lists of new materials and equipment, information from the 
erature and from aU:c;tio-visual dealers, and notices of meet! 
and demonstrations as well as ·any other pertinent item will 
up its content. The board will be displayed prominently 
princ.ipal t s office whel"e every teacher comes in at least 
a day (to pick up and· beturn classroom keys). 
ULLET\W :&OA\tl 
1~. As~tst· 
u~a.t;toY\.~l e..e.~vt~e& 
~\)dto -\1\.~ui\.L W\O.te~ ta..l5 t~ -th&\~ ~e.!.%1t,s:,1:;tye:. 
f'rO~~ ~YV\..~;- ~ S.outhb:ztidge has a direotol' ·tor each ot the 
11 
following educational services (in addition to the audio~vi l 
program): guidance, art, music, and health and recreation. 
4 Each director works closely with teachers in developing his 
particular program~ Assisting each director develop his pro 
gram with teachers py using audio-visual materials will be 
function of the audio-visual director. 
t?J. 
a.l ltb~~vy_.- ~ This library will be made up of 
periodicals, books covering every phase of audio-visual e~~,J~•v 
and director! 
--,-------
; '3 
C. . Tee-hnte-~l 
t. Se.tecT\.Y\.~ aV\d.."fo'4'c.'Y\.o.st~~ VV\~~h.tV\.es, 
\.d..es ttl v e,~o"4"d~ ~V\.cL s.\) 
·;t~ th.e ~- e.:·~'<i\:lOY\. of c..cvn""-~ tt ee~ o-f. 
te.~eh.e.~s ~"'-d. oth~~ ~0\'\'V\.e.l • Although the 
director will do the actual purchasing of films, filmstri.ps, 
slides and records he will not assume complete responsibili 
for the selection of these. The teachers who use them will 
have the major say in their selection. The director's job 
this area will be mostly of an advisory :pature. 
of' projectors, screens, projection tables and similar equ~ ....... "",... 
however, will in most cases be made by the director 
V'e.C..O'(d.t\'\~§.·-- The di'rector will keep abreaet ot audio• 
visual materials, through. contacts with. commercial sale.amen, 
oatologa, and audio-visual publications ao that he mar devel 
co-operatively with. teachers the most functional audio•visua 
library p~aaible in Southbridge. Since all schools in Sout 
bridge are but a few minutes ride from the audio-visual dep 
ment, a teacher can literally call for a filmstrip, let's s 
at lOtOO A.M. and have'it ready to use at 10:0$ A.M. This, 
course, is a verr favorable situation. It means that 
-
-
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• lized lib~ary with its e'conomies will meet the needs of our 
'·· 
teache:rs. The money.:that would have to be expende~ on dupli 
·ths.· (to place in each school) we:re schools situated many mil 
f:rom the audio-visual depa:rtment, can be used to pu:rchase ne 
titles instead and·thus offe:r teache:rs a much mo:re extensive 
cove:rage of the cur:riculum. The di:recto:r will concent:rate t 
expenditu:re of the lib:rary budget on .films, filmstrips, slid , 
and recordings. 
t'\GT\011 'P\el\Jlt$ f'l\..M ~·t~JP~ 
lfo M~ ~l41»- S\\..E~\ S\t,...£.~1-S().).t\'\) 
materials made available through the audio-v-isual depart-
ant will be properly clas_sified and cataloged l:>y the directo • 
here will be a catalo.g .for eac;.h. or the .fou:r types of mate:r-ia s 
stored in the audio-visual department and every te$.cher will e 
supplied with 
~~==::ie!:~ 
:. 
-
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4. PI 
Once materials have been-purchased an adequate storage plaoe 
must be provided for accounting and diS.tributing purposes. 
4f• AAQ hRICU.)J 
. . ' 
... ·:,: ~;~ '. ,.;· 
; . 
.. 
.5. ·]) e l t \1 e~ ~'V\<l .W\a..t~~ t ~l& • - - The 
-• 
be responsible for ·an adequate pick-up. or delivery ser.vioe· t 
will provide the means of getting the materials and equipmen 
to the place of use at the time it is needed. 
""'--~---.... --
7 . / ~., •.. 
= ~ 
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of a..\Jd.\.0-\/l&U~t e'\\l\:pm~V\.t ~-- Student; operators pl y 
a very. important if not an·. indispensible part in the audio-v s-
ual program of any school system. It will be the responsibil· ty 
of the director to set up a training program for future proje t• 
ionist olub members. 
la.l~ 'C).\'\.d.. e Ul VV\e.V\.t.-- Constant attention to the 
dition of audio-visual materials and equipment is needed if 
are to serve effectively: in the program. The motion picture ·ro~'­
jector will likely be the piece of equipment that will need t e 
most care. The director will keep an oiling log on each motio 
picture projector. He will also personally do all oilin8 and· 
replacing of lamps, belts and tuses. Major equipment repairs 
111· be referred to the authorizeQ. deale!', That is the only 
sensible way a!' nandling :rnajol' itepairs that :may be indicated 
,, II 
r-- ----
I# 7 7 
The audio-visual director is not employed as a professional t 
nician and is not expected, therefore,· to perform duties of a 
hig~/technical nature. 
~~~~~~--~------~~~~~~~~~~~~~·-- ·Our I 
classroom-centered prog~am. For that 
IJ.H"''"'".,.on every classroom will have to be provided with means of 
ontrolling illumination satisfactorily for all. types of pro-
.. action. This will be a major project in Southbridge. The 
ctor' s responsibility will be to work along with the c.o-u~n..L.J-.LLla.• 
ors on the best possible solution to the problem, There 
ee common methods of light control which are used tor clas -
/ 
oom darkening today. These are drapes, shades and blinds. 
8 8 
here are generally accepted advantages and disadvantages ass ia-
ed with each typ.e. The director and co-ordinators working t 
ether will·evaluate and decide which type will best !'it the 
eeds o!' each indiv~dual situation. 
Workload o~ the audio-visual directo~.-- It nas been .sa • 
with a great deal of truth--that "most jobs in a ... 
get-done pretty much fn proportion to the time and empb.as 
. 1/ 
on them. n- If the director .of our proposed p:r;,ogram is t 
job effecti'vely he will have to operate on a full ... time 
The director who attempts to perform--on a part-time 
asis--a.ll of' the duties outlined above will soon 11!'1nd himse 
gj 
ragged." . 
That would be serious enough and completely unnecessary, 
udio ... Visual Di:rectorn 1 ;.,;:.:::;.;;..;.,;;:.;;:..;;;-.;:.:;......;.;;~:,;;:;..;;.,;;:_;;:;..;::.:=.=.;;:.;;:.;;.:.tp. 
1950), 121:41. 
But or greater consequence, perhaps, is the ract that the 
audio-visual director in Southbridge would become quite 
ineffective if he were to attempt to fulfill a rull-time job 
on a part-time basis. He would be seriously handicapped in 
his attempt to bring about a full realization or the i~erent 
education~ potentialities audio-visual materials have ror 
improvement or the curriculum. To put it simply., we would 
run the risk or providing our boys and girls with a curricul 
that could be richer and better were the audio-visual progr 
permitted to make its maximum contribution to the improvement 
or learning in Southbridge. 
A certain amount of the director's time will have to be 
spent on some basic duties such as the training or operators, 
maintaining of' machines, pre.:pcaring budgets, and ordering, 
receiving, cataloging, processing and distributing materials. 
These obviously are all important duties and must be perfu.L-"""''"-' 
in any good program. Yet, they represent the mechanical asp 
of the program and ntake on significance only as they contri 
·Y 
to the improvement of' learning." That is why, in addition 
the time needed to perfform them, the director should be gi 
sufficient time to work with individual teachers, teacher 
committees, and curriculum committees in the improvement of 
the curriculum through audio-visual materials and techniques 
Since Southbridge is a relatively small school system, 
1/Paul W. F. Witt and Max R. Branstetter, op. cit. 1 p. 144. 
7 9 
s 
the director can have his finger on the pulse of almost every 
audio-visual problem confronting teachers in the system. 
advantage of his strategic position in curriculum improvement 
should be taken. On a .full-time basis he will 
the mechanical aspects of the program but more significantly 
he will be able to 11 give teachers LfndividuaJl help· in sol 
their teaching problems and supply LSpecifi£7 recommendations y 
of materials and methods.n An atmosphere of informal, 
friendly working-togetherness will be created. 
8 0 
of audio-visual education in Southbridge will inevitably res t. 
The writer's recommendation for a :full-time audio-visu 
director in Southbridge is indeed a modest recommendation in 
the light of the literature. Remington says that: none o:f 
the leading men in this country in the field of audio-visual 
education suggestsi? :full-time education sta:ff member :for 
each 25 teachers. n To follow this suggestion would mean 
appointment of at least 3 full-time staff members in South-
bridge since there are over 75 teachers in the system. 
Wittich reports that: nin large urban communities, 
usually those with over 10,000 population, a full-time aud 
21 
visual director or supervisor is frequently appointed.n 
Southbridge's population is now over 17,000. If we could 
1/Lester B. Sands, op. cit., p. 513. 
?}G. W. Remington, nHow to Budget Your School's Audio-Visual 
Programtt, See and Hear (March, 1952), 7:12-13. 
J/Wittieh, op. cit., p. 511. 
broadly interprete Wittich's statement to mean a director for 
every 10,000, then Southbridge would have to appoint 2 :full-
time staff members. 
.81 
The state of Washington issues an official bulletin for 
schools which states that: 11The generally accepted standard 
of one :full-time professionally-trained audio-visual sta:f:f 
member :for each five hundred pupils should be the goal of ev 
di t i t .p 1 t /t... 1 1 fly' s r c; --~or e emen ary s~~~o s as we 1 as secondary schools 
The school population in Southbridge is approximately 2,000. 
The appointment o:f 4 full-time staff members then would be 
needed under this recommendation. 
Lauderbach, a California superintendent, writes that: 
ttEven a comparatively small district, one with four or five 
elementary schools, should have one :full-time director or 
gj 
coordinator of audio-visual aids." The Southbridge School 
System presently consists of seven schools. Following 
superintendent Lauderbach's recommendation would mean the 
appointment o:f at least one and possibly two staff members 
in Southbridge. 
The above recommendations are the results of careful if 
ywashington State Department of Public Instruction, =;:A:....-=T...;::,;;:~.;~F:::..L. 
Guide for the Instructional Materials Pro ram, Bulleti , 
Olympia, Wash he Department, p. 1 • 
g/J. c. Lauderbach, uAn Adequate Audio-Visual Program 
Small Elementary School Districttt, ~~i~o~-~V..:i==s~u~al~#;!~!:.:::!::~!!E.~.=.!:j~, 
Wm •. C •.. Brown Company, Dubuque, Iowa, , p. 
s-()L s 2 ~==+=====================================~====== 
subjective analysis o~ audio-visual needs. They represent 
considered judgment o~ persons long in the ~ield as well as 
standards o~ pract~ce in many good school systems. In the 
light o~ such recommendations it may be reiterated that the 
writer's recommendation ~or the appointment o~ a ~ull-time 
audio-visual director in Southbridge is indeed a modest one. 
Modest as it may seem, ·however, the writer ~eels certain, on 
the basis o~ his six years o~ experience as director o~ 
audio-visual education in Southbridge, that a professionally 
trained person, appointed on a ~ull-time basis, will be able 
to direct an ef~ective audio-vis~al program and insure _its 
maximum contribution to curriculum improvement in the South-
bridge Public Schools. In fact, the writer feels very co~i 
dent that a ~ull-time director could develop the type o~ 
audio-visual program in Southbridge that would be second to 
none. But the allotment of less than full~time to the 
director, on the other hand, would inevitably result in a 
proportional decrease in the total effectiveness o~ the 
program. 
Building coordinators and their duties.-- It is quite 
obvious that even though the director will be on a full-time 
basis,. he could never hope to administer the entire program 
by himael~. He will need assistance from strategic people 
in the system. People who will help him help teachers (on 
an individual basis) make the best possible use o~ audio-vis 
inst:r>uctional mate:r>ials and techniques in thei:r> teaching. 
The:r>e will have to be someone in each building who will 
serve as the liason pe:r>son between the audio-visual di:r>eeto:r> 
and the pe:r>sonnel in the building. This pe:r>son will be 
ttthe one about whom the audio-visual activities of the 
I 1 , ~ 
school LW1117 revolve$ and upon whose interest and enthusias 
. 11 
the success of the program LWil!l rest." We will call this 
person the building coo:r>dinato:r>. There will be a building 
coordinato:r> fo:r> each of our seven schools in Southbridge. 
Each elementa:r>y school principal will serve as 
coo:r>dinato:r> in his building. The coo:r>dinato:r> in the T:r>ade 
School will be a teacher appointed by the di:r>ecto:r> of the 
school. In the High School, the audio-visual director will 
also se:r>ve as building coordinator since the audio-visual 
center will be located in this building. 
There are at least two obvious reasons fo:r> our selecti 
of elementary school principals as building coordinators of 
their respective schools. The first is that fou:r> out of the 
five principals are non-teaching principals each in charge 
of a school population of about 310 or less. While this 
certainly should not be inte:r>p:r>eted to mean that our 
elementary p:r>incipals a:r>e unde:r>worked, it does seem to sugg 
i/Margaret W. Divizia, Department of Audio-Visual Instruct! 
tion of an Audio-Visual Center, Nineteenth Yearbo 
19 , National Education Association, Washington, D.C., p. 
33 
, 
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however, that they might have more time to devote to the 
program than any teacher in the building. 
Because teachers do not meet classes on a period basis 
in the elementary schools in Southbridge, it would be 
difficult to give released time to any one teacher for the 
performance of even the minimum professional and supervising 
functions as is often recommended in the literature. Even 
if one period a day of released time could be given to a 
teacher in each elementary school building as it is y 
recommended in a recently issued bulletin of the Department 
of Public Instruction in Indiana, the writer feels that each 
principal would still be in a better position to render a 
far greater service to the audio-visual instructional 
program. 
The fifth principal is a teaching principal in a 
four-classroom building (grades 1-4) with three other 
teachers. It would be almost impossible to arrange for 
released time from her!'·teaching but if she were excused 
from all extra-curricula activities, she could administer 
the audio-visual program in her school quite adequately. 
Our second reason for the selection of elementary 
principals as coordinators is so obvious that a detailed 
1/Altha J. Sullivan (Chairman), Committee on Preparation, 
The Audio-Visual Pro~am, Bulletin, 1956~ Number 218, 
Department of Public~nstruction, State of Indiana, P• 105. 
f!::_~·' 
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explanation would certainly be superfluous and entirely 
unnecessary. Any educator will agree that the main 
responsibility of the principal and the only justification 
for ihe existence of his position is to develop and administ 
the best possible instructional program for the boys and 
girls in his school. Since educational research has proved 
conclusively that audio-visual materials are indispensable 
tools of instruction and make for a better instructional 
program, it logically follows that the principal has the 
responsibility to develop; promote, and encourage the use of 
audio-visual instructional materials in his school. It goes 
without saying that the person in charge of an instructional 
program has the obligation to investigate all possible means 
of improving that program. It is really the duty of the 
principal o:r any school to develop a complete understanding 
of the educational potentialities of audio-visual materials 
and techniques so that he may develop with his teachers the 
best possible instructional program in his school. 
Two recent surveys indicate that the principal also 
serves as the building coordinator in many other school y 
systems today. The Connecticut survey showed that 219 out 
o:r 67(3 schools had the principal serving as building 
1/Connecticut State Department of Education, Survey of 
Audio-Visual Education in Connecticut Public Schools, 
Hartford, Connecticut, the Department, l9Sl, PP• 27-29. 
coordinator of his school. The other survey, of a selected 
sample of schools in the state of New York, revealed that 
the. principal served as building coordinator in 33 of the 
y' 
136 schools surveyede In most of the larger schools the 
trend seems to have the principal select a teacher to serve 
as building coordinator. 
The important role of the principal in the audio-visual 
program is further emphasized by such comments as the foll 
ing found in the literature: 11The principal will to a large 
degree set the tone and climate for effective utilization of 
. . y . 
instructional materials.n 
ttin supervising audio-visual aids as in other aspects 
his administration, tas is the principal, so is the school.' 
If the principal rejects or accepts with luke-warmness the 
tools of audio-visual instruction, his school will react 21 . ' 
with indifference. u . 
Miss Tolman, head librarian at Boston University, left 
little doubt as to the role of the principal when sh~ spoke 
recently to a class largely composed of elementary school 
principals assempled at the university. "The principaX~ she 
1/Reported by Fred F. Harcleroad and James D. Finn, Dep 
of Audio-Visual Instruction, The Selection and Education of 
Audio-Visual Personnel, Nineteenth Yearbook, 19$4, National 
Education Association, Washington, D. C., p. 127. 
g/Altha J. Sullivan (Chairman), op. cit., p. 103 • 
.2/H. H. Helble, "Promising Administrative Practices in Seni 
High Schoolsn, National Association o:f Secondary School 
Principals Bulletin (April, 19$1), 35:22. 
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cautioned, ncan make or break the instructional materials 
program in his school.n 
There is no'doubt then that school principals are 
important persons in the audio-visual program and much o~ the 
success o~ our program in Southbridge will depend on them. 
The appointment o~ a teacher to serve as building 
coordinator in the Trade School may seem inconsistent in the 
light o~ what has already been said. A teacher is recommend 
in this situation because he has already served as building 
; 
coordinator ~or some time now and has been doing an excellent 
job. So---why changet 
Our recommendation here though will be to allow this 
person at least one period a day o~ released time to per~orm 
his audio~visual ~unctions in the Trade School. 
What will the building coordinator in Southbridge do? 
Itts practically impossible to list all o~ the things that a 
building coordinator could do to help bring about better 
instruction in his school via audio-visual materials. We may 
list, however, what will be considered his principal duties 
and responsibilities: 
1. Work with the director .in coordinating the program. 
2. Keep the teachers in his school in~ormed about 
available materials. 
3. Help teachers select suitable materials to meet 
their needs. 
4. Assist teachers in making better use o~ materials. 
5. Order and schedule all materials and equipment used 
• 
8·'1 
6. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Train personnel to operate ~quipment and train 
and supervise student projectionists--this will 
involve supplementing the training program set-up 
by the director. 
Supervise the storage and distributio~ of materials 
deposited in hiss chool. 
Give demonstrations before his faculty. 
Disseminate all literature and information prepared 
or distributed by the director. 
Cooperate with the audio-visual director in 
interpreting the value of the audio-visual program 
to the public. 
Teacher Committees---Teacher committees will be used 
by the director to appraise every type of audio-visual 
material for classroom use in Southbridge. These committees 
will be organized by grade levels in grades 1 through 7 
and by subject matter areas in grades 8 through 12. 
Such an approach seems feasible at this time because 
there is no more departmentalization in grades 1 t~ough 7 
in Southbridge; while grade eight (housed in the high school 
building) is still departmentalized as are grades 9 through 
12. Each commdttee in grades 1 through 7 will represent a 
grade level and will consist of three members from that 
grade ~evel. This will mean, therefore, that there will be 
seven elementary committees functioning at any one time. 
The membership of these committees will change once a year 
Each committee in grades 8 through 12 will consist of 
all teachers teaching in a particular subject matter area. 
8 8 
There will be a teacher committee for each of the following 
subject matter areas: English, Social Studies; Science, 
Mathematics, Languages and Home Economics. 
The chief functions of the teacher committees will be 
(1) to bring into focus curriculum problems which may be 
solved through audio-visual services and (2) to preview, 
evaluate and recommend audio .. viaual materials for purchase 
or rental after a preliminary screening by the director, 
Meetings of these committees will be held in the high 
school building and will be called as they are needed. 
Figure 7 is an illustration of such a meeting. Coffee will 
be served at each meeting! 
Figure 7. Teacher Commi~e mvaluating New Materials. (courtesy of Department of Education, State-
of Indiana.) · 
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The writer is in full agreement with Dr. Baker's 
observations made recently to a graduating class at Boston 
University. He stated that if he were to evaluate the 
in-service training program of any school system he would 
simply ask 11 how often coffee is served at teachers' meetings? 
This is really not an·attempt at humor. The inference, of 
course, is that a great deal can be accomplished in a relaxe 
friendly social climate that seems to be generated mapy 
times by the mere presence of a cup of coffee. Provision 
in the audio-visual budget will be made for such expenditure 
under miscellaneous expenditure. 
Once materials are chosen by teacher committees they 
will be written directly into the course of study. Commi 
will strive to bring about a close correlation of appropriat 
audio-visual materials with every phase of the curriculum 
as quickly as possible. When this is accomplished it will 
mean a complete visualization of the curriculum in Southb~~d 
Logically, this could only result in turn in a more effecti 
instructional program for our boys and girls in Southbridge. 
Student Operators---Students in either elementary or 
secondary schools, can make a major contribution to an 
improved instructional materials program. Student operators 
relieve the teacher of mechanical detai~s and allow her to 
focus her(:complete attention on the teaching of the 
individuals in her class. The ease with which audio-visual 
9 0 
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equipment can be used when an effective operators' club 
is in operation has stimulated many teachers to make greater 
use of audio-visual instructional materials in their teachin~ 
Harcleroad states the case of the student operators' 
club quite aptly when he writes that: nAn audio-visual 
building representative without a student operators' club is 
very similar to a man in a straight jacket. He can see all 
of the things that need to be done but his hands are tied by 
the multiplicity of duties which must be taken care of y 
simultaneously.n ·Sometimes three or four (and more) 
audio-visual activities are going on in the school during 
the s~e period but in different classrooms. Some help is 
needed in such situations and student operators can be callec 
upon to at least deliver and possibly operate the equipment 
used in the various classrooms. Figure 8, for example, 
shows a girl operator projecting for the teacher. Figure 9 
shows another girl operator preparing herself to help in 
the center by receiving instruction from the director in the 
splicing of films. 
In our proposed progr~, the organization and training 
o~ the High School Operators' Club will be the direct 
responsibility of the director. Building coordinators, 
!/Fred Harcle:coad, "Student Operator Clubs, n Audio-Visual 
Administration, edited by Fred Harcleroad and Willi~ Allen, 
Wm. c. Brown Company, Dubuque, Iowa, 1951, p. 68. 
9 1 
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on the other hand, will be encouraged to organize their own 
clubs, modeled with necessary modifications after the High 
School Operators' Club. The belief of some people that 
elementary school pupils are too young to operate equipment 
no longer holds water. Many elementary school coordinators 
have reported satisfactory projection from 6th graders. 
Here, for instance, is what Porter writes! nFrom experience 
gained during the past ten years the writer is convinced 
that even sixth-grade boys can become excellent all-around y 
operators of audio-visual equipment. 11 A recent bulletin 
of the Department of Education in Indiana, already mentioned 
in this chapter, goes even further in its report that: 
"Pupil projectionists have been used successfully as low as y 
the fourth grade ••••• 11 Figure 10 taken from this bulletin 
shows a middle grade boy operating a 16mm sound projector. 
When our elementary operators areppoperly trained to 
assist teachers, we may expect ttgreatly increased use of 
:f/ 
audio-visual instructional materialstt in our elementary 
grades. Where it is not feasible to use student operators, 
teachers, of course, will have to be trained to operate 
1/H.R-. Porter, uAudio-Visual- Club at Jordan U:unior High, n 
Educational Screen (April, 1952), 3l:l43. 
g/Altha J. Sullivan (Chairman), op. cit., p. 91 • 
..2/Fred Harcleroad, op. cit., P• gb. 
93 
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their own equipment. 
II 11 The building coordinator should not be expected to do I y 
1 projection work." This ties him down and leaves him very 
little time to really develop the audio-visual instructional 
materials program in his school. He simply becomes a 
I "master projectionist" who puts on an occasional "show" 
I his teachers. 
Figure 10. A Middle-Grade Boy Operating a l6mm Sound 
Projector. (Courtesy of Department of 
Education, State of Indiana.) 
!/Altha J. Sullivan (Chairman), op. cit., p. 106. 
for 
The writer is quite convinced that a teacher doea not 
really ~eel that he is responsible ~or the learning going 
on under this setup. And equally un~ortunate is the ~act 
that a teacher's class will see a ~ilm (usually with other 
classes to save coordinator's time) only at the time that 
the coordinator is ~ree to show it. On days when the build 
coordinator is too busy or absent ~rom school~ a scheduled 
~ilm ~or a particuLar teacher will not be used at all. In 
~act, audio-visual education, it seems, is only possible 
when the coordinator is present in the building. This is a 
~ar cry ~rom what we expect audio-visual education to be in 
a modern instructional program. The practice is, o~ course, 
educationally unsound and should be corrected as quickly as 
possible when it exists in a school. With a highly trained, 
enthusiastic student operators 1 club sharing the projection 
with trained teachers, there will be little danger that such 
a serious bottleneck in the audio-visual instructional 
materials program will exist in Southbridge. 
Selection o~ members ~or the High School Operators' 
Club will be based upon the recommendation or homeroom and 
classroom teachers. After a t~ee-week period o~ probation, 
operators will be given the rinal O.K. by the director. 
Fourteen members, chosen rrom grades 8 through 12, will 
I 
compose the club. Two will be in the audio-visual center 
during each period o~ the day. At least two girl operators. 
9 5 
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will be included in the membership. These girls will 
perform the same duties as other club members most of the 
time. When the home economics andbhealth department, 
however, use films like nFacts About Your Figureu, and 
nThe Story of Menstruationtt which are specifically designed 
for a female audience then girl operators will be able to 
assist these departments without embarrassment. There will 
be no loss of efficiency in selecting girl operators because 
the writer has found that girl operators do as well as boys 
in the operation of audio-visual equipment. Club members 
will only work during their study periods and will never 
(except in cases of extreme emergencies) be taken out of 
classes. 
The qualifications which the writer feels the candidate 
for the Operators' Club should possess are the following: 
1. He should have grades sufficiently high to justify sacrificing a study period from time to t 
2. He should be dependable and punctual. 
3. He should be cooperative. 
4. He should be efficient. 
5. He should show initiative and mechanical aptitude. 
6. He should be capable of remaining cool in an 
emergency. 
7. He should be interested in this type of work. 
8. He should show a desire to be of service. 
- -- -~- II .·----- ----- -~ 
After qualifying, each candidate will receive a 
mimeographed list of the desirable characteristics of an 
operator. 
This list was prepared by Donald Newcomer, Director of 
the Audio-Visual Education Department of the Burbank 
California, Public Schools. Following is a complete 
repDoduction of this list: 
Characteristics of a Good Student A-V Operator 
Work Habits 
The superior A-V operator is one who:_ 
1. Works pleasantly, willingly, and efficiently 
with other people. 
2. Is thoughtful of the rights of others. 
3. Keeps his mind on his job and anticipates actions 
that he should take. 
4. Listens carefully while being given instructions. 
5. Performs his duties quiet+~ and effectively 
without disturbing student or teachers. 
6. Does his job quickly yet with precision and 
efficiency. 
7. Does not let others distract him from his work. 
8. Meets emergencies with calmness but also 
efficient action. 
9. Asks necessary questions to avoid mistakes. 
10. Reports for duty p-romptly. 
11. Responds immediately and courteously when spoken 
to. 
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12. 
13. 
16. 
Performs work that should be done without being 
asked or reminded. 
Never does a nhalf-wayn job in carrying out a 
task. 
Takes correction like a gentleman and never all 
same mistake to occur again. 
Welcomes suggestions or special instructions of 
classroom teacher and carries them out pleasantly, 
and completely. 
Remembers that there is a tremendous amount of 
personal satisfaction in doing a.: job well. 
17 •. Assumes willingly his share of routing errands. 
18. Checks assignment and bulletin board each day 
immediately upon reporting and consults with 
Coordinator concerning his assignment. 
19. Indulges in no horseplay or other careless 
actions that might endanger equipment o~ his 
good standing. 
20. Assists, without being told, in keeping audio-
visual office clean and shipshape in every way. 
21. Occupies spare time profitably. 
Care of and Respect for Equipment 
The superior A-V operator is one who: 
1. Handles all equipment with utmost care and 
precaution, realizing that it is expensive and 
valuable. 
2. Operates equipment only when authorized to do so. 
3. Always returns equipment to proper location and 
in good order. 
4. Never leaves equipment unless relieved by 
another student operator or unless teacher 
guarantees supervision of equipment until next 
operator arrives. 
9 8 
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5. Operates equipment exactly as instructed. 
6. Never meddles or tampers with equipment or 
!!experiments" with various controls and 
adjustments. 
7. Never attempts to make any repairs. 
(Repairs are to be made only by the highly 
trained equipment technician employed by the 
school system.) 
8. Takes every precaution to prevent damage to 
equipment. 
a. Places equipment only on firm, stable 
surface--table, desk, or special carrier. 
b. Stays close by equipment when it is under his 
care and especially when it is in operation. 
c. Does not allow other students to operate or 
tamper with equipment. 
d. Lays and secures all cables and extension 
cords so that people will not trip over them 
and thus break cables, break connections, 
or pull equipment from its resting place. 
e. Does not place equipment where students. will 
bump into it or stumble over it or where 
doors, desks, or chairs might be pushed 
against it. 
f. Stops equipment in operation immediately 
when trouble occurs or is suspected. 
9. Installs new projection lamps only with permissi 
and supervision of A-V Coordinator. 
10. Remembers that equipment knocked out of action 
through carelessness or inefficient operation: 
a. Costs money to repair. 
b. Deprives students of instruction that their 
teachers have planned on for days in advance. 
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c. Reduces the general e~~iciency of the audio-
visual education program.l 
What will student operators do in the program? y 
Syer & Fitzgerald report on a variety o~ activities 
per~ormed by members o~ projectionist clubs in the 191 citie 
in the United States having populations of 50,000 or over. 
Using their ~indings and the writer's experience with 
projectionists,in the system as guides, it seems that 
student operators in the High School will serve the program 
best by performing the following duties: 
1. Delivering materials and equipment to teachers. 
2. Setting up and operating equipment for teachers. 
3. Preparing room for the use of A-V materials. 
4. Checking materials and equipment in and out of 
the A-V center. 
5. Notifying teachers of availability o~ ~ilms, etc. 
6. Checking all incoming ~ilm shipments from outside 
sources. 
7. Preparing films for re-shipment. 
8. Splicing films. 
9. Helping in the cataloging and ~iling necessary 
in the center. 
1/Reported by Fred Harcleroad, op 1 cit., pp. 67-68. 
g/Henry W. Syer and Pierce J. Fitzgerald, fiLet Your Students 
Help You,rr Audio-Visual Guide (March, 1950), 16:15-16. 
10. Gleaning lenses, replacing fuses, lamps and belts. 
(The oiling of projectors will be done exclusivel 
by the director.) 
11. Helping the director in the training of new 
members. 
12. Operating (optional) ~or outside agencies--civic 
clubs, etc.--at night. Projectionist should not 
be expected to give up a night for nothing. 
Those who pro~ect to outside agencies will be 
paid (by the 1 employer 11 ) at the rate of $3.00 a 
night ~or this service. y . 
The ~allowing section gives the plan which will be 
~ollowed in training the student operators in the High 
School. It will be noted that this plan is designed ~or 
training students in the operation of the sound projector 
only. This does not mean that no instruction will be given 
on the other pieces of equipment. The other·pieces of 
equipment require little time to learn their operation and 
the instruction on them will follow the instruction on the 
sound projector. Here then is the plan to be used in 
training students in the operation o~ the sound motion 
pieture projector in the High School of Southbridge: 
Lesson 1 
lNSTRUC"TOR 
Brie~ introductory lesson by instructor- of 15 to 20 minutes 
covering the following; 
1/Reproduced as suggested by J. Roby Kidd and Garter B. Sto 
Film Utilization. The Educational Film Library Association, 
New York, 1950. 
I o 1 
1. Difference between Sound and Silent Film (sprocket 
holes) Illustrate. 
2. The gears and how they drive film. 
3. Shutter 
4. Clutch 
5. Sound lens, Exciter light, .Photo electric cell 
(illustrate)· 
6. Sound speed (24 frames of individual pictures per 
second) 
7. Silent speed (16 frames per second) (illustrate and 
explain thoroughly) 
8. Mimeographed chart given to pupils or threading and 
operating or particular type_or projector on which 
they are learning. (i.f possible) 
"PUPlLS 
1. Setting up or screen (location, why) 
2. Setting up projec·tor and .focusing light· on screen. 
3. Placing speaker & testing sound, (thorough explanation 
o.f sound reverberations) 
4. Cleaning aperture and Film Gate (stress need for 
cleanliness) 
5. Threading projector (final operation a.fter all has 
been tested) 
6. Pra~tise threading (no sound .first lesson) 
·7. Take down and pack up equipment. 
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1. Review points of first lesson (stress care of screen.) 
2. Focusing of image. 
3. Framing 
4. Sound--volume and tone controls 
5. Sound and Silent speeds 
Pl)_p_fLS _ __ __ . 
6. Repeat from #1 to 15 of first lesson. 
7. Rewind 
8. Practise 
9. Take down and pack equipment 
1. Recognition of proper rewinding 
2. Changing of lamps 
3. Trouble shooting 
4. Continued practise for balance of lesson 
~·.. Take d own and pack up equipment 
More practise lessons lf necessary 
CONCLUSION 
1. Test: Give all students a thorough test at end of 
course. 
2. Supervision: If possible the new operator sho~d give 
his first one or two projections under supervision. 
3. Certificates for Operators: Should be awarded only 
after successful completion of test and after projecting 
one show under supervision. 
4. Manual: It is desirable for each person completing 
course to purchase or be given a copy of the 
Projectionists Handbook. ' 
Upon completion of their tr~in;I.ng and after they have 
passed an examination, prepared by the director, student 
operators will receive an operator's card which will show 
104 
that they are licen~ed to operate certain or all audio-visuaJ 
equipment in the High School. A bronze pin will also be 
awarded after one year of service, a silver pin after two 
years and a gold pin after three years of service. Such 
honors although simple mean a lot to boys and girls and 
create pride in their unique accomplishments. 
The writer strongly feels that since these students 
render such an important service to the school which they 
attend, it would be unfair and mere exploitation to use them 
in the program as outlined above without academic recognitior 
Members of aeronautic clubs, glee clubs, band, etc. are all 
given academic credit for their participation. The training 
and service of the student operators is no less valuable. 
Consequently, the writer recommends that student operators 
in the High School be given one point per 'semester of 
service in the audio-visual center. 
A committee at Western Reserve University working on 
the problem of organizing student projectionist clubs lists 
. . y 
the following conclusions and evaluations of the 
projectionist club. These conclusions are listed here 
1/A committee's report on the nProblem of Organizing School 
Projectionist Clubsn prepared for a course in the Adminis-
tration of Audio-Visual Programs at Western Reserve 
University in l949. 
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because they are the same conclusions which could be made 
for any projectionist club in Southbridge. 
CONCLTJSIONS OR EVALUATION OF THE PHOJECTION CLUB 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Provides school with lowest possible cost of 
operation and leaves the ~eacher free to give 
attention to the presentation--she can be at 
screen to point to pictures or comment. 
Adds to the effectiveness of use of visual-aids. 
1. Approval and excellent evaluation of services , 
of student operators by both teachers and 1l: 
pupils--helps to improve the service. . 
1 
Leads to increased use of visual materials--definit~ 
set up--teacher is relieved of the responsibility. j 
lj 
t j Advantages to student operators. 
1. Excellent training in sharing responsibilities I 
and rendering service. l 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Proper care for equipment and materials--care 
of public property. 
Develops a motion picture appreciation--
evaluation--helps build public opinion toward 
improvement of commercial films. 
I I 
I ; 
Student typists.--Two senior commercial students will 
~ . 
be selected upon the recommendation of the typing teacher to tj 
li handle the typing that will be necessary in the program. f·. 
These girls will actually be 11 bookedn at the end of their 
junior year for the next school year. This will give them 
!. 
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Figure ll. Audio-Visual Equipment at the Disposal of 
Today's Teacher for Making Learning More 
Meaningful {Courtesy of Department of Educat-
ion, State of Indiana) 
a chance to plan their schedule for the coming year by 
setting aside a period a day for work in the audio-visual 
center. 
The two girls selected will have different study period~ 
so as to avoid having too many students in the center at any 
one time. Also, in this way, the second typist will be able 
to take up where the first left off on a particularly long 
assignment in which the continuity of text cannot be broken. L 
Typing assignments will involve such items as letters to 
outside agencies, newsletters, bulletins, special announce-
ments, forms, catalogs, and all others that will help make 
the audio-visual instructional materials more functional in 
the instructional program of Southbridge. Student typists 
will not be expected to operate equipment. They will only 
perform the task for which they were chosen--and that is to 
type. Hore than enough typing will be needed for the progr~ 
to keep both girls reasonably well occupied at all times. 
2. Equipment in the Individual Schools 
"From the experiences of many teachers in schools 1: 
:.: having good audio-visual programs, some equipment has 
proven so basic that it can be recommended that every 
school building, be it large or small, should have at 
least one unit. Unanimous agreement, of course, is 
impossible. Some teachers suggest a longer, more 
inclusive list."!/ 
i/ Altha J. Sullivan (Chairman), op. cit., p. 52. 
recommends as minimum 
equipment for an effective audio-visual program the follow-
ing list: 
~ 
c ' 
One 16mm sound projector for every 200 
students.* 
One filmstrip projector for every 200 
students .-1 .. 
One 2 x 2 slide projector for every 400 
students .i .. 
One 3! x 4 slide projector for every 400 
students.* 
One opaque projector for each school. 
One set of 35 stereoscopes for every 400 
students (elementary schools onlyit-). 
One table-type radio for each classroom. 
One two-speed portable 16-inch transcrip-
tion player (complete with speaker) for 
each 200 students.* 
i 
I 1/ Helen Hardt Seaton, A Measure for Audio-Visual Programs iti' 
Schools, American Council on Education Studies, Washington, 
D. C., 1944, p. 36. 
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One microphone ~or use with playback or 
projector ~or each school. 
Wall-type screens or suitable projection 
sur~ace ~or each classroom. 
*••••or ~or each building where enrollment is less than 
number speci~ied. 
Note: In addition to this equipment, projection stands on 
wheels should be provided ~or each ~loor as required. 
Other desirable equipment recommended by the American 
Council on Education includes the ~ollowing: (1) electric 
phonograph; {2) 16-inch disk recorder; (3) sound ~ilmstrip 
projector; (4) wire or tape recorder; (5) portable public-
address system; (6) photographic equipment; (7) central soun~ 
;:: 
i 
system; and (8) special devices such as micro~ilm reader, 
microprojector, etc. 
Adapting the ~oregoing list to his program, and consider-
ing the audio-visual needs o~ his school system, the writer, 
as audio-visual director, lists below the recommended equip- i 
ment ~or each school in Southbridge. This list represents 
what the writer considers the minimum requirements ~or a 
basic, e~~ective application o~ audio-visual education in ,; 
Southbridge. 
1. East~ord Road School (enrollment--310) 
a. One 16mm Sound Motion Picture Projector. 
Because o~ the great potential values o~ motion 
,. 
i 
'l 
pictures for teaching purposes and because they ;: 
are now so generally available, every building ~i 
should have a 16mm sound motion picture projectorJ 
11 0 
b. Two Combination Filmstrip and 2 x 2 Slide Projectdrs. 
Filmstrips and 2 x 2 slides are so basic that j, 
projection equipment should be in each building. !1 
Because combination filmstrip and 2 x 2 slide li 
projectors are so practical and economical they n 
are recommended, rather than single-purpose , 
projectors. In the elementary grades, especially,.' 
the pupil-projector ratio should permit any · 
teacher to use the projector as often and as long 
as he needs. 
c. Three Record Players. 
Because of' the great many records now available 
at speeds of 33 1/3 and 45, as well as 78 r. p. me.~, 
it is almost essential that a three-speed player 
with a stylus turn-over mechanism for playing ., 
micro-groove and standard groove discs be available. 
To play many of the discs accompanying sound film-( 
strips, slide sets, and transcription of radio , 
programs, at least one player in each building 
should be able to take discs up to 16 inches. 
i. 
·,l 
d. One Tape Recorder. 
For playing back tapes that are rented or owned, 'i 
:; for making semi-permanent recordings of events 
and broadcasts, and for recording for teaching 
f.urposes, a tape recorder is rapidly becoming a · 
'must" in evecy school. Tape recorders which have 7t inch speed--and preferably also 3 3/4 inch--
are quite satisfactory. Dual track records, many 
feel, are not recommended if' editing is to be don~·· 
e. One Tripod and Twelve Wall Screens. 
To show projected material it is essential to have 
screens. Each building should have a sui'ficient 
number of screens to assure i'ull use of the 
projection equipment. Ideally, each classroom 
should have a wall screen. One portable screen 
should also be placed in each building. 
f. Two Movable Equipment Stands. 
ror convenience in moving heavy equipment, movable 
stands with sturdy rubber-tired wheels should be 
available for each piece. Stands should be high 
;· 
enough to allow projection over the heads or pupil~ 
in the classroom. When equipment is used on more '· 
than one rloor level, stands are desirable on eac~ 
level. Ir adequate table space is not available ;l 
in classrooms for use with lighter equipment, 
portable stands should also be provided. Equipment 
stands can be made as projects in industrial arts 
classes at a very nominal cost. 
g. One Opaque Projector. 
To project opaque materials, an opaque projector 
should be available to the teachers in each 
building. Carrier size of at least 10 x 10 inchea' 
is preferable. Smaller sizes usually prove 
inadequate and combination opaque and slide 
projectors probably are less satisractory than 
single-purpose equipment. 
h. One 3t x 4 Lantern Slide Projector. 
Schools that make wide use of 3t x 4 slides, 
especially those in which pupils and teachers 
make their own, should add additional projectors 
as need warrants. 
i. One Overhead Transparency Projector. 
Aperture size should be at least 7 x 7 inches. 
This area is large enough for most work and when 
masked down, 3l x 4 slides can be projected. 
j. One Micro-Projector. 
A micro-projector should be made available to each 
elementary school for the teaching or science. 
k. Public Address System. 
Each building should have, or at least have avail•· 
able, a portable public address system. 
2. Charlton Street School (enrollment-305) 
Equipment needs same as above. 
3. West Street School (enrollment-270) 
Equipment needs same as above except 9 wall 
screens will be needed instead of twelve. 
4. Marcy Street School (enrollment-253) 
Equipment needs same as above except 8 wall 
screens will be needed instead of twelve. 
5. Cole Trade High School (enrollment-149) 
Equipment needs same as above except for the foll-
owing adjustments: 
a. Two Record Players. 
b. Eight Wall Screens. 
6. Pleasant Street School (enrollment-129) 
;• 
1: 
Equipment needs same as above except for the fell~! 
owing adjustments: 
a. One Filmstrip Projector. 
b. Two Record Players. 
c. Four Wall Screens. 
7. Mary E. Wells High School (enrollment-559) 
(See list under section: "The Audio-Visual .; 
Instructional Materials Center'~~) 
With the schools equipped as recommended above, an 
., 
important step will have been taken to insure that the audio~ 
visual program will be making its maximum contribution to ;l 
the improvement of instruction in Southbridge. 
3. Selection of Audio-Visual Equipment ;: 
"The experienced school administrator has learned i 
that sharing the responsibility for equipment selection .. 
with teachers and others who are expected to use the 
equipment is the keystone of effective procurement 
procedures. Actually, it is the teachers who are most 
involved in the use of projection equipment, who should 
be most involved in making the selection.ny 
!/A. J. Foy Cross and Irene F. Cypher, Department of Audio-
Visual Instruction, Provision of Audio-Visual Materials, 
Equipment, and Building Facilities, Nineteenth Yearbook, 1954, 
National Education Association, Washington, D. c., p. 73. 
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This is sound philosophy and will be followed in the selection 
of equipment for the audio-visual program in Southbridge. 
Selection of equipment will be a cooperative venture between 
the director and the people who will use it. 
Equipment will be selected only after it has been 
demonstrated under normal use conditions. Cross and Cypher•slf 
,l> ,, 
suggestions for organizing the demonstration will be followe~i 
in Southbridge. They are: 
1. Plan to have the demonstration in a room which will 
be typical of rooms in which such equipment is used. 
,, 
2. Use the same screen for all comparative demonstrations 
of similar projection equipment. ' 
3. Use the same materials, (e.g., film or record), for 
all comparative demonstrations of projection or 
playback equipment. 
4. Use new lamps of the same wattage. for all comparativE!i 
1 demonstrations of projectors. •1 L 
5. Allow the same amount oft ime for each demonstration: 
or for each sales representative to present his ' 
equipment. 
6. Make provisions for equipment to be left after the 
demonstration so that committee members may examine 
it at their leisure. 
7. Provide each committee member with equipment appraisal 
forms. 
The same writers offer the following list as a checklis~ 
in the selection of projection equipment. This list will be;, 
mimeographed by the director and given to each person who 
will share the responsibility of selecting projection equip-
-, 
,, 
. '-'~~~--
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ment in the school system. 
1. Illumination. Operate the projector without ~ilm or 
projection material. Focus the light aperture 
sharply on the screen. The screen should be evenly · 
illuminated. No part o~ the screen should show "hot" 
or lighter spots. I~ a light meter is available, 
meter readings can be taken at the center and at the · 
~our corners o~the screen. Any great variation in 
readings will show up uneven illumination. 
2. Cooling. Most projection equipment for school use . 
should have a ~an for cooling. In order to check th~: 
adequacy o~ the cooling system, set up the projector ·1 
and allow it to operate without projection material 
for at least 30 minutes. At the end oft hat time, . 
check the projector for heat. I~ the cooling system i' 
is adequate, no exposed part o~ t he projector should ,, 
be too hot to touch. 
3. Pro ector Noise. A point o~ten overlooked in select-,; 
on o pro ect on equipment is the amount of noise i! 
made by the projector. A projector which is unusually 
noisy can be very distracting in the classroom. Chec~ 
the noise level in a typical classroom with enough :' 
people present to simulate class conditions. Checks ;: 
on noise level should be made ~rom a number of ll. 
locations in the room, with the fan running at ~ull ! 
speed. Be sure to check from the seats near the 
projector. 
4. Sound. If each demonstration is conducted in the same 
room under similar conditions, a good comparison o~ t: 
sound reproduction can be made. When demonstrating 
sound-film projectors, the same film should be used , 
on all projectors. For this purpose a film which ;: 
has a good range of sound, voice, and music should 
be selected. It is advisable to have a qualified .. 
music person to assist in judging the sound quality. I' 
Clarity, quality and range of sound, control of 
volume and tone, and ability o~ the loudspeaker to 
handle the base range are important to consider in 
checking the sound. No appreciable hum should be 
evident when the volume is turned up halfway and the 
motor is not running. 
5. Threading. The threading of any motion picture or 
of anj filmstrip projector under consideration should 
~---------·· '.o::::-:::;.--=-··=--=-=·=====-=-=--=-=--=-=.o.:...·· ~======~======-"--"· "'=·=·--=---.. ----' :·_;_ ====-·-=-==~· ==== 
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be simple enough so that teachers and students can 
learn to thread or load the projector easily. Each 
member of the committee should thread or load such 
projectors in order to ascertain their relative 
complexity. Complicated devices for loading and 
involved threading patterns should be avoided. 
fi 
6. Controls. All controls should be conveniently locat~d 
so that they may be easily reached from the operatorrs 
position. The elevation device should be simple to 
operate and should lock in any position. 
7. Projection Lamp. Change of projection lamps should .·. 
be easy. Such lamps should be of the prefocused typ~. 
B. Oilin5. Equipment should be easy to oil. All oil 
holes should be clearly marked and should be easily 
accessible. Motor bearings should be of sealed type 
which require no lubrication. A projector with a 
large number of places to oil should be avoided. 
9. Portability. If the equipment is to be moved a 
10. 
great deal, portability is an important consideratio~. 
~eight is not always the controlling factor in the 
problem of transporting the projector. The general • 
design and bulk, and the relative simplicity of : 
take-down and set-up help determine portability. i' 
Students and teachers should experiment with routine 1! 
assembling and taking down and carrying each piece :: 
of equipment being evaluated to determine which is 
the most easily transported. 
Cleaning and Storing. The projector should be easy 
to clean and to store. Each accessory such as slide 
carrier, arms, spare lamps and reels, and cords 
should have a convenient storage place within the 
case. Projector case covers should be easily closed 
or attached when all accessories are in place for 
storage. 
11. General Construction. Does the projector give the 
appearance of being well built? Examine case I 
construction, hinges, castings, slide carriers, lampP 
house, condenser mountings, sprockets, etc. The 
technical member of the committee can assist with 
this phase of the appraisal. A piece of equipment 
which is to be used in school must be rust resistant 
and so constructed as to withstand extensive use and 
11 5 
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handling by many different people. 
12. Available Service. All projectors require servicing) 
and unless the school system has its own maintenance , 
and service department, the convenient availability :: 
of commercial service centers is very important. " 
Some manufacturers maintain service centers strategic.;. 
ally located throughout the nation. Of even greater 
importance is the dealer's reputation for prompt, 
reliable service and the extent of his guarantee.!/ 
After selection has been made, the director will procee1, 
H 
t: 
through the appropriate channels to initiate actual procure- 1 
i· 
! ~ 
ment. 
4. Selection of Materials 
In Southbridge, the selection of materials like the 
selection of equipment will be largely the responsibility 
the individual teacher and teacher committees. They will 
evaluate and select materials and make recommendations for 
purchase to the director. In this way, only the materials 
which are judged to be most conducive to curriculum improve-
ment will be selected. And teachers, by taking an active 
part in the selection of their "own" materials will undoubt- :: 
~ ; 
edly be inclined to make more extensive use of them. 
The director's responsibility in the selection of 
materials will be to provide teachers •••• "an opportunity for 
careful examination of those materials of their choice in 
order that they may reach their own decision." 
y 
!!'!bid., pp. 7~-76. 
·, 
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g/Altha J. Sullivan (Chairman), op. cit., p. 35. 
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No materials will be purchased by the director without the 
1 approval of the teachers. Figure 12 shows teachers audition..;' 
ing educational records for purchase. 
.. 
Several methods of selection will be used in SouthbridgEli• 
' 
For example, an individual teacher might become interested 
in a particular series of filmstrips that she has seen listed' 
in a producer's catalog. She would simply contact the 
director--by phone, personnally or by sending a short note-- ,; 
expressing her desire to preview the series. The director 
h 
:I 
would order it immediately for her evaluation. If, after .: 
evaluating the series, she felt that it would certainly help li 
her in her teaching then the director would make out a l. 
" 
requisition for purchase and send 
(, 
along to the superintendenti' s 
J; 
previewing and evaluation ji office. This kind of spontaneous 
will be encouraged by the director. When such interest is 
generated from within, more effective selection usually 
results. 
I• 
l' 
I' 
l' !. 
1 
,. 
i: 
Group previewing will be another method used in the 
selection of materials. Here is the way this method will 
work: (The writer used this method--he called it a filmstrip 
party--recently and was elated over the wonderful response h$ 
received from teachers. One teacher even remarked "Let 1 s do , 
this more often. 11 ) '! 
1. Notice is sent to teachers announcing the meeting a 
month before the meeting takes place. 
.. -==============~~============-==··=--=----====~··=-=---=--·=--=---=--=-=-=·==-=-==~···======== --~- .. ---_ - :: 

·e 
2. Teachers are provided with catalogs of the particular 
material(s) that will be previewed. Two catalogs 
from each producer has been found to be adequate by 
the writer. 
3. Teachers make out a tentative list of filmstrips, 
for instance, that they would like to preview and 
evaluate--three sets or 15 filmstrips that they would 
rate as most wanted. Limiting the number, the writer 
has found, will serve a dual purpose: better care 
will be taken in the selection for preview; and 
secondly, there will be a greater possibility that 
all filmstrips recommended for preview will be 
previewed. ---- --
4. Director seeks out duplications, makes out a final 
list of filmstrips to be previewed and starts order-
ing them. Dealers will be found to be the most 
cooperative in meeting such requests. 
5. Two projectionists are stationed in each room. One 
starts serving coffee--through the courtesy of the 
cafeteria staff. 
11 9 
6. Evaluation sheets given to teachers and evaluation 
begins. Projectionist operates projector and allows 
enough time to read caption on each frame. It is not 
necessary to go through the entire filmstrip but enough 
time should be allowed for each one to make a good 
evaluation. 
7. After 1! hours, previewing stops and discussion for 
! hour or more if needed follows. 
8. Following the discussion, a final list is made of the 
filmstrips to be recommended for purchase. 
9. Final list is given to the director or to the project-
ionist if the director is not present at the time. 
During the entire preview session, the director circulates 
around the various rooms to assist teachers in any way he can. 
It should be noted also that coffee is served during the 
entire session. 
The informal atmosphere that prevails during these 
sessions makes ror much good work and little reeling or a 
"duty" being perrormed. Teachers actually have run and 
i 1 ~ 0 
enjoy this type or meeting. ·j The writer will use this method :: 
more frequently in the ruture. In ract, three such meetings;! 
are already scheduled ror next year. 
There is still another method that will be used ror 
selecting materials. Dealers are constantly leaving mater-
ials with directors in the hope, naturally, that teachers 
will preview the materials and rind them adequate ror their 
teaching. When such materials are lert with the director, 
he will circulate them through the dirferent schools and let 
:I 
interested teachers preview and use them. Many times this ,: 
I' ;1 proves to be the best way to select materials. 
II Testing them in actual classroom situations may reveal !l 
ll 
good and weak points that might otherwise escape notice in H 
non-teaching situations. :! 
It is quite impossible to say which of the three method1l 
discussed above will be the most ef'fective. Each one has it~! 
r! 
I' ;· own values in its respective application. As long as I! 
teachers participate willingly in all three, there is little 1: 
' need to concern ourselves as to which method is the best • ~~ 
!l 
Based on our experience as already stated, our selection or II 
audio-visual instructional materials in Southbridge will il 
involve all of these methods. ·' 
I' 
. . . . dio-Visual Center. and this is our new Au . 
;f 
!tu-pos..!!·--The ideal or ae:r~rice Will be the t'uni!B.lllental :: 
Philosophy or the audio-visual instructional mate:rials cente~ 
if 
in Southbridge, Its chter pu:rpose, and its only Justiricatt~n 
S. The AUdio-Visual Instructional Mate:riala Cente:r 
' ,. 
n 
ro:r existence, Will be to Pl'Oir!de good learning expe:rtences 
ro:r the boys and gi:rls or ou:r colllmun1ty. It Will be a 
l'esou:rce centel' rol' teaching tools, mate:rtala, and ideas, 
Mo:re •Pecirically ou:r cente:r will orre:r racilities ro:r P:re~rtewing and e~raluat!ng rilma and othe:r aids; sto:ring, 
:repairing, maintaining, and distl'ibuting matel'tala and 
equipment; P:roviQing inro:rmation concerning sou:rces or 
teaching aiQs; and P:roviding ro:r in-se:rvice tl'aining or 
;I 
;, 
I; 
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!/ 
teachers. In fact, it logically follows that since the 
director will be in charge of the center, his duties, 
extensively treated earlier in this chapter, will necessaril:1 
represent the services or the center. The director, other 
personnel and all the materials and other resources made 
available through the center will be devoted to the improve-
ment or learning experiences in Southbridge. The center will 
be located in the high•school building (Room 228) which is 
centrally located and easily accessible from the other 
schools in the system. 
Floor Plan.-- Figure 13-below shows the floor plan or 
12 2 
the audio-visual instructional materials center in Southbridge. 
It is not the writer's recommended plan. But schools are 
bulging at the seams in Southbridge and it is the only 
space available at the present time. And since, furthermore ' 
our main purpose in this paper is to show the type or audio-
visual instructional materials program which should be in 
operation now in Southbridge, we will have to plan our 
activities within the limits of this available area. 
We can appreciate the inadequacy or such a limited area 
when we compare it to recommended standards. The Department 
1 of Audio-Visual Instruction or the N. E. A. in collaboration 
with school architects and audio-visual specialists prepared 
11 
a manual specifically designed to help school administrators 
12 3 
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plan for the establishment and operation of an audio-visual 
instructional materials center. Among the many recommendatiqhs 
found in this manual, we observe that an area of 2500-2700 
i 
'l square .feet is recommended for a school of 600-1200 pupils. 
'i This is exclusive of the space recommended for radio and 
television studios. Our center will have to service not one 
i• but seven schools with a total population of approximately j' 
I: 
2,000. !: 
The future holds a ray or hope, however. Southbridge iJ, 
I 
in dire need of school expansion. A School Planning Committ~~ 
r: 
has already been appointed to investigate the best possible 1: 
solution to the problem and report to the voters a.t a 
town meeting in August of 1956. 
l specia~, 
One can be sure that the writer will have his plan for 
the audio-visual instructional materials center ready and 
H 
! 
i 
( 
will make it known to the powers that be when the right time 1! 
1: 
comes. This recommended plan which may need some modi.ficati~ 
before actual building operations are started is presented 
in Figure 14. 
Equipment.-- Following is a pictorial listing of the 
equipment which will be stored in the audio-visual center. 
This listing includes both the equipment used in the High 
School and the equipment available .for loan to the other 
schools of the system. The number of units recommended for 
: each kind of equipment is based largely on the system's needf! 
' ~ 
'"'=====---=·-·=·="·--·===================··===·-=== 
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as observed by the writer rather than complete conform! ty li 
il 
with suggested equipment ratios found in the literature. (Se~ 
Page 108) 
Screen Blackboard 
D !!U~U! !!22M D Table Pre)eotlon 
Rooke 
Flllll 
&torooe 
Table 
D R1cord Player 
AYQ.!.!!!H! 
Equipment 
Storae• ---~~---.. 
Vertlcol Filii 
a Clerk'• u Delk 
Title Fll•• 
n Table 
U Bull. Boord• 
Storqe 
Mu11u111 
Ob)eote 
Fieure 14. Recommended Layout for the Housing of 
Basic Functions in the Audio-Visual 
Instructional Materials Center of the 
Proposed Junior-Senior High School in 
Southbridge (Reproduced from DAVI, 
Planning Schools for Use of Audio-Visual 
Materials: No. 3.) 
"Since the value or audio-visual materials is in 
their usefulness to pupils and teachers in learning 
situations, it is imperative that sufficient and 
II II 
1: 
II 
1: II 
I! 
II 
adequate equipment be available to meet reasonable 
needs. The teachers •••• Lfn the schools of Southbrid e 
should be able to say that there is a sufficient variet 
of equipment to meet most of their neeqs in teaching 1 
children, enough units of each kind of equipment that 
they can be assured that equipment will be available in 
most instanc.es when it is wanted, and that the equipme 
1 is of a good quality and gives satisfactorr ~erformance 
I 
under the conditions in which it is used.".!/ 1 
11 1JAltha J, Sullivan (Chairman), op. cit., p, 51. 1! 
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With these objectives in mind, we a~e ready to list the i! 
. !I 
equipment and the number of units recommended for each type!! 
ii 
" that will be in the audio-visual center in Southbridge: II 
il 
Figure 1$. 16mm Sound Motion Pioture Projector (Bell and Howell) 
Reoommendeda 3 units 
!I 
I 
I' 
,J 
!I 
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Figure 16. Combination Filmstrip and 2" x 2 " Slide 
Projector (American Optical Co.) 
Recommended: 5 units 
···-~-
Figure 17. Three-Speed Record Player 
(Califone Corp.) 
Recommended: 4 units 
• 
• 
\: 
!: 
j: 
H 
i! 
il 
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Figure-18. Sound Filmstrip Projector (DuKane Co~.) 
Recommended: 1 unit 
Figure 19. Tape Recorder (Ampex Corp.) 
Recommended: 3 units 
12 8 
il 
Figure 20. 3-f"-·x 4" Lantern Slide Projector (American Optical Co.) 
Recommended:· 1 unit 
I• n 
., 
I 
I 
'I 1! 
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Figure 22, Overhead Transparency 
Projector (Besseler Oo,) 
Recommended: l unit 
Figure 23. 
II 
'2 0 
Micro-Projector (Universal 
Seoscope Co.) 
Recommended:: 
1 unit 
!I 
Adjusts from 
... to 91/2" lowl 
Figure 24, T:raipod Soreen--70 11 x.70 11 (Radiant Corp.) 
Recommended; 3 units 
Note-: These are in add! tion to the wall screens in eachi1 
classroom. 
. \l 
_, 
'I ;, 
il q 
!I 
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Other equipment.-- The following equipment will be 
housed in the center to take care of the repair and storage 
of materials in the center. I 
II 
II 
I 
•••• FOR REPAIR OF MATERIALS: 
Figure 25. Complete Film Editing Combination (Bell 
and Howell Co.) 
Recommended: 1 unit 
• ••• FOR STORAGE OF' MATERIALS : 
1. Films 
!-
Figure 26. Metal Film-Storage I 
Cabinet--overall 1. 
size 3011 wide, 68" I 
high, 19" deep. Cap-
acity of 92-400 ft. 
reels above and 18 
large reels in base. 
{Neumade Corporation 
Recommended: 1 unit I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
\! 
... 3 2 
;j 
..... 
,, 
2. Tape Recordings 
Figure 27. 
3. Filmstrips 
Tape Recording Cabinet. 
Capacity or 288 7" reels. 
Overall size 29" wide, 60" 
high, and 10" deep. 
(P. Wallach and Associates) 
Recommended: 1 unit 
Figure 28. Wall-tile. Capacity 
ot 90 filmstrips. 
Overall size 17 3/41' 
high 19i".w1de, 
l 3/4" dee:p. (Jack 
Coffey Co. ) 
Recommendeda 10 units. 
t 3 3 
4. Recorda 
• 
Figure 29. Disc Cabinet (tor all 
size records) With 
Double Doors. 
Capacity 540 records. 
Overall size 29" wide, 5Z" high, 14" deep. (P. Wallach and 
II 
II 
I' 
Associates) I 
Recommended: 1 untt 1 
S. Slides 
Figure .30 •. ·2" x 2" Slide 
Cabinet. 2" x 2" 
slides will be 
stored in S-drawer 
slide cabinet. 
Overall size 1.5" 
wide, 1.3" high, 12" 
deep. Capacity or 
1250 slides. ( Neumade Corp. ) 
Recommended: 1 unit 
Note: Lantern slide seta will be stored on wall 
~ shelves in the same heav, boxes they are received. 
I 
II I, 
I' 
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I 
•••• FOR TRANSPORTATION OF EQUIPMENT: 
Movable Projection Stands 
Figure 31. Movable Projection Stand~ 
Three units will be in the 
building but only one will 
be stored in the center. The 
other two will be stored in 
the auditorium. (Miller Co~) 
Recommended: 3 units 
,, 
I 
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' 
" 
I 
Storage of Equipment.-- The mechanical equipment--
projectors, tape recorders, and record players--will be storeC 
in cabinets constructed by the Trade School. Following is a ' 
sketch of cabinets: 
Such an arrangement will provide proper utilization of 
the limited space available besides making for good 
13 6 
' ; housekeeping. 
;i 
Allowing projectors, etc., to pile up on the 
! 
'i floor is messy, inorderly and should be avoided. ! ,, ;l 
d 
Other Equipment.-- The rest of the equipment which will 
be housed in the center will include: 
1. Two sturdy tables (with non-metallic tops). One 
approximately 36 11 wide, 48" long for inspecting, 
cleaning, repairing and preparing for shipment or 
pick-up of materials; the other approximately 36" 
wide, 72 11 long for a work area or serve as study 
table for projectionists when there is no audio-
visual activity to take care of. These tables will 
provide recessed storage cabinet space below~ Three ,, 
dual-electric outlets will be installed near these tables. 
,, 
I· 
2. Shelves for books, pamphlets, magazines and catalogs 
3. Storage cabinet with lock for the storage of certain 
supplies such as projection lamps, exciter lamps, 
extension cords, etc. 
4. Three (legal size) file cabinets 
5. Bulletin board--30" wide, 48" long 
6. One desk 
7. Four c hairs 
8. One typewriter 
Instructional Materials.-- The audio-visual instructional 
materials which will be made available through the center wil~ 
be the sound film, filmstrips, slides--2 11 x 2" and 3!" x 411 , 
tape recordings and records. Flat pictures, maps, charts, 
models, and specimens which could normally be distributed 
through the audio-visual center will not be distributed 
through our center until larger quarters are available. 
The director, however, will make available to teachers a 
complete file on the sources of these materials. 
Files.-- The director will set up and maintain the 
:1 following permanent files which should prove useful to 
;l 
~: 
H 
!\ ;, 
;; 
lj 
!I I: 
teachers and to his program: 
1. 
2. 
Inventory file of material will contain a list of 
all material owned by the school, organized by type 
and by areas served, location of material, date of 
purchase, current condition of material and repairs 
made. 
Inventory file of equipment will contain (1) a list 
of all equipment owned; (2) location of equipment 
assigned out to schools; {3) date of purchase; 
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(4) repairs made; (5) and current condition. 
3. Catalog files will have sections (1) of rental 
materials by type; (2) of materials for purchase 
b7 type; (3) of free loan material by type; and 
(4) of equipment and miscellaneous materials 
needed for the program. ,. 
E 4. Producers' and distributors' file will have names ~~ 
and addresses, by type of material, of all producers !' 
and distributors which may be a source of material. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Teacher evaluation file will contain (1) the title 
and catalog numbers by type; (2) source of material; I 
(3) space for several teachers to rate the !: 
effectiveness of the material for the grade level, 
subject area, and purpose used; and (4) space for 
comments. 
Record of use file will show number of times a unit 
has been used, area of use, and the teacher who 
used it. 
Record of expenditure file will show expenditure 
(1) all audio-visual materials according to type 
and according to subject-matter areas, and (2) 
equipment. 
for 
Professional Library.-- The center will also make ' 
available to teachers and administrators a professional 
library of books, magazines, catalogs and indexes covering 
every phase of audio-visual education. Here is a list 
(to which we will constantly be adding) of the items which 
will make up the professional library of thesudio-visual 
instructional materials center: 
BOOKS 
1. AVID of Indiana, Handbook for the Audio-Visual 
Prosram, Indiana University, Bloomington, 1948. 
2. Dale, Edgar, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching, The 
, Dryden Press, New York, 1954 rev. ad. 
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3. DeBernardis, Amo., The Audio-Visual Projeetionist's 
Handbook, Business Screen Magazine, Chicago, 
1948, 2nd ed. 
4. DeKieffer, Robert, and Lee w. Cochran, Manual of 
Audio-Visual Techniques, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1955. 
,. 
:i 5. Dent, Ellsworth c., Audio-Visual Handbook, Society fo~ 
Visual Education, Inc., Chicago, 1~49, 6th ed. !; 
i' 
;. 
pJ 
.1: 
,, 
I' 
''! 
I' 
' 
6. Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of NEA, 
Planning Schools for Use of Audio-Visual Materials: 
No. 1, Classrooms, Department of Audio-Visual 
Instruction, National Education Association, 
Washington, D. c., 1952. 
7. Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of NEA, 
Plannin Schools for Use of Audio-Visual Materials: 
No. Auditoriums, Department of Au io-Visual 
Instruction, National Education Association, 
Washington, D. c., 1953. 
8. Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of NEA, 
Planning Schools for Use of Audio-Visual Materials: 
No. 3, Audio-Visual Instructional Center. 
9. Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of NEA, 
The School Administrator and His Audio-Visual 
Progrrun, edited by Charles Schuller, 1954 Yearbook 
!' 
' 
!' 
'· 
'-
of DAVI, Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, 
National Education Association, Washington, D.C., 19Sf• 
10. Elliott, Godfrey, editor, Film and Education, 
Philosophical Library, New York, 1948. 
11. Harcleroad, Fred, and Allen, William, Audio-Visual 
Administration, Wm. c. Brown Co., Dubuque, 1951. 
12. Haas, Kenneth B., and Harry Q. Packer, Preparation 
and Use of Visual Aids, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1946. 
13. Kinder, James s., Audio-Visual Materials and 
Techniques, American Book Co., New York, 19$0. 
14. McClusky, F. Dean, The A-V Bibliography, Wm1• -~~o~rowt). 
Company, Dubuque, Iowa, 195o. ;, 
l' 
~ : 
,-.,, ·- .,. 
··-~ ~~~~ ._ ..... ~ <~. 
15. 1'-icClusky, F. Dean, Audio-Visual Teaching Techniques, 
Wm. c. Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa, 1949, 2nd. ed. 
' 16. McKown, Harry c., and Roberts, Alvin B., Audio-Visual: 
Aids to Instruction, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, ; 
1949, 2nd. ed. · 
17. Mannino, Philip, ABC's or Visual Aids and Pro ectioni ts 
Manual, Educational Film Library Association, New Yor·, 
1946. 
18. Department or Elementary School Principals, ~ 
Principal and Audio-Visual Education, Department 
or Elementary School Principals, National Education 
Association, Washington,D. c., 1948. 
19. Noel, Elizabeth Goudy, and Leonard, J. Paul, 
Foundations ror Teacher Education in Audio-Visual 
Instruction, Series II, Motion Pictures in Education, 
No. 9, Vol. II, American Council on Education, 
Washington, D. c., 1947. 
;r 
20. Sands, Lester B., Audio-Visual Procedures in Teaching~ 
The Ronald Press Co., New York, 1956. 
21. Weaver, Bilbert G., and Bollinger, Elroy w., Visual l. 
Aids--Their Construction and Use, D. Van Nostrand Co.~ 
Inc., New York, 1949. 
22. Wittich, Walter Arno, and Schuller, Charles Francis, 
Audio-Visual Materials--Their Nature and Use, Harper 
and Brothers, New York, 1953. 
MAGAZINES 
1. Audio-Visual Communication Review, Department or 
Audio-Visual Instruction, National Education Assoc., 
1201 Sixteenth St., N.W., ·washington 6, D.C. 
Quarterly. 14.00. Each issue contains inrormation 
covering: summaries and analyses or outstanding 
research in the rield or audio-visual communication 
and related r ields, theoretical and analytical 
articles or general concern to persons proressionallJ71 
interested in the rield or audio-visual communicatio~, 
book reviews, research abstracts, and film, televisio~, 
and radic!>(1reviews. ! 
I; 
!f ~ i 
I 
L 
2. Audio~Visual Guide, Educational and Recreational 
Guides, Inc., 1636 Springfield Avenue, Maplewood, 
New Jersey. Monthly September through June. $3.50. 
Study guides for commercial films; also lists of new 
audio-visual materials and a variety of articles. 
3. Educational Screen, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago 1, 
Illinois. Monthly, September through June. $4.00. 
A very widely read audio-visual magazine. Contains 
evaluations of 16mm educational and religious films 
and a variety of articles and regular features. 
4. Film News, 444 Central Park West, New York 25, N. Y. 
Quarterly. $3.00. Well written film eval~tions, 
news stories, and discussions. 
5. I Film World and Au:l io-Visual World Magazine, Ver Halenp 
Publishing Company, 6327 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywoo~ 
38, California. Monthly. $4.00. Many news stories ! 
and film descriptions and evaluations. : 
t 
~ c 6. Instructional Materials, Department of Audio-Visual 
Instruction, NationS! Education Association, 1201 ~ 
Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington 6, D. c., Quarterly. '' 
$4.00. New official magazine of DAVI. Will be 
devoted to all phases of audio-visual education. 
7. Teaching Tools, VerHalen Publishing Co., 6327 Santa 
Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California. Quarterly. 
$4.00. Case histories of the use of instructional 
materials in teaching. 
CATALOGS AND INDEXES 
14 1 
1. Audio-Visual Equipment Directory, March, 1953, 
National Audio-Visual Association, Inc., 2540 
Eastwood Ave., Evanston, Illinois. $3.50. Descript~pns 
and photographs of all types of audio-visual equipme~t. 
1 
' 
' 2. Blue Book of Audio-Visual Materials, 29th Ed. 
Educational Screen, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago 1, 
Illinois. $2.00. To be used as a supplement to the 
28th Edition. Contains over 1,000 new 1953-54 films , 
and more than 2,000 new filmstrips, slide sets, and H 
classroom recordings. jj 
3. Blue Book of 16mm Films, 28th Ed. Educational Screen, 
64 East Lake Street, Chicago 1, Illinois. $2.00. 
Classfied list of more than 7,000 films under almost 
.:c:·c.,.·::!!!!ll~·.;.;::-==-=-=====#.=::=·· =~======· ·===============-==·-:.;;;;."..;;.;-=···======--#'#===--·=·=-··· . 
,. 
! 
-=it=. 
200 subject headings. Very brief descriptions, with 
coded data and sources. 
4 •• Educational Film Guide, 1953, H.w. Wilson Company, 
956-972 University Ave., New York 52, New York. 
11th Edition, completely revised. $7.50 or $12.50 
with seven supplements issued semi-annually. Lists 
11,900 films alphabetically and then according to 
the Dewey Decimal classification. Film date, grade 
level, brief description of contents, critical 
comments, and purchase sources are given in the 
j 
! 
14 2 
' I 
classified section. Directory of producers and . 
distributors is handy list for addresses. Also contai~s 
order numbers for 4,000 Library of Congress Cards and ! 
2,000 EFLA Evaluation Cards. Notations are given of 1 
film reviews appearing in Educational Screen, Saturday!! 
Review, and Film News, and high ratings from a group ! 
of evaluators are indicated as follows: ( *) r 
5. Educators Guide to Free Films, 15th Edition, Educators I; 
Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin, Annual. $6.00.ji 
The 1955 edition contains a classified list of 3,069 •. 
free films with descriptions. Indexed by subject and jl 
title. Lists sources. ; 
6. Educatora Guide to Free Slide Films, 7th Edition, ~· 
Educators Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin, 
Annual. $5.oo. The 1955 edition contains a classifie 
list of 619 free filmstrips, with descriptions. 
Indexed by subject and title. 
7. EFLA Redbook of Audio-Visual Equipment, 1953 Edition 
--Completely Revised, prepared by Mary L. Allison, 
The Educational Film Library Association, Inc., 
345 East 46th St., New York 17, New York. $3.00. 
This volume contains five general sections, one on 
each of the following: 16mm sound motion picture 
projectors, still projectors, sound reproducing 
equipment, and each chapter discusses fundamental 
mechanisms and procedures, ways of utilizing the 
equipment, and detailed descriptions of current models. 
of equipment with briefer information on older models.; 
Many photographs and diagrams are used for illustrativ~ 
purposes. 1 
B. Falconer, Vera M., Filmstrils--A Descriptive Index 
and Users' Guide, McGraw-Hi 1, New York, N.Y., 1948, 372 pp. Discusses the selection and utilization of 
. ',..,. 
,. 
i 
1. 14 3 
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' 
i. 
filmstrips; then gives detailed descriptions and 
evaluations of about 3,000 of the better filmstrips 1 
available on l•Iarch 15; 1947. Illustrated with frames I 
from the filmstrips. Should be used with Filmstrip 
Guide for a complete listing of usable filmstrips. 
9. Filmstrip Guide, 1954, H. W. Wilson Company, 950-972 i 
University Avenue, New York 52, New York. 3rd Editio~, 
Completely Revised. $8.50, including 7 semi-annual · 
supplements. Lists 5,882 filmstrips alphabetically . 
and then according to the Dewey Decimal classificatio~. 
Filmstrip data, grade level, brief description of : 
contents, and purchase sources are given in classifie~ 
section. 
10. Peabody College for Teachers, Free and Inexpensive 
Learning Materials, George Peabody College for .. 
Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee, 1954. $1.00. Lists I: 
over 2,000 pamphlets, maps, exhibits, charts, postersr, 
and pictures costing less than $ .50 which have been 
1
• 
examined and evaluated at Peabody as valuable for ii 
use in schools. Titles are arranged under subject i-
headings. A valuable source for teachers, librarians~ 
and audio-visual directors. 11 
Teachers guides on all materials distributed through I· 
I 
!: 
the center will also be found in the center when it is 
possible to acquire them. . 
Supplies.-- Certain supplies will naturally be needed 
i' to take care of the repair and maintenance of materials and 
[. 
i; equipment. The following will be stored in the center: 
li li 
" li
(I 
.. 
=it=---
., 
il 
1. Film reels--400, 600, Boo, 1200 reels 
2. Projection lamps--300, 500, 750, 1000 
3. Exciter Lamps 
4. Pilot Lamps 
5. Photoelectric cells 
6. Tubes 
i 
I 
!! 
i· 
' 
r; 
il 
:j 
'I 
i· 
" 
,. 
i 
~: 
7. Two-ampere fuses 
8. Rewind and take-up belts 
9. Lubricating Oil 
10. Lens cleaner 
11. Film Cleaner (tetrachloride) 
12. Film cement 
13. Two keystone lantern slide kits 
Previewing and• Auditioning.-- One of' the important 
functions of an audio-visual instructional materials center 
is to provide teachers with adequate facilities f'or the 
previewing and auditioning of audio-visual instructional 
materials. 
"Convenient space and equipment provisions 
should be made for individuals and for small groups 
which serve as formal or informal committees f'or film 
previewing, for ro.di tioning records and recordings, 
f'or examining flat pictures and models, and for 
exploring and experimenting with many other materials 
of' instruction."1/ 
Unfortunately, the limited space available for the 
center will not of'f'er ideal conditions under which the 
previewing and auditioning program can take place. This 
doesn 1 t mean, however, that there will be no previewing or 
li auditioning of audio-visual instructional materials in 
H li il Southbridge. It means though": that much of the previewing 
!I and auditioning will have to take place amidst the bustling 
!1 1/Department of Audio-Vi~ual Instruction, Planning Schools 
H for Use of Audio-Visual 1vlaterials: No. 3, op. cit., p. 58. 
[ 
[· 
r 
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activities of the center or after school hours. Here we 
mean, of course, the everyday previewing of materials that 
should take place, for instance, every time a teacher uses 
a particular aid for the first time and is therefore not 
I 
' familiar with its content and what it can or should do. !i 
In the case of the planned preview session where the 
director will meet with teacher committees fort he purpose 
of making group evaluation, etc., the condition might not 
prove as serious. Such meetings are most frequently 
scheduled after school hours when classrooms are empty 
and can be used for such purposes. 
;} 
,: 
,, 
When and if a new school is constructed in Southbridge, H 
the problem of providing adequate previewing and auditioning r 
facilities will have to be given serious consideration. I 
l With the adcbption of the suggested layout for the audio-l 
' -~l visual instructional materials center, already presented in 
H 
1: Figure 14, the problem of providing previewing and audition-
1 
L 
,_ ing facilities for teachers will cease to exist. Logically, r 
!' 
this could only lead to more effective use ot audio-visual 
~; instructional materials by the teachers of Southbridge. And j: 
the end result--without being overrepetitious (to be sure 
this has been mentioned several times already)--a better 
i 
instructional program via audio-visual instructional 
:: for the children of the Southbridge Public Schools. 
!I 
I! 
;; ·~ 
I' materi~~ 
I 
!' 
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6. Place to Use Audio-Visual Materials 
The use of educational tools or stimuli to learning 
should of course be utilized in the situation or atmosphere 
where they will render their maximal contributions to their 
; dedicated objectives--providing learning experiences of 
I, 
!' greater scope in the shortest possible time to the greatest " ti 
' 
r: 
!i possible number of pupils. 
• 
This poses the problem: nWhere 
t shall these audio-visual materials be used in each school? 11 
li p 
, The literature in the field overwhelmingly recommends the 
individual classroom as the only logical and best place for 
their use·. In spite of such expert opinions~ the literature 
; 14 G 
~ ; 
\ 
i 
i 
l. 
! 
1: 
reports that t here are instances where audio-visual materials! 
f 
11 
I' are still used in auditoriums. i! Nowhere, however~ is there ' 
. 
!1 
evidenced in the field's literature any opinion that prefers !i 
i' 
theauditoriurn over the classroom as the site foraudio-
11 visual materials utilization. The writer~ therefore~ is 
~uite confident in his conclusion, based on this support of 
experts and his own practical experience as audio-visual 
!· director~ that audio-visual instructional materials should 
definitely be used in the educationally-equipped atmosphere 
of the classroom. It follows~ then, that the audio-visual 
i· program in Southbridge will be a classroom-centered program. 
' 
... 
: 
I 
: 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
i: Despite the general over-all forHard strides in the . 
ii acceptance and recognition of audio-visual materials by many , 
:l 
i. 
,. 
i: 
alert educators as vital, integral teaching tools, there do 
exist some teachers who unfortunately are mentally impervious/ 
to progress in new developments of educational methods. 
Their reluctance to look upon and use audio-visual materials 
in their proper aspect--to 11 growing" along with their profes-: 
sional field is lamentable since this attitude robs a 
curriculum of its greatest potential functioning power. 
And the losers, in chain reaction, are the pupil, the future 
citizen, and our society. A considerable number of teachers 
still consider the use of motion picture films a curriculum 
supplement--a break of respite in the rigorous schedule of 
teaching. Too o.ften this erroneous view in.fects the pupils. li 
1
\! 
They greet a film's appearance with the anticipation of 
enjoying a "movie". As wittich warns: 
ttvery.frequently, the physical conditions in 
which audio-visual materials are used are such that 
pupils do not associate their use with regular 
classroom study procedures. 
The announcement, 1 Now children, we will join 
several other classes in the auditorium and see a 
film,' o.ften has unfortunate results--interruption 
of the work-study atmosphere of the classroom, a 
.feeling that the visualized experience is not in any 
way associated with classroom study, and interruption 
or destruction of the pupil-teacher rapport achieved 
in the home classroom. 
Pupils learn through association to recognize 
the classroom as the scene o.f planning, work, and 
study activities. The classroom itself should become 
the high-level learning laboratory which audio-visual 
' I' 
I; 
!' 
I 
I 
1 
materials and equipment can make it." 
y 
One would no more undertake a verbal description oi' the 
human skeleton, t'or example, in a biology experience without L 
~ 
the supporting use of models, pictures, textbooks or blackboa~d 
~. 
" than one would attempt to present a film in an auditorium 
or assembly room usually void of these teaching devices. 
The theatre-li~e atmosphere of the auditorium in the use of 
a lesson film makes it impractical and undes:!irable as a 
place for using audio-visual materials. "Usually the best 
utilization procedures are employed when all the necessary 
materials and equipment of instruction are an integral y 
part of one classroom environment." nThe motion picture 
should be treated with the same respect as a laboratory 
experiment. Objectives of use, procedure of exhibition, 
and follow-up integration should be carefully planned in 
21 
advance." The fullest learning experiences can be realized 
P only in the classroom where a teacher can stop a film, snap 
on the lights and elaborate on or clarify a point by black-
board sketches, or class reference to texts or maps. "The 
;: classroom is the logical place to use audio-visual devices 
I' 
il 1/Wittich & Schuller, Audio-Visual Materials--Their Nature il and Use, Harper & Bros., New York, 1953, p. 5o8. 
gjibid., p. _508. 
,, 
o: 
I 
i/Schreiber, Robt. E., & Calvert, Leonard, Building an Audio~1 
1fisual Program, Science Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, l: 
1946, p. 17. ,, 
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since the other aids to learning are present there also." 
These points in favor of using the classroom for audio-
visual materials could conceivably be decisive, but others 
·should perhaps be mentioned: (1) Moving classes through 
school corridors is at best a noisy experience and 
; consequently disrupting to the whole school; (2) valuable 
time is lost in the process of resettling the class--time 
:·which could be applied to teaching; (3) availability of the 
i: 
:; assembly room or auditorium for film use is another problem 
:. that enters resulting in the limitation of integration of 
ii 
I. auaio-visual materials in a teacher's subject presentation; 
r 
;, (4) the use of the auditorium allows the use of only one 
'i 
!1 kind of audio-visual equipment at a given time while the 
[! use of the classroom enables one teacher to utilize a 
!: 
ilmotion-picture film while another avails herself of a 
projector--slide or opaque; (5) equipping an auditorium with 
the necessary darkening and acoustical facilities can be 
~ : 
i 
I 
!· 
ii prohibitive to the average school budget while the cost of : 
!; 
i' providing darkening shades in individual classrooms can be 
1,: 
I" negligible and the acoustical problems more easily overcome 
!; 
11 due to their comparatively smaller size. 
11 Special visual education rooms have been set aside 
,, and equipped in some uncrowded schools. But the writer, r 
1.: .• J,._/Leo R. Miller, 'c'Classroom
46
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II 
! 
as well as many another teacher is of the opinion that this 
is but a substitute, stop-gap measure little more effective 
,. 
and adequate than the use of an auditorium or assembly room. 1 
n ~i 
, The arguments against the use of such a central audio-visual ;, 
!' site over the individual classroom are identical with those 
I• I! cited in discussing the auditorium or assembly room versus 
the classroom. The setting up of a special audio-visual 
room in a school would be an expensive project although it 
would be a better alternative than an auditorium in using 
1 audio-visual materials for it could be better equipped more 
•" !, 
'' cheaply. Despite this fact such an audio-visual room would 
never fulfill the object of its existence. It would be a 
' l; 
.1 token gesture of appeasement to the thirst of a dynamic and 
!: 
; ~ 
:\ ~·• progressive curriculum. Rupert Peters, director of visual 
~ : i! education in the schools of Kansas City, Missouri, states 
1: 
! ~ 
that: 
" •••• the only central site for using visual 
aids he would favor was one containing the books, 
maps and globes required of every grade using the 
room, plus blackboards and bulletin board space. 
With all these at hand, he L5ayi7, he still would 
favor the individual classroom as the ideal audio-
visual laboratory for school children."!/ 
II ! 
it 
H 
'~ F 
!I An erudite and far-sighted committee in selecting plans' ,, 
!! for new school buildings would, with the knowledge of the 
~: 
advantages of greater educational contributions when using 
the individual classroom for audio-visual materials, make 
Yibld., p. 6o. 
' i' 
r 
i 
I 
I 
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certain of adequately audio-visual-equipped classrooms in 
' their final choice. 
Space does not permit a detailed discussion of what 
il 
:: constitutes an adequately audio-visual-equipped classroom. 
!. 
f! 
i 
: r 1 s 1 
· ::;;...= .... c;.;:.__c::; .:.. 
l! ~ 
:! Bartnick, for instance, devoted an entire thesis just on the ;, 11 ~ 
l - ~ ' !: development of an adequately equipped classroom for the 
1) teaching of mathematics. Since, however, our audio-visual ' 
;. 
i: program will be a classroom-centered program, there are 
i! 
. certain school plant facilities that will be needed for 
;j 
i ~ effective utilization of audio-visual materials in 
,, Southbridge. A brief discussion of those facilities which 
;: 
.1: seem to be universally required to provide an adequate 
1; !: classroom environment :for the use of audio-visual instructio U 
1\ materials follows: 
ii Light Control.-- "At the present time light control 
; facilities are a "must". No system has yet been devised whidh 
:: i 
11 permits satisfactory day-to-day use of the several projected~ 
\j 
.. 
1 picture mediums in the classroom without light control 
gj 
facilities." 
All classrooms in Southbridge should be provided with 
ii facilities for quick and easy darkening. 
; ~ 
p 
The equipment 
i' 1/L. P. Bartiiick, Specifications for a New or Remodeled 
ti Mathematics Classroom, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 19$3. !: 
~ ; ~ I 
g/DAVI, Planning Schools for Use of Audio-Visual Materials: :; 
>; No. 1, Classrooms, op. cit., p. 8. il 
i ~ 
•------+ il il 
~ ~ 
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I 
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:: selected tor light control purposes '! •••• should be capable otj' 
: varying the room illumination through any degree of intensit~; 
Y' ' f'rom daylight level down to 1/10 toot candle." : 
., 
The most common types of' equipment used f'or light contr~ 
H are full closure venetian blinds. transverse drapes, and 
I 
I ' ; opaque roller shades. The aavantages and disadvantages of 
!' gj i! each are summarized as follows: 
), 
il 
:; 
I' ~ ; 
1. Full closure venetian blinds 1 
Advantages: Variable light level f'rom f'ull daylight l· 
to 1/16 candle. The venetian blind does not take up , 
any more room when open than when closed. 
Disadvantages: Original cost somewhat higher than 
drapes or shades. Cleaning cost higher than drapes, 
unless cleaning is done by school staff. ' 
' 
' 
2. Drapes !• 
Advantages: Simplicity of installation, moderate co~~- • 
Disadvantages: Cannot easily vary light level unles ; 
du&i drapes are installed. With cloth drapes, occas I 
ional cleaning is necessary. The bundle in the ~-·~ 
corner often cuts off' light during normal classroom _
1 use. 
3. Roller Shades 
Advantages: Moderate cost and low maintenance. 
Disadvantages: More cumbersome operation. Subject 
to light leaks. 
In doing the research for this paper, the writer 
investigated these most common methods of darkening class-
rooms as they would apply to the classrooms in Southbridge. 
~ : 
'I 
./ l t5 3 
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The investigation included shades by the Luther o. Draper i' 
~ 
Shade Company; plastic drapes (Dura-Decor) by Duracote Corp-
i 
· oration; and full closure venetian blinds (Flex-a-lum) by 
ll 
H 
H Hunter-Douglas Corporation. 
i: 
!' ~ ~ 
' 
! 
After careful analysis of all three methods, the writer i: 
I• 
~ 
feels that the full closure venetian blind should be selecteq, 
to provide darkening facilities in the classrooms of Southbr~dge. 
; 
Its appearance, durability, and ability to vary the light 
level evenly throughout the classroom are advantages which 
I L 
!· 
r 
t; seem to .favor it· over the other two methods. 
n 
n 1 
,, Ventilation.-- Unfortunately, unless a program .for the 
rehabilitation o.f old buildings (or the construction of new 
l! ones) is initiated in Southbridge, little improvement can be 
!l 
t ~ 
t; L I j; 
.. ! ~ 
expected in this area. When, however, such a program is y -
initiated, the following recommendations on ventilation, 
~~ F 
!i made by the Department o:r Public Instruction of the State o:r 
Indiana, should receive some consideration: 
1. Because of the fact that the classroom presents a i 
cooling problem rather than a heating problem during; 
a greater percentage of the occupied time, it is 
necessary that forced mechanical ventilation be 
provided rather than depending on natural window 
ventilation. 
;f 
;[ 
I d li 
2. This ventilation must be contrOlled independently in'\ 
each room as conditions from one room to another Val'1; 
greatly. 
3. Ventilation may be accomplished by either unit 
ventilators or by a central ventilating system. 
:! Ifibid., p. 2. 
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either ease, the system should be 
to go from a heating situation to 
a minimum or 30 cubic feet of air 
minute at any time. 
i 
able automatically ' 
one of delivering 
per pupil per 
4. The above ventilation requirements are true in any 
classroom situation, but are always more desperately [ 
needed when it becomes necessary to darken the class-\ 
room. I 
I 
Electrical Installations.-- There should be adequate 
;: electrical outlets at the back, and front of every classroom I' 
i: in Southbridge. Outlets in the back are needed for the I' ;, 
'i projection of the sound film, filmstrip and the slide. 
i: 
'I 1, Outlets in the front are needed for the use of such equip-
!! 
d ;. ment as tape recorders, overhead projectors, and record 
:; 
i· players. Both front and back outlets should be on circuits 
;! independent of the room lighting, fused for at least 20 
:• 
!' amperes each with master fusing and cireui ts planned to 
•i 
~ ~ 
!! prevent overload by use of equipment in adjacent rooms. 
11 
! 
!: 
,. 
I ~ 
I 
I 
!' 
! ~ Since the rewiring of a school building is an undertaki~ 
of major proportions, the recommendation for back and front 
:l 
:· outlets in every classroom in Southbridge is reserved until 
~ ~ 
f,i 
~; 
the 
old 
time the town undertakes a rehabilitation program of its 
school buildings or the construction of new ones. Until 
that time, the dual outlet at the back of every classroom 
i• will have to be depended upon to meet all audio-visual !: 
1: equipment uses. 
:. Acoustics.-- The Department of Audio-Visual Instruction I' 
·' n 
t1 in its bulletin, Planning Schools for Use of Audio-Visual 
!•' 
L I' li 
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; 
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j 
! 
1: Materia1s, No. l., Cl.aasrooms, states: 
; 
r 
i' 
"Cl.assrooms should provide a satisfactory acoustic 
environment and good hearing conditions. A satisfactory!· 
acoustic environment has been defined as one 'in which 
the character and magnitude of all noises are compatible:. 
with the satisfactory use of' the space .for its intended ! 
purpose' • Noise is de .fined as any unwanted sound. 
Noise l.evel. for cl.assroom.s s houl.d be no greater than 
35 to 40 decibel.s."!/ 
Probl.ems of' sound insu:~ation may, of' course, be most 
ii readil.y and .economically s ol.ved at the time a building is 
!. 
~ ' 
i 
'· i 
1 being planned and constructed. The writer's suggestion to 
H ,, 
:; reserve several other recommendations until. a rehabilitation 
l' p 
1 of ol.d buildings or the construction of' new ones is started 
1: . 
' >: I; in Southbridge can be repeated here. An when that time comes~ 
I 11 an experienced acoustical engineer shoul.d be consul.ted to I: 
I' I'; 1: determine the required treatment of' the various cl.assrooms. ,, 
" 1: 
; 
Bul.l.etin Boards, Tackboards, and Displ.ays.-- It is 
n 
L recommended that there be no less than 16 linear feet of 
H 
'• 
.. tackboard for each classroom in Southbridge. This is the 
,. 
: recommendation made by the Department or Public Instruction 
i< 21 
i· :.1 
· of' the State of' Indiana and seems to appl.y equaJ.l.y well to 
··'i ,. 
, our own situation. 
Most recommendations found in the literature are in 
I 
agreement that there should be d ispl.ay space in the corridors! 
I/DAVI, Pl.annlng Scbool.s for Use of' Audio-Visual Material.s: 
No. 1, Classrooms, op. cit., p. 28. 
I. 2/Altha J. Sullivan (Chairman), Pl.anning Schools for Better 
i' l'nstruction--Recommendations for Build! s to Facilitate an 
j; Audio-VisuaJ. Education rogram, op. cit., • 
d 
i 
fi 
li 
., 
i 
I 
! ! 
! 
'l i! !; 
H 
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!j 
.. 
H ,, 
as well as a minimum of 12 cubic teet ot built-in display 
space in each classroom. It might also be preferable to 
have glass enclosure. 
These facilities as some ot the others already mentioned!, 
I ,. ~ 1 
. , 
:: should be provided when new buildings are built or old ones 
!i 
d II 
~ ~ 
;., 
'! 
ll 
! ~ ,, 
f; 
are rehabilitated in Southbridge. 
Projection Screens.-- This is an area in which maximum 
standards can be attained whether the building is new or old .I ~ 
Consequently, the recommendation of the Department of Audio-
! 
Visual Instruction of the National Education Associa:tilon !· 
"that every regular classroom be provided with a projection 
!I 
screen" will be followed in Southbridge. :-, ii 
r· 
A wall screen, 70 inches by 70 inches, will be installedji 
1: 
~: at the front of every classroom in the system. Such a scree~! 
;. 
~~ can be made ready tor use quickly and easily and can also be !: 
r r 
installed quite economically. Figure 32 shows the type of 
!• waJ.l screen which will be instaJ.led in Southbridge. 
i 
!; 
!. 
Every screen will be placed so that its lower edge when I: 
r.·, 
n ; 
tully extended will be at eye level of seated pupils. .. 
' ~ 
-- - ·--·:t.trcrording-·to standards that have been generally accepted!~ 
~ 
I; no viewer should be closer than two times the width of the 
!: 
: screen nor further than six times the screen width. 
;; 
; ~ 
Closer 
!; seating may result in eye fatigue from trying to observe the ' 
1 !/DAVI, Planning Schools for Use of Audio-Visual Materials: 
.. No. 1, Classrooms, op. cit., p. 20. 

whole screen for details, while more distant seating may 
result in eye strain and the missing of small details. 
It is also generally recommended that no persons should sit 
more than thirty degrees from a line perpendicular to the 
center of the screen. These are important factors to consider 
in the seating arrangement or pupils and strict attention 
will be paid to them when projection materials are used. 
Figure 33 shows the recommended seating arrangement for 
classroom viewing of projected materials. 
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Figure 33. Recommended Seating 
Arrangement for Class-
room Viewing or 
Projected Materials 
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1. Buying vs. Renting of Materials 
The question is essentially narrowed down to one specif~c 
type of audio-visual material--the 16mm motion picture film. 
This fact is due to the comparatively low cost of such other 
I' materials as models~ slides, filmstrips, maps, and globes 
which makes them easily accessible to the most modest 
audio-visual budget and consequently these should be purchased 
for schools and classrooms. 
Arriving at a decision in the purchase orr ental of 
1: films can only be d one after considering the many factors 
involved. Some of these are, for instance: How much money 
' is available for films this year? How many films would this 
money buy? How many are needed in a good instructional 
program and how can the greatest benefit be derived with 
the money at hand? A strong argument for purchase is that 
" •••• the more accessible teaching materials are, the more 
11 
they will be used." Another argument counters with the 
fact that building an adequate film library is a large 
undertaking in both time and money. ·For example, a 200-film : 
j' library would cost about $14,000 and still be inadequate :ror · 
•t ,, 
:l 
;: all program needs. The annual cost of replacement in such 
i: a library would approximate $1400 to $2000. A listing of 
(, more than 500 films produced in 1951-52 is found in the 
I· yw. R. Fulton and Earl w. Cross, Department of Audio-Visual L 
Tnstruction, The Distribution and Circulation of Audio-Visu '' 
Materia1s, Nineteenth Yearbook, 19 , NEA, Washington,D.c., ~ 190. 
- ., I' 
_;;.__··- .=.;c~:.:.:...-::: .. ;:l:_.·---· ···---- '""-· - ><• ' --- "" ·-- 'F 
I 
' f' ,, 
! 
t 16 0 
Education Film Guide. 
-y 
It follows that the maintenance 
of an up-to-date library is a costly project prohibitive y 
to the majority of audio-visual budgets. Fulton and Cross 
suggest the financial soundness of purchasing as against 
' renting films is influenced by three major factors. The 
cost of films in relation to the mnount of money available 
is the first of these. The approximate number of times a 
film title will be used each year is not indeterminable. ' L 
;; 
Thus by multiplying this number by the rental cost plus 
postage the expense of one year's availability to the school~ 
can be established. One year's rental cost multiplied by 
the estimated average number of years of use will give the 
total rental cost for the film's use. Fulton and Cross 
~ . 
state this formula in brief: "Number of uses x re17a1 
+ postage x years of effected use : cost of film." The 
; comparison of rental against purchase costs can indicate 
in part to an administrator the feasibility of either course.: 
But this is by no means decisive since such intangible .facto:r,s 
as availability when needed, teacher preparation time and 
keeping .films for more than one showing are pertinent. Films 
are rented by some large libraries at the same price for a 
IJ!bid., p. 190. 
gjib1d., p. 190. 
l(Ibid., p. 190. 
week. as tor one day as a partial solution to these problems. 
Another factor that evolves in maintaining a large library 
is the need tor added maintenance and clerical personnel. 
"The criterion or educational need nmst be the paramount 
consideration in deciding on the establishment or a local 
film library. Large systems can unquestionably justify 
the costs involved while small systems cannot at present 
'; y 
price levels." 
"Opinions on the number of times a film must be used 
i1 per year in order to justify its purchase vary from five 
11 gj 
to ten." The Audio-Visual Coordinators ot Indiana agree 
that: 
" •••• materials should be rented when they are 
likely to become obsolete within a relatively short 
period o£ t !me. They should also be rented when 
the rental costs per year are less than 1/5 to 1/7 
ot the purchase cost~ provided rental materials 
meet reasonable standards o£ availability. Rental 
is recommended also tor programs operating on a 
limited budget~ since rental will provide the use 
ot a greater number and variety of materials than 
will purchase."J/ 
The second major factor in rental versus purchase lies 
in the extent specific films are basic~ that is~ related 
!• to the school's curriculum. Such films presenting basic 
~' Yibid.~ P· 191 
;· 
p 
,, g/Ibid.~ P• 191 
l 
' 
3/Audio-Visual Instruction Directors of Indiana~ Himibook tor' 
' the Audio-Visual Program~ Indiana University~ A-1 Center~ 1~ 
. Bloomington~ 1948~ p. 5. · 
16 1 
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information are "musts" in the library. Their important 
l• availability ror longer periods or time makes rental 
impractical. A £11m such as Plant Growth~ ror example, 
can be useful in the intermediate, junior and senior high 
school science program. Repeated reference to it may be 
desired during the science programs progress as well as a 
later review. A limited budget dictates the purchase or 
such basic films and the rental or others needed. No films 
should be bought that don!t "earn their keep"--that is--make 
definite contributions to the educational objectives or the 
school. 
The third factor influencing the purchase or rental 
i; decision is a school's accessibility to a rental source. 
i' y 
L Fulton cites a case example or such a school system in 
r,: 
Ardmore~ Oklahoma which is situated on a main rail line and 
is but two hours from the city or Norman, Oklahoma in which 
is located a large film library. These transportation 
facilities make it possible for the Ardmore schools to draw 
upon the extensive University film library for almost all 
:: their film needs thus making it unnecessary to purchase film~ 
ror their local library. This situation, of course, is not 
~predominant in the majority of schools, but such a situation: 
~ ~ 
effects considerable savings to an audio-visual budget and 
provides a film source of broader scope adaptable to greater ' 
!i Pw.R. Fulton and Earl w. Cross, op• cit., pp. 191-192. 
A !' :J -
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!· 
learning experiences to the pupils of the school concerned. 
In view of all the well-founded discussions mentioned 
above on the purchase versus rental of audio-visual material~, 
and by his evaluation of the:audio-visual educational needs 
and budget application to these needs of the schools he 
serves as audio-visual director, the writer has come to this 
decision on the issue as applied to Southbridge: The audio-
visual department here will obtain the bulk of it 16mm films 
by rental, but will endeavor to constantly build up and 
maintain a basic film library keyed to the proposition of 
serving the curriculum needs to the fullest capabilities 
of the audio-visual budget. 
e. Financing The Program 
i 
Audio-visual equipment and materials should be consider~p 
and set up in schoo1 budget on the same level of importance 
with other teaching devices such as books, chemistry 
laboratory equipment, lathes, and globes. "No audio-visual 
program can become a dynamic and integral part of the 
school's educational program unless budgetary provision y 
is made fozP it." "Teachers cannot be expected to provide 
films, LProjectori7, records, or maps from their own 
resources, nor will catch-as-catch can financing accomplish 
James s. K nder, Audio-Visual Materials and Techniques, 
erican Book co., New York, 1956, p. 551. 
= 
,, 
' f 
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!I 
more than a .flutter." The acquisition, use and maintenance; 
o.f andio-visual materials should be .founded upon sound 
educational procedures and not upon the unstable reliance 
on .funds received from P. T. A. groups, student organizations!, 
gi.fts .from clubs, etc. Although these sources can be used 
on a temporary basis as initial impetus to an in.fant audio-
visual program, " •••• continued reliance on such sources ~ ~~ 
cannot be looked to .for healthy long-term development ••• " 
,; And this reliance should be temporarily accepted It l •••• with a ~: 
I 
view to making the entire program just as much a part o.f the !: 
total school program as the necessary facilities o.f any 
:J/ 
other department." 
This brings up the pertinent question: 11What does an 
adequate andio-visual program cost?" This is a di.f.ficult 
, question to answer for it would be naive and impractical 
to assume that by merely spending certain monies a program 
~, can be bought in a short period o.f time. Specific goals 
must be set up catering to the educational needs o.f the 
particular school concerned. These goals may be reached ovet 
1. a de.finite number of years on a gradual build-up basis. 
; ~ yrbld., p. 551. 
J/Audio-Visual Instruction Directors o.f Indiana, op. cit., 
i, pp. 26-27 • 
u 
ltJust as a budget for al.l. school activities must be a 
refl.ection of the total. s chool. program in terms of function, 
so must the budget for an audio-visual. program be the 
' 16 5 
reneetion of ,Leducational neediJ through which improved i· 
!I ' ~: instruction is the desired outcome." 
Different facets of approach toeudio-visual program 
costs in doll.ars and cents are brought out by leaders in 
, the fiel.d. As Wittich points out: 
• " •••• the child in the small, state graded 
school. has just as great a need for a complete 
audio-visual ].earning environment as the ehil.d 
in the elementary school. of 1000 enrol.l.ment. 
Yet consider the effect of a uniform $3 per-pupil 
cost in these two eases. In the larger school. 
$3000 would be avail.abl.e to provide auaio-visual. 
experiences within the six grades, while only 
$120 woul.d be availabl.e for the 40 children !: 
!1 enroll.ed in the state graded school.. Yet, the j! 
elementary school children 1n both instances 
; should be provided with nearly identical opportunities I: 
for such activities as the arrangement of study I!· 
situations. "gj 
As a further example of t alloring an audioj,visual. 
program's cost to the needs of the pupils, the writer cal.l.s 
attention to the ease of a small rural school in Neenah, y 
Wisconsin (32 pupils--one teacher) mentioned by Wittich. ' i i 
:: At the inception of the school's audio-visual. program $568 
" i 
:1 worth of equipment and audio-visual. materials were purchased., !· 
!: 1/Harold Tabler, "The Ten-Year Goal in Audio-Visual Utilizat~on: 
,, I'ts Cost" 1 See and Hear (January, 1950), 5:36-37 • I! 
yw. A. Wittich, Op. ei t., pp. 232-233. ;: 
J/Ibid., pp. 232-237. 
I r 
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.. Broken down on a per-pupil basis this is $17.75 or on a 
' 
·• per-teacher basis--$5681 This may at rirst sight seem 
i-
!: exhorb1 tant but 1n reality this outlay was only a step toward; 
the goal or p rov1d1ng an adequate audio-visual program 
providing ror the desired learning experiences and education~ 
needs or this school's children on a par with the area's 
~ progressive urban school centers. 
Various status studies have been conducted to arrive at 1· 
; ! ~ ! 
j! the per-pupil expend! tures on audio-visual education. In 
i; 
n 1945-46 the median expend! ture on audio-visual education, 
ii y' 
reported the NEA survey of over 1000 city school districts, i• 
.. for all cities reporting was 35¢: per pupil. This varied 
rrom 32~ in cities over 100,000 population to $1.68 in 
cities between 2500 t~ooo. 
I 
!: 
Allen and Malter. point out that: 
"In 1950 See and Hear published the 1950-51 
budget figures for 18 cityaudio-visual departments 
and found a range of 1'rom 15fi to $4.31 per pupil 
with a mean expenditure of $1.83 per pupil. More 
recently, Lemler, reporting on 14 Michigan audio-
visual departments, found a rinancial support 
range of from 58~ to $2.20 per pupil. This repre-
sented from .02 percent to 1.4 percent of the total 
school operating budget." 
i' f 
' 
' 
In 1944, the American Council on Education recommended l· 
:~ fnWm. H. Allen and Morton s. Malter, Department or Audio-Vi~~ 
, nstruction, Research Related to A-V Administration, Ninetee~th 
;, Yearbook, 1954, NEA, Washington, D. C., P. 279. i! 
' I' 
I· 
g/Ibid., p. 279. 
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•' 
that an annual. expend! ture per pupil of one percent of the 
total school budget be considered a minimum expenditure for 
audio-visual materials and equipment. 
Some school systems have made recommendations for 
1 
expenditures for audio-visual materials and equipment on a •· 
" n 
I per-pupil basis, others on a per-teacher basis. The figures !: 
~ 
on the former basis often take into consideration the fact 
i: 
that the cost of materials and equipment depends to some i 
I 
f 
extent on the size of the school, with figures higher for ' 
i' small schools. In 19.50 the Indiana School Board Association 1. 
, approved and recommended an annual minimum expenditure of · 
$50 per teacher for a desirable program. 
!I $1.50 to $2.50 on a per-pupil basis. 
This amounted to 
Since educational expenditures are more familiarly 
I. 
II 
I; 
~ i 
reported on a per-pupil basis, it is perhaps most convenient ii 
,. to associate the cost of an audio-visual program on a per-
E 
pupil basis. Throughout the literature in the field 
!; 
; recommending annual audio-visual budget costs, there is 
considerable agreement that a minimum expenditure for 
: audio-visual materials and equipment should approximate at 
least one percent of the entire budget for education. This 
'' outlay by no means should be construed as automatically 
1 providing even a desirable audio-visual program. But it is 
!/Altha J. SUllivan (Chairman), op. cit., p. 110. 
,. 
i 
' 
,i 
' 
., 
I 
II ,. 
' F 
! 
' i: 
! 
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I 
intended as a starting point for a satisfactory program 1' 
toward this goal. Opinions of administrators and specialist~ 
are prone to increased funds forsudio-visual purposes and 
· the trend in existing practices shows a marked tendency 
towards increasing expenditures with the object of ever 
providing an increasingly desirable audio-visual program 
and its resultant greater educational rewards. "To provide 
a desirable program and approach an excellent program, as 
envisioned by many teachers and administrators, would requir 
two or three times the recommended minimum and would mean 
that schools might well invest from $4 to $6 per pupil.n y' 
In the light of these potent opinions and with the 
ii observations and knowledge of audio-visual needs and educa- r 
!1 !-
r tional values culled from his application of training and 
:! experience as audio-visual director in the Southbridge 
Public Schools, the writer strongly believes that an annual 
. per-pupil expenditure of $2.00 for audio-visual purposes 1: 
I· 
, would be indeed modest but would result in a more ef.fective i' 
' audio-visual program and its accompanying product of greater : 
;: learning experiences for the pupils o.f Southbridge. 
n 
The 
!i following is a budget breakdown showing how this recommended i 
,l per-pupil audio-visual expenditure o.f $2.00 will be distribu'tl~d: h ~j 
(i 
!! ythld., p. 111. 
~ :• 
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AUDIO-VISUAL BUDGET 
A. Operating Expenses 
1. Office 
2. Cataloging 
3. Transport.ation 
a. Distribution of materials 
and equipment 
4. Maintenance 
a. Equipment 
b. Materials 
5. Fixed Charges 
a. Utilities 
b. Insurance 
6. Instructional materials--new 
and replacement 
B. Captial Outlay 
1. Equipment (general) 
a. Office 
b. Transportation 
c. Storage facilities 
2. Audio-Visual Equipment--new 
films, projectors, etc. 
i 
j ,, 
'I ~ . ,. 
,, 
I· 
' 
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9. FORMS 
No audio-visual department can operate efficiently 
!. without some form of systematization. For this reason, 
certain forms will be needed to facilitate the administration!; 
!· 
.. 
' 
· of the audio-visual program in Southbridge. Only those i· 
abso~ute~y neceSsary to the progr~: 
fi 
i 
forms, however, which are 
t will be used. 
,. Thew riter has found that the following forms are I! 
! 
F adequate for the administration of the audio-visual program I 
i 
in Southbridge: (1) Accession File Card; (2) Order Blank; 
(3) Audio-Visual Aids Request; (4) Memorandum--Visual Aids ;' 
(confirmation form); (5) Weekly Schedule; (6) Film Shipping 'I 
:: Expense Record Sheet; and (7) Lubricating Record Chart. 
A. sample of each form is included in Appendix A. 
! 
i! 
ii ! ,, 
Accession File Card.-- Size five inches by eight inches i 
I 1: ;! filing card stock is used for this card. Obviously, this ! 
card is used to provide an orderly system for showing what 
!i 
~: 
.1 
equipment and materials the school possesses, has available ~ 
for use, and wh~it is kept. In addition it provides 
information for identification of every piece of equipmemt 
in ease of lose, theft or need for repairs. And finally, 
\: it furnishes data for budgeting money needed for upkeep and 
~ purchases of new equipment. 
Order Blank.-- Every teacher in Southbridge is issued 
thirty or these requisition forms at the beginning or the ;' 
year with additional forms available upon request. Teachers 
1. in the elementary schools write in their requests on these 
~ 
l and send them to the principal's office by a pupil messenger. 
As soon as the principal (building coordinator) receives the 
requisition~ he phones the audio-visual center and requests 
the materials for his teacher. l' 
High School teachers may use these requisitio~ forms to 
!, 
l 
l 
request materials when they are unable to come to the center ! 
themselves. 
Audio-Visual Aids Requests.-- This form is circulated 
among elementary school teachers every Friday. It is then 
picked up by the director on Monday morning andprocessed 
by him as soon as he returns to the center. 
Since its introduction~ this weekly prodding or teachers!! 
if 
has been marked by a significant increase in the use or 
audio-visual materials. 
The form really serves two purposes: (l) reminds 
I, 
teachers periodically to investigate the audio-visual catalog! 
for extra help they might need in their teaching; and (2) I· 
by requesting the unit currently studied by a particular 
' teacher~ it gives 
I! suggest materials 
~; 
the director a further opportunity to !: 
that might have escaped the teacher's notic~ 
i' or possibly materials that have not as yet been cataloged. 
·-
,, 
' 
This ~orm is made out in duplicate--one goesto the 
audio-visual center and the other is kept by the building 
coordinator. 
Memorandum--Visual Aids.-- This is a ~11m con~irmation l 
: sent to the teacher the moment the ~11m arrives. It gif.ves 
the teacher an opportunity to request a preview and makes 
~~ ~or orderly scheduling of the ~11m for projection. 
,, Weeklz Schedule.-- This form, as reproduced in Appendix :' 
;; A, is used in the High School. A mod1~1cat1on o~ 1 t 
•; 
designating the time o~ scheduling by hours instead o~ 
periods will be used in the elementary shools. 
The purposes served by this ~o~ may be listed as 
,1 ~ollows: 
;. ,, 
i 
j 
~ ' 
1. Provides an orderly schedule for the use o~ 
audio-visual materials. 
2. Obtains the maximum and most e~fective use o~ 
audio-visual materials. 
3. Keeps the program running smoothly and e~ficiently. 4. Eliminates haphazard, unprepared, or irresponsible 
use of materials. 
Attempts will be made to compile the information in 
the form at least one week in advance. However, spot 
I 
' 
' 
I 
i bookings will not be discouraged for the sake of adhering ;' 
to a set routine. 
Copies will be posted both on the ~aculty bulletin 
, board and on the board for school projectionists• club 
! 
' (audio-visual board in the center). 
I 
: 
Teachers will be notified as promptly as possible of 
• any changes caused by delays in transit. of materials. broken; 
p 
equipment. etc. This will: (1) provide an opportunity to 
alter lesson plans; and (2) give teachers confidence in the 
director and the program, and stimulate them to use more 
aids. ;, 
Film Shipping Expense Record Sheet.-- The director will r 
pay for the day-to-day film shipping expenses and receive 
L reimbursement on a monthly basis tor this expense. The 
'· Film Shipping Expense Record Sheet will provide the director 
,. 
! with an accurate record of his shipping expenses which he 
will turn in to the superintendent's office at the end of 
each month. 
•' !: Lubricating Record Chart.-- This form is especially 
~ ' 
devised to keep an accurate check on the lubrication of 
16mm projectors. Other pieces of equipment need little or 
no oiling. 
i· 
A form is placed inside the projector tor the convenienc~ 
I 
; 
· of the projectionist in recording the running time of each I i. 
I 
I· 
i 
showing. 
Finally, a device used by the writer to keep a cumulati~ 
! 
record of teacher requests should, perhaps, be mentioned her~,. 
!i 
;
1 
It works this way. Every teacher in the system has an audio,, 
!: i' i' visual folder filed in the center. These teacher folders i: 
,. 
H :l are grouped by schools and coded by a different colored tab ,. 
~· Jll~~==~==;~: ==============~--==============~====================~========~ii========= ;: I; 
i' li 
I 
! ~ 
reF==+==========================~=== 
for each school. Every time Miss Jones, for example, from 
Charlton Street School makes a request for audio-visual 
materials, her request is filed in her orange-tabbed folder--
the code color for Charlton Street School. 
There are several obvious advantages in using this 
procedure. The director can determine quickly who the users 
or non-users of audio-visual materials are and plan his 
program for individual help accordingly. The extent of 
audio-visual use by schools can also be determined quickly. 
And, finally, it provides the director with easily-compiled 
data for his periodic reports to the superintendent as well 
as much of the information needed for his annual report. 
10. In-Service Education 
The purpose or in-service education in the area or audio 
visual instruction in Southbridge will be three-fold: (l) to 
help teachers acquire greater understanding and skill in the 
selection and use or audio-visual materials; (2) to acquaint 
teachers in the skills required to operate certain equipment 
in audio-visual instruction; (3) to acquaint teachers with 
greater understanding or skill in teaching methods incorpor-
ated as an integral part of the teaching-learning process. 
The main responsibility of the audio-visual director in 
southbridge will be to help teachers do their job better. 
The various methods which will be used to achieve this goal 
have already been stated and treated in other sections or 
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this chapter.!/ To recapitulate, the audio-visual director 
• 
wi1l use the following methods of helping teachers 1n 
Southbridge: 
l. Bulletins, newsletters and catalogs providing inform-
ation on availability and utilization of materials. 
2. Instructions in the operation and use of equipment. 
3. Bulletins informing teachers of institutes, meetings, 
demonstrations and workshops in the use of audio-
visual materials. 
4. Textbooks, publications and guides in the field. 
5. Correlation guides designed to suggest materials 
for specific topics in the school's curriculum plan. 
6. Teacher guides for most of the teaching aids used 
in the system. 
7. Opportunities for the teacher to preview and audition 
materials. 
8. Individual conferences with the director when desired 
9. Demonstrations of audio-visual materials and te~hn\au s. ~ 
A typical situation in which a teacher is receiving 
individual instruction in the operation of equipment from the 
director is shown 1n Figure 34. 
Figure 35 shows a group of Southbridge teachers receivin. 
instruction 1n the use of the opaque projector in an audio-
visual extension course given in Southbridge. 
In order to familiarize every teacher with the audio-
visual program in Southbridge, a guide was prepared and 
distributed to all teachers and administrators in the school 
!/See especially discussion under Duties of the director. 

system. This guide was .1esued in a manila f'older titled 
Audio-Visual Inf'ormation. All audi..o-visual 1nfor11a.tion 
received f'rom the audio-visual center is now filed ln this 
f'older. It makes f'or an orderly arrangement of information 
which can be located quickly when needed. At present, each 
teacher has two catalogs--filmstrip and lantern slide, 
~~uisition forms, individual film schedule, two suggested 
plans f'or the use of audio-visual materials, and possibly 
recent announcements f'rom the center f'iled in her audio-vi 
f'older. Appendix B includes some samples of information 
provided for the teacher by the audio-visual instructional 
materials center. 
The writer received so many favorable comments on the 
program guide mentioned above and distributed to all teachers 
that it seems pertinent to reproduce it in its entirety on 
the following pages. 
11. Distribution of Materials 
"It could be said, without slight exaggeration, that the 
ultimate measure of' an audio-visual center is the efficiency y 
of' its distribution system." The mere presence of audio-
visual materials in our school system will be of little value 
unless the materials can be readily placed where they are 
needed. This will involve both adequate booking procedures 
and delivery service which are briefly discussed in this sect 
s, op. cit., p. 523. 
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AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS PROGRAM 
Department of Audio-Visual Aids 
Southbridge Public Schools 
Southbridge, Massachusetts 
DIRECTOR -- EDWARD DESROCHES 
Coordinators: 
High School. • • • • • • • • Edward Desroches 
Cole Trade High School ••••• Walter Glondek 
Marcy Street School •••• Constance L'Ecuyer 
West Street School ••••••• Laurenda Boyer 
Pleasant Street School •••• Camella Dintini 
Eastford Road School. • • • • .Raoul Lataille 
Charlton Street School. • ••• Joseph Racine 
Approved for Release: 
Robert L. Fox, SUperintendent 
' [· 
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WHAT IS MEANT BY AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS? 
Dent: "All materials used in the classroom, or in the 
other teaching situations, to facilitate the 
understanding of the written or spoken word." 
good to remember that: 
1. Audio-visual instruction is not a separate 
school subject. 
2. Audio-visual instruction is not concerned only 
with motion pictures. 
3. Audio-visual instruction is not a substitutive 
educational device. 
4. Audio-visual instruction is not mere entertain-
ment. 
II WHY USE AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS? 
<i 
Scientifically controlled 
the following values come 
experiments have proved that 
out of t; he use of audio-visual· 
aids: 
1. 
2. 
3. 4. 5. 
6. 
Knowledge is increased (10% to 50% gain) 
Reasoning powers are developed (over 35% gain) 
Relationships are understood (over 35% gain) 
Retention is increased (38% to 55%) 
Imagination is stimulated 
New interests are motivated (increases reading L 
40%) li 
7. Attention is sustained (over 90%) 
•I WHAT ARE THE AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS? 
1 
'1 
We should recognize them all: 
1. Typical classroom aids not requiring mechanical ·: 
equipment 
a. Direct, purposeful experience--visiting the 
store 
b. Contrived e~eriences: models (globe), 
mock-ups (planetarium), objects, specimens 
c. Dramatics (by participation and by 
observation): the play, the pageant, 
pantomine, tableau, puppets 
d. Demonstrations 
e. Field trips 
f. Exhibits and museums 
g. Flat pictures 
h. Visual symbols: cartoons, drawings and 
sketches, posters, diagrams, flat maps, 
charts, graphs, comic strips (importance of. 
~~·=-~··===·~~=-==============~==============================================~!F.========~ 
• 
,. 
' ' 1 R 0 -=~:oc.::: .. -:·cJ~-:c·c==...:.=·==-=-=-···· ---- .: . . ;..;.. .:.:.o •. c ..... ;:;;·c: •... ::c:·.~c:..:.:· .• ·_:_: . .:::c.-;;:.;;:=··;;"---·.:.:..:: _.:..:;__;::-;:c:;""-.:.:.·:;:=~------ ::. .. ·· - ~~::c ..... ..:;. _ _;c:::::c-: ••• :.;:;__ .. --·-
' 
the blackboard and bulletin board) 
i. Verbal symbols 
2. The projected audio-visual aids 
a. Motion pictures 
b. Stereographs (Viewmaster) 
c. Filmstrips 
d. Lantern slides (2 x 2 and 3t x 4) 
e. Opaque materials 
3. Audio aids 
a. Central sound systems 
b. Phonograph records 
c. Radio and television 
d. Transcriptions 
e. Wire and tape recorders, etc. 
.i WHERE IS THE AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS DEPARTMENT LOCATED? 
•' :• 
; 
I 
d 
., 
:I 
·I 
Mary E. Wells High School, Room 228 
WHAT IS THE PERSONNEL OF THE AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS PROGRAM? 
1. Director --- Edward Desroches 
2. Coordinators: 
High School ••••• Edward Desroches 
Cole Trade High lchool.Walter Glondek 
Marcy St. School •• Constance L'Ecuyer 
West St. School. • • • Laurenda Boyer 
Pleasant St. School •• Camella Dintin! 
Eastford Rd. School •• Raoul Lataille 
Charlton St. School. • .Joseph Racine 
3. Audio-Visual Aids Committees--
Elementary School--Grades 1 - 7 
Three members to each committee 
High School--Grades 8 - 12 
Committees in each subjeot matter area. 
Individual committees composed of all the 
members in the following departments: 
English 
Science 
Social Studies 
Home Economics 
Mathematics 
4. Student Projectionists 
i· 
~ ~ 
. _jL_,::..;::·· =· =·=-=-~~~ :::=::;;=====5=·=S=t=u=d=en=t=Typ==i=s=t=s=========-===:.======:::jjt=l ===------
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WHAT ARE THE SERVI.OES RENDERED BY THE AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS 
DEPARTMENT? 
1. The following audio-visual aids are made avail-
able to teachers: 
a. Films (rentals) 
b. Filmstrips 
c. Lantern slides 
d. Records and transcriptions 
e. Tape recordings 
Plus--
f. Sound motion picture projector 
g. Sound filmstrip projector 
h. Filmstrip projector 
i. Lantern slide projector 
j. Overhea,d projector 
2. Materials and equipment delivered upon request. 
3. Catalogs and bulletins on materials available 
and on new methods and techniques of using 
materials. 4. Instructions in the operation and use of 
equipment. 
5. Bulletins informing teachers of institutes, 
meetings, demonstrations and workshops in the 
use of audio-visual materials. 
6. Textbooks, publications and guides in the field., 
7. Correlation guides designed to suggest materials' 
for specific topics in the school's curriculum 
plan. 
8. Teacher guides for most of the teaching aids 
used in the system. 
9. Student projectionists to set up and operate 
equipment for teachers. 
10. Opportunities for the teacher to preview and 
audition materials. 
11. Individual conferences with the director when 
desired. 
12. Demonstrations of audio-visual materials and 
techniques. 
WHAT ARE TEE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BUILDING COORDINATOR? 
1. Work with the director in coordinating the 
program. 
2. Keep the teachers in his school informed about 
available materials. 
3. Help teachers select suitable materials to meet 
their needs. 4. Assist teachers in making be~ter use of materials. 
.a ' ~-·.::,;.···=·~=-··=:=.!!!===========·--=··=-=·· :::;;··::::::· ===========-=···=-·...;:;,· ..=·-=c======!!==,i -====:...:;... 
5. Order and schedule all material and equipment 
used in his school. 
6. Train personnel to pperate equipment and train 
and supervise student projectionists--this will 
involve supplementing the training program set-
up by the director. 
1. Supervise the storage and distribution of 
materials deposited in his school. 
8. Give demonstrations before his faculty. 
9. Disseminate all literature and information 
prepared or distributed by the director. 
10. Cooperate with the audio-visual director in 
interpre~g the value of the audio-visual 
program to the public. 
HOW DOES THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINE THE DESIRABLE AIDS TO BE 
PURCHASED OR RENTED? 
Audio-visual aids committees with the help of the 
director evaluate and select all teaching aids to 
be purchased or rented. This procedure is followed 
in order to assure the teachers that the aids whi 
best fit their needs are made available. 
HOW LONG ARE DISTRIBUTED MATERIALS ALLOWED OUT? 
Films--! to 1 day 
Other materials--1 week 
HOW DOES THE TEACHER ORDER MATERIALS? 
Simply--
1. Fills out order blank and gives to build 
coordinator. 
2. Picks up materials from coordinator the d 
before the aid is used. 
3. Returns aid to coordinator when finished. 
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE Ftr.I.'URE PLANS? 
1. In-service training or institutes in use of 
equipment and materials with promotional credits 
2. A library of basic 16mm sound films. 
3. An extensive and comprehensive central library 
of filmstrips. 
4• Extended use or recordings and transcriptions. 
5. Introduction of tape recordings as invaluable 
aids in commercial courses, speech, English, etc 
6. Darkening facilities for every classroom. 
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1. Sufficient equipment in every building. 
WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OF FUTURE PLANS EVER BEING REALIZED? 
Goodl Reason--the superintendent has already 
doubled the audio-visual budget since assuming his 
position in Southbridge--an indication of his 
understanding of the vital role played by audio-
visual materials and techniques in a successful 
educational program. 
Note: The director always welcomes constructive 
criticism, suggestions, and advice on c~Q~£~.Q· 
or additions to the program, if these cLLau~,Q• 
or additions will increase the department's 
service to the teacher. 
Edward Desroches 
Director of Audio-Visual 
Education 
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Bookipg procedures.-- Booking procedures ~n Southbridge 
will be kept simple and free from red tape. Figure 36 shows 
the audio-visual rack which is placed in the principal's 
office of every elementary building and from which the 
elementary teacher may go for catalogs to make her selection 
184 
of audio-visual materials. To obtain materials, the elementa~ 
teacher will simply submit her requisition to her building 
coordinator who in turn will pass the requisition on to the 
center. The building coordinator will do this either by 
phone or by giving it to the director when the latter picks 
up the requisitions on Monday morning. The high-school 
teacher will submit her requisition to the center. 
Most of the films used in the system will be obtained on 
a rental basis. High-school teachers will be encouraged to 
requisition films at least three weeks in advance. A shorter 
notice is not advisable since the director may have to contac 
several film libraries before the booking is made. Whenever 
feasible, long-tirm booking of films will, of course, be 
encouraged over spot booking. 
In the elementary schools most of the films used will 
be booked on a long-term basis. Briefly, the booking 
procedure which has been used and which will be continued for 
the elementary schools in Southbridge follows: 
1. In May, the director meets with all elementary 
teachers, organized by grades, to select their films 
for the following school year. Before teachers 
• 
arrive, the director, aided by projectionists• club 
members, prepares the room (high-school cafeteria) 
tor the meeting by placing the latest fil.m catalogs 
on tables to be used. Each table is marked orr by 
grade so that there will be no contusion when 
teachers arrive and take their places for the 
selection. 
2. After selection has been made, each grade submits a 
list or the til.ms selected on a specially prepared 
form which gives the dates wanted, title or the fi 
and the source. 
3. The director starts contacting film libraries as 
soon as all selections are in. 
4. At the beginning of the next school year, a master 
schedule of all films boo~ed is placed in the 
principal's office. 
$. In addition to the information given in 4, eaeh 
teacher is given a schedule of those films selected 
by her particular grade. This is her individual 
film schedule which she keeps 1n her audio-visual 
folder. 
As mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, coffee will be 
served at all or these meetings. Figure 37 shows the 
Soutnpridge elementary school teachers meeting by grades to 
select their film program for the 1956-57 school year. 
Deliverr.-- A11 deliveries to elementary schools will 
be made by the director in his ear. 
Since the most distant school is only a few minutes• 
ride from the center, the elementary teacher is literally 
able to obtain the materials she needs within a matter or 
minutes. This type of service will, or course, be given 
in eases or extreme need. Regular delivery or materials 
be made three times a week--Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 
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• 
In all cases, the policy of the center will be to get 
materials to teachers at the proper time and place. 
12. Program in Action 
There are various ways in which teachers in Southbridge 
will procure and use audio-visual materials. Some of them 
have already been discussed in the preceeding section. The 
following pages, embracing Figures 38 through 50, trace; the 
typical steps involved when the high-school teacher uses a 
filmstrip • 
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After Deciding on Using a Filmstrip, 
Teacher Goes to Filmstrip Rack in 
Center to Pick Up His Material Which 
Is Checked Out By the Director Or the 
Projectionist on Duty 










13. Public Relations 
There are many ways in which the director can carry on 
public relations. It will be the task of the director to 
secure community interest by pictorial annual reports; by 
frequent reports in the local newspaper; by giving talks on 
audio-visual education; by giving demonstration lessons; by 
giving assistance in similar activities to civic groups, 
social clubs, and parent-teacher associations. In other 
words, it will be the objective of the director to keep the 
community well informed on the value of audio-visual 
materials in the instructional program. 
Recently, the director spoke to the local Rotary Club 
on audio-visual education and Figures 51 through 54, on the 
following pages, give an account of that meeting. 


14. Conclusions 
Every pupil and teacher in Southbridge needs the 
advantages accruing from the use of the best possible 
instructional materials in the best possible learning 
environments. No well-trained educator today will remain 
oblivious to the tremendous educational potentialities of 
properly used audio-visual materials. 
This paper has attempted to develop the type of audio-
visual program that would insure its maximum contribution 
to the instruction of boys and girls in Southbridge. 
But plans and recommendations remain of little value 
unless they are considered and adopted. Similarly, the plans 
and recommendations suggested throughout this paper will 
remain or little value unless they also are considered and 
adopted. 
No one person can bring about the development of the 
program suggested within these pages. It will only be 
possible through the cooperative efforts of the superintend-
ent, principals, teachers, and pupils. All working together 
can develop a program that will be second to none. 
Southbridge should settle for nothing less& 
.. 
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APPENDIX A 
FORMS 
• 
-'-"'·· 
ACCESSION FILE CARD 
Item Our file number 
Cat. or Serial No. Stored 
Received from Date Rec•d. 
Invoice No. Price 
Removed Returned Rem. Rtd. i• il 
tor repair Repaired to Checked tor Rep to Checked 
on (date) by Circulation bY Re"D. by Dir. by 
.. 
\ 
Permanently out ot • 
circulation (date) Replaced by 
.. 
:S,. authority On date (Fill ouj in dupl~cate) 
• 
Audio-Visual Aids Department 
Tol. 4-4485 
ORDER BLANK 
Teacher School 
--------------------- -------------
Grade ____ Subject __________ ,... ___ _ 
Typo of Aid Dosi::·od 
-------
Date Desired Order Numtor 
---- ---
Note: AIDS 'NJAY B:I:i! IC2PT FOR ONE VT.E:EK. 
------------------------~- -------~------~~~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~·-=------------

= 
:'TEIWR.":..~TDUi\1-VISUAL .~ ... IDS 
I.1 Room Date ~----------------s-o_u_n_d~--------- ~------------------- ------
T~l8 minute c-.ilent film 
requested by 
-------------------
~ill be available 
·-----
fur your uue on __________________________ _ 
Previe1.1.' desired? ________ .. _Y(;s no. Date ___ Time ____ _ 
Sc~eduled date Peridd Room 
---------- ·------ ------- -----
Please indicate ~f1en you desire to use this film. If you have 
any npecial instructions lis~ t~em below. Kindly return this ~ 
form to the Visu:.'l /dds 0epartment :Cor final schedulinr,. It 
Ylill be returned co 7-ou for your roference after sc:1eclulin~ is 
COL1pleted. 
Note: When this form has been initic.lc.:1 by t~1e Director all 
arrangemencs for projection are completed. 
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APPENDIX B 
INFORMATION TO TEACHERS 
• 
SOUTHBRIDGE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Robert H. McCarn, Supt. 
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS DEPARTMENT 
Edward Desroches, Director 
BASIC PATTERN FOR USING AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
~ TEACHER PREPARATION 
-·--
1. ·The teacher selects the material most suited to the 
needs of his group and the purpose he has for using it. 
2. He previews the material to make sure that it will 
help atta::_n his purpose. 
3. He analyzes the nature of the learning process required 
for achieving the aims of the lesson and plans 
appropriate methods of use. 
4. He uses a study guide or manual in planning the lesson~ 
CLASS PREPARATION 
1. The teacher sets up the purposes of use \lrith the 
students. 
2. He develops a readiness for what is to be lt?r.,.rn8d by 
(A) Relating what is to be learned to :,;;r,-:;·.rlou.s 
experience of pupils0 
(B) Making sure st-.__;_cit:nts m1derstand the ree.oons 
for using this materialo 
(C) Arousing interest in the material to be used. 
(D) Providing additional information or background. 
3. He assures active part~cipation in the learning by 
asking students to look for the facts, the main ideas, 
the general impressions, the relationships, or the 
specific techniques which will help achieve the purposes 
of the lesson. 
PRESENT1.TION CF THE AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL 
1 •. The teacher arranr;es the best possible environmental 
conditions for the presentation--preferably in the 
individual classroom~ · 
2. If projection is required, he checks the equipment 
before use, rearranges the seating, provides for 
ventilation and room darkening. 
3. If projection is req~ired, students should do it and 
teachers should "st~nd by" and be ready 
and able to give assistance. 
CLASS FOLLO\'l-UP 
lo 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
The teacher and the students carry out appropriat.e 
follow-up activities to help further achieve the 
purposes of the lesson~ 
The teacher disc~sses the points they were to look 
for during the presentationo 
He clarifies the points they were to look for during 
the prt:sentation~ 
He and the students plan further activities and ways 
to apply what has been learned either to the problem 
being.solved, to a new project, or to a past learning 
experl.enceu 
When necessary• he gives a test to check what has been 
gained. 
SOUTHBRIDGE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
RoaERT H• McCARN, SUPERINTEN~ENT 
AUDIO VISUAL AIDS DEPARTMENT 
EOWARO DESROCHES, DIRECTOR 
SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING WITH SOUND MOTION PICTURE FILMS 
- - -- -
. A. TEf1CHER PLANNING: D 1 o vou--
--SELECT r, f"l LM 1'.H I CH REL1\TES DIRECTLY TO YOUR UNIT OR STUDY? 
--SELECT A FILM WHICH FtTS YOUR TE,\CHING AIMS? 
4-PREVIE1V THE FILM Ct,R~FULLY? 
-·-f,TUDY THE TEf.CHING GUIDE? 
--PREPARE A ~ESSON PLAN ON THE USE OF THE FILM? 
--SET UP A LIST OF AIMS? 
--PREPARE A SET CF THOUGHT nU£5 T IONS? 
--PREPf,RE A SET l): F":'Ci ·jLiE:3TIONS? 
-PREPARE ,\ VOC!,r:.JLiiliY us·:? 
--PREPARE A REt.OtNG '-~ST? 
--PREP~RE A LIST OF :-iCTIVITIES TO FOLLO"! THE FILM SHOWING? 
--PREPhRE A PRE-TEST AND /OR FOLLOW-UP TEST? 
B. TE,\CHER - PUPIL PLANNING: Dto vou--
--PROMOTE PUPIL OISCUS~ION ON THE STUDY UNIT? 
•-AROUSE ~fLU NTEREST IN THE SUBJECT? 
-STIMULATE THE PUPILS TO Ri\ISE ,', SET OF QUESTIONS? 
~RELATE THE SUBJECT TO PUPIL EXPERIENCES? 
-DISCUSS POSSIBLE PROCEDURES OF' GETTING I NFORMA T1 ON? 
-DECIDE WITH PUPILS TO USE A FILM AS ONE STEP IN THE UNIT? 
--DECIDE TO USE FILM liT BEGINNING• DURING·, OR END OF UNIT? 
--DISCUSS \'!HAT TO LOOK FOR IN THE FILM? 
• --PREP1\RE A LIST OF QUESTIONS ON THE BOARD? 
--GIVE AN OBJECTIVE PRE-TEST BASED ON STUDY OF THE UNIT? 
c. SHOl'll NG .!!i£ .t:.!.!J!: Dto vou.--
--REVI£1'1 THE PURBOSE OF SHO'.'.'ING THE FILM? 
--DEC I DE ON METHOD OF US I NG THE 1':" I LM? -
--DECIDE TO SH0\'1 COMPLETE FILM 1'/1 THOUT COMMENT? 
--DECIDE TO STOP FILM FROM TIME TO TIME AT DESIRABLE DUSCUSSION POINTS? 
--DECIDE TO RUN FILM 1''1THCl:JT SOUND BUT "''TH TEi.CHER-PUPIL QUESTIONS? 
--DECIDE 1'0 ALLO"' PUPIL DISCUSSION~ SHO~'~ING ONLY? 
--DECIDE TO REVERSE FILM f'ROM TIME TO TIME TO RESH0\'1 SEQUENCES? 
--DEC I DE TO SH0 1~' ONLY A SELECTED POR Tl ON OF THE FILM? 
--DECIDE TO SHO~'I THE F'ILM T"'ICE? 
Ct AFTER SHOWING~£.!.!:!!: DID You--
--HAVE A DISCUSSION OF THE FILM CONTENT? 
--RELATE FACTS TO STUDY UNIT? 
--RELATE M,\TER I AL TO PUPIL EXPERIENCES? 
-DISCUSS NE\~1 TERMS MENTIONED? 
-·DISCUSS VALUE OF FILM? 
·-LEARN SOMETHING NEW? 
--REVIEW SOMETHING PREVIOUSLY LE~RNEO? 
--CLEAR UP t~NY MISTAKEN IDEAS'? 
--DECIDE ON fURTHER ACTIVITY? 
--DECIDE ON INDIVIDUAL ANO/Of/. GROUP RESEARCH? PLAYLET? DEB;:.TE? CUIZ CONTEST'l 
CONSTRUCTIONS? COLLECT MATERIALS? TRIP? REPORTS? 
--GIVE AN OBFECTIVE FOLLOW-UP TEST? 
r ~- ·~ , / 
lJ IJ fo, 
-~· ... --,.·~--· · ~- ., ~···~-~----- .. ··--~ .. ·-· E.l...t.MtNTA~lV $C.HOOL 1' (p\~E,~tE~ 
It ar;paars i~Oili D.l.l :l.ndication.rs that the demand on film libraries will be g:i.'t:W:tel" 
dt~ln.g ·thQ !.956--:$'1 school year tr..an e?er ~o:r.e • For emmple, onl\f ~.nasterday ~ilo ·rutting 
·i:'J:te S·C.::t"v.i~ lJ&fME~""o;llle-nt of EducatiOD 's Id.brar;r, I id tnessad tho processing oi: some J$00 film 
hook.'tu~- 'l'et'..ehe:..:>s every·t...tw:re, it seem0 are planning on using: more :filma 11sxt yefi:r than 
1!.lil''c;; l)efO'i"e <>tnc. iU"a placing ·their 03:-de'rs ~~·-:cy just to lllS1re sux-a U..'lD..t they -sd-11 re~ei 'V'e 
'hl1ei1~ :l'i:'l..r.m 'ii!l1C~1 thrznr 't!<iint thtSlllo ~~···~·~ ~ ... ~
:tr.! vic.Yiir o:i: thl:J :nl.\S..U~· ·t.:t·e~dous :i.mpetw in fi~m boa.kl.v.gs, :1t.. seem &lvis~.r1ble 
f)li~? .,_:t::; t.o Ili\J•:r~· . .!i sel..>:~e·t ::~nd plr.':.C~' ou.l' t:i'-un. Nqi.l\f/.a·ta l.lS so® aa po:ssib:Le. so-... m;y- do::1 '-t;, vJe 
pJ.,:2l:J. OiJ. ooe·!JI:1~[!J,J; ~d• 3:15 p .,.m .. , Wedn{:;:i:J.c.laj' P l1a;'f 2 :i.n. the H:l.gb. School Caf'ete1 ... l.a... O~y? 
Eo:;;-~e v s a ,'btt l'xt• 2.dd.ed good ne\'m .. OUr budget ia l'lOi!T c.dequate enough ·to a.l.lo-w ee:w;:h 
f!J:'~.do 2G films r:~x:l:. yo.11r instead of lO as in the past. To expeoit..e yo'IJ:r f'~.i:1al film 
sr.~1er:d:,:J.on,~~ :W~'G· I ouggcst thEr~ you consult both the list of filma you used ·this yeas: and. 
the :?."illll. c&t;;r,J.ogG in the A-V rack (in your principal 'o oi'f:i.ca) bei'oz-e 'ii'A• meet o.n. 1'be 
2nd? See ;rou ther..., 
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'T'o: 
:';'rom: 1\ud to Visual Aids Depart:rent 
Subject: Confirrr.at1on on t:-1e following films 
ordered for· your use has beon re-~ 
ceived: 
~ Title 
Sept. 26=30 :V.enninc: of Long D1v1s1ot! 
Oct. 10-14 Know Your Library 
Oct. 17-21 \'/e Discover Fractions 
Oct. 31-Nov .. 4 Fire Prav~~nt.1on 
Nov. 7-ll Choosi~3 Bookn to 'iend 
Nov. 14-18 A..o;~ of Discovery 
Nov. 21-25 :31rnple l"ractions 
Nov,. 2t:-Dec~ 2 Early Settlers in N. !j' ·-" .. 
Deco 5~9 ~-later Oycls 
, . 
. 
Dec .. 12-16 3u1ld1ng 3atter Pa.rag:t""aphs 
JanQ 9--13 How Sf'fect1.ve 1s Your 'qend1np; 
Jan. 16-20 Dec1mn1 Fractions 
Jon.- 23-27 ~-'/e s t'<~ard 11-~overnent 
Jan .. 30- Feb. 3 Foods thnt Build '.Jood Health 
Peb. 5-10 Spelling is FA.sy 
~b. 13-17 ~eRSUre!n&nt 
Febo 27-l·t~r. 2 PlantR.tion Systetr. tn Southern 
T··:Rr. 5-9 (:e 013cover tho Dictionary 
7·1nr. 12-lG story of ~1e1ghta And ~!;ea. au res 
Tta.r. 19-23 Arner1crtn ftevolution 13a. c kf'1'rou nd 
·-' 
~!.nr .. 25-30 Camouflaee 1n Ne.tuz·e 
Apro 2-6 How t.o Read. A No-v.rspape:r .. 
!~rn•. 9·~13 Eo•rr to t-.,1 nd tho A.mn·mr 
Apl'e. ?3 ··27 G ~ un.ae. 
Life 
( ... ,.I ll.'J.,:.. <.) 
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SOUT -!BRIDGE PUBL C SCHOOlS 
SOUTH13KIDG Ey jYJ\4SSRCHUSl:: TTS 
ALL FILMSTRIPS LISTED IN THIS CATALOG ARE 
BRAND NErJ & UP-TO-DATE--JUST PURCHASED 
WITHIN THE PAST ~· -
e-
1. 
HOW TO USE INSTRUCTIONAL FILMSTRIPS 
These suggestions are based upon the p~actices 
found most effective by experts in the field of 
visual education. By following them, you can 
use filmstrips; not merely show them. 
SELECT THE FILMSTRIP CAREFULLY 
a. Pick out the filmstrips that seem most likely to 
meet the needs of your students. 
b. Use this Guidebook to make your selections. 
2. PREVIE1J THE FILHSTRIP TO E USED 
a. Screen the filmstrto prior to its use in the 
classroom. 
b. Know its contents first, then plan to use it in 
the riGht place, at the ri~~ht time, and in the 
right way. 
3. HAKE Cm1FLETE ARR:JWEHEUTS POR CLASSROOM USE OF THE FILMSTR:T:I~ 
a. Set up the projector and screen, and arrange the 
classroom before the class meets. 
b. Arrange for the assistance o:C a qualified stuclf>nt 
to operate the projector so that you can co:t·-
centrate on teaching. 
4. PRSP ARE THE CL/'"SS; BE SURE THE. STUDENTS KNOW: 
a. Your purpose in showing them the filmstrip. 
b. Why they are seeing it and what they should 
especially look for. 
c. vVhy it is being presented at this particular time. 
d. vVhat you expect them t 0 learn from it. 
e. What you plan to J.o following the showing of 
the filmstrip. 
5. SHOW THE FILr!ISTRIP TO THE CLASS 
a. Show the filmstrip as a definite nnd integral 
part of' the instructional period.._ and. provi:le time 
for follow-up activities. 
6. FOLLOW UP TH:R s;.TO' 'TNG OP THR FILHSTRIP 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Discuss the filmstrip with the croup in terms of 
your teaching purposes and what you expected 
them to look for. 
If skills are being taught, provide opportunity 
for practice as soon as ppssible. 
Provide opportunity for questions and comment~, 
Be sure to clear up any misconceptions. 
Show the filmstrip a second and third time on 
succeeding days to clear up any questions 6~ 
· differences of opinion that arise, or to review 
and emphasize the most important points. 
Encourage further learnins activities based upon 
the filmstrip experience. 
This catalog represents the beginning of what we hope to be 
a most comprehensive library of filmstrips covering all grade and 
subject areas in elemen.tary, junior & senior high schools. It 
will be our policy to purchase and add to the Library only those 
.filmstrips which are the best for each e;rade & subject. 'l,..ne 
degree of interest you show in this new service will, naturally, 
determine to a large extent its rate of growth. 
When ordering, simply use the call number which corresponis 
to the filmstrip wanted. If you wish to reserve all filmst.c::_,,[: 
within a series, sim:::>ly use the call num1)er for the serie3 s..1• J 
thus eliminate unnecessary repetition. 
Beginning on page nine is a listing of all filmstrip seri~s 
now in the Ludio-Visual ;\.ids Department. 
Key: Number to left of title indicates call number. Titles sl1o~n 
in capital letters are titles of series. Frames--number of 
pictures. P--Primary; !--Intermediate; J--Junior Hic;h School; 
S--Senior High School. 
'¥.-.-... ,· ~-. -. 
0:~ 
l. 
"': ·'~:-"'h;~GZ :~':"',;;;~,...~~~t:r~~~~ 
' -c_, ., , '{ .··;-.., •,·,:~; cf '':[;,;:: . -;~ 
, Page l- · . · ,,'. 
TITLE FRAMES COLOR GRADES 
AMERIC~U BISTOR1 
l •••••• The Age of Discovery •••••••••••••• 45o •••• b & w ••••• I •••• 
28 •••••• Bill Clark ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~4l ••••• color ••••• I •••• 
... _.,-- 25 •••.•• The BiJ~l of Rights & Other ••.•.• ('. 42.,. ... color ....• J .••• 
. t\r11enclmen ts 
15 •••••• The Birth of Our Freedom •••••••••• 48 ••••• b & w ••••• J-S •• 
4 •••••• Cortez Conqu:ers Moxico •••••••••••• 44 ••••• b & w ••••• I •••• 
30 •••••• Davy Crocl-cett •• 1 •••••••••••••••••• 46 ••••• color ••••• I •••• 
14 •••••• Democracy nec,ins ~-n America •• •••• .45 ••••• color ••••• I •••• 
S-l •••••• THE DISCOVERY & EXPLOR;,_TIOU OF ••• f>79. ····COLOR·········· 
•••••••• .ilJ.1ERI Cfi. • •••••••• ? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3l •••••• nosie Boy ••••••••••••••.•.•••••••• 46 ••••• color ••••• I •••• 
13 •••••• Earning a Livinc in the Colonies •• 45 ••••• color ••••• r~··· 
6 •••••• The English "Sea Dogs 11 •••••••••••• 42 ••••• b 8~ w ••••• I •• 
23 •••••• 'l'he Executive Branch ••••••••••••• 53 •••• color ••••• J •••• 
7 •••••• The Founders of l~ew France •••••••• 48 ••••• b & w •.•••• I •••• 
16 •••••• Freedom's Founoa:~.ion •••••••••••••• 49 ••••• b & w ••••• J-S •• 
17 •••••• Freedom 1 s Proc;resflo••••••••.•••••••45·~···b & w ••••• J-s •• 
18.~ ..... Freedom Today ••. , •.•••.•••••••••••• 45 •.••• b & w ••••• J-s •• 
5 •••••• The Golden :.c,e of Spanish ••••••••• 51 ••••• be.: w ••••• I •••• 
. . . . . . . . Dis e every . ••.•. c o • ') ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
12 •••••• Home Life in Colonial Times ••••••• 47 •• ,.:color. . . . • I .. . . 
S-2 • ••••• IIO .. 'I COL I;r.~.· ... L "J.'i:·:l\.I C.'_ n-:-:G •. ,l'! ••••••• 250 ••••• COLOR. 
Jiscovei'ed ... '.merica ••• 51. •••• b & w. 
. • I. • • • 
3 •••••• How Columbus . . . . I . . .. 
29 . ..•.• Jim Bri d:;e1., . ..•••.•..•.••••••..••• 41 . .• 
24 •••••• The Judi c j_ al Branch ••••••••••••••• 4 7 ••• 
• • color. 
• o color. 
. . . . I . • •• 
• 0 . . J . ... 
27 •••••• Kit 
22 •••••• The 
20 •••••• The 
10 •••••• The 
9 •••••• The 
S-3 •••••• OUR 
S-4 •••••• Ol"R 
. . . • I . . . . Carson ••••.•••.•.••.•.•••••••• 44 ••••• color. 
Legislative Branch •••••••••••• 51 ••••• color ••••• J •••• 
Literature of Freedom.... • •• 41 ••••• b t: w. • • J-S •• 
L!iddle Colonies ••••••••••••••• 40 ••••• color ••••• I ••• ,. 
New Enc;land Story ••••••••••• 44 ••••• color ••••• I •••• 
:J~P.~IC:JJ T-f,..T~I'I' •. _GE •••••••••••• 280 ••••• b ~: w ••••• J-S •• 
CONSTITUTION •••• , ••••••••••.• 225. • • • COLOR ••••• J •••• 
S-5 •••••• PIONL:P.R E}~ROF.S ••••••••••••••••••• 250 ••••• color ••••• I •••• 
8 •••.•• ~\ Review of the Discovery & ••••••• 41 ••••• b ~: w ••••• I •••• 
• • • • • • • • Exploration of the Hew ·,v-orld •••••••••• o ••••••••••••••••• 
11 •••••• The South Degins ••• •o• •• ~ .......... 45 ••••• color ••••• I •••• 
2 •••••• The Story of the Vikings •••••••••. 49 •••.• b & w ••••• I •••• 
19 •••••• The Vocabulary of Freedom ••••••.•• 45 ••••• b c: w •• o •• J-S •• 
26 •••••• The West J?rom :. to z.. .. .. . ....• 45 ••••• color ••••• I •••• 
21 •••••• Writinc; the Constitution ••••••••.• 43 ••••• color ••••• J •••• 
;,CCOUlTTING 
35 •••••• The :.ccountinc Cycle--D;!-r>.,ct •••••• 87. • .b & w. .s .... 
• • • • • • • • Ledc;er Entry--Routine Each !1.onth ••••••••••• o •••••••••••• 
36 •••••• The :.ccountinc Cycle--Direct •••••• 85 ••••• b & w ••••• s .... 
t •••••••• Ledcer Entry--Year End Closing....... • • • • • • • • • ••••• 
38 •••••• The Bank Reconcilation Statement •• 68 ••••• b ~~ w ••••• s •••• 
52 •••••• Bookkeeping & :.ccountinc Errors--.86 ••••• b t:. w ••••• s •••• 
•••••••• How to Locate, Correct & Avoid Them ••••••••••••••••••••• 
37 •••••• contrcllinc :.ccou.rts ••••••••••••• 102 ••••• b & w ••••• s .... 
34 •• o •• • How to Balance :.ccounts •••••••••• 105 ••••• b {.~ w ••••• s .•.• 
5o •••••• Interest, 60 Day 6% !:.1ethod,Part I.53 ••••• b c~ w ••••• s ..... 
51 •••••• Interest, 60 Day 6% Method.,Partii 70 ••••• b & w., ••• s ••.• 
.- . 
. ;.. 
/ -((~· 
<:..·. 
ACCOUNTING( CONT .. ) 
~2-
S-6 ••••• INTRO')UCTIO!T TO _: CCOJ1TTING. •• . . .1065 • 
32 ••••• The Journal ••.•...••.••.•• 
55 ••••• !'Uss DcJ & Miss Don't ••• 
39 ••••• Pe~ty Cash~ ••••.•.•••• 
. . . 
33 ••• 
53 ••• 
54. 
• p 0 s t :i.~ g "-' C ~ • 0 0 0 0 'I C 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 
•• Secretarial Etiq~etto ••••••• 
..Secretaries With ~ings. 
. . . .. ., 95 .. 
•• '32. 
• '!' ~~15 ~ 
. . . .7"5. 
. . . . .. 41. 
.35. 
LRITm.ffiTIC 
!• Pege 2~ 
. . . . b c: w • •• s . .... 
• • • • b & w • .. s . ..... 
• •• b & w . • .. s . . . . . 
• ••• b 8~ w • • ft s. 
. •• b & w • .. s. . ... 
. . • • b 8: w • .. s . .. . . 
. . • • b c: w • • s. 
58 • •. ~di!na Like Fractions & llixed ••••• 43~ •••• b & w .•. I •• 
60. 
. . . . . 
., l·rlJ.~.:1lJ 0 r s tl ., • 0 ••••• " (' '!) 0 •••••••••••••• f, '!) • 
.Aedi~G Unlike Fractions & Mixed ••• 33. 
.• I~u.m1) ~:J 1., s " (' ,.. ••..• o • ~ ,. •••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • c ~ 0 • 
00b e~ Woot~l.0")f11 
57 ••• Changing the Ter:::r.s of Fractions •• ~4L •• h & w •.• r. .. 
63 ••••• Dividir:g Ii'rnctior,s c~ rUxed •••••••• 4.'t •••• b & w ••• I ••• 
. • ~ium.bers ........ (. '- .. . . . .. . . 0 • • • • • • • • = 
S-·7. . .FK\.CTI-ON ST~HI:,;S. ,. ' . . • . . . . . • 435., 0. 3 b 8.: w •• o I •.. 
w •• oP •• , s ··8. •••• HOV! TO TELL TITill-
·-
0 . . . . ... . .90. . ~ . .b & . . 
E>'-.. . • • • • How To Tell Tim:;·· --Part I. • . . . . .... .45 • ••• b & w • .,. p •• ••• 
. e., '.1 ~ •••• Hour C.: Half Hot."!.:.."'}-., f! e....... . . . .. 
65~•o••How To Tell Time--Fart II.... .45 •••• 
. • ., • ~ •••• The r..1inutos ...................•.•..... 
56•·•·•The l.1eaning of ~"rnctions .... ~······43 •••. 
62• •••• Mul tiplyint; Fractions ~; Nixed ••••• 63 •• 
. . . . . • . . • l~llm.bers .•••.•.• •- ....• ~ •..•... 
. . . . . . . . . ... 
• b & w ••• P ••••• 
. ............. . 
. b 8~ w ••• r ... ~. 
.b & w ••• I ••••• 
. ... 
59 ••••• Subtracing Like ::!ractions ••••••••• 33. • • • • b 8~ w ••• I • . ... 
• • • •• • • • & r.~ixed lJumbers .. •••......•••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
61 ••••• Subtracting Unlike Fractions •••••• 43 •.•••• b & w ••• I •••.. 
• • • • • • ·•·•. & 11lixed N1.1mbers ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•. 
ART 
68 ••••• American Scene ..................... 57 •••.•• color ••• s ••••• 
's-.9 ••••• Contemporary :unerican Painting ............ color ••• s ••••• 
66 ••••• Let•s Look at a Paintinc;. . •• 63 •••• color •• s. 
70 ••••• Modernism ••••••••••••.•••.•••••••• 6l ••••• color ••• s •...• 
67 ••••• Realism ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 64 ••••• color ••• s ••••• 
69 ••••• Romanticism •••••.•••••••••••.•••••• 58 ••••• color ••• s ..... 
BIOLOGY 
77 ••••• Body Defenses ~\gainst Disease._ •• _ •• 45 ••••• b t: w ••• J-S ••• 
73 ••••• Bod] Defenses .\.gninst Invasion by.44 ••••• color ••• J-s ••• 
• • • • • • • • • Di s e as e • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • •• ~ . 
78••• •• Care of the Feet••••••••••••• •••••• 81 •••• be·: w ••• J-s ••• 
85.~ ••• Control of Body Tcmperature ••••••• 6o ••••• b t: w" .•• J-s ••• 
79 ••••• Digestion of Foods •••••••••••••••• so ••••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
86 ••••• Ears & Hearing ••••••••• &••••••••••59 ••••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
93 ••••• Edward Jenner •••••••••••• •·. • • •• • .74 ••••• b & w ••• J-8 ••• 
94 ••••• Edward Livinr:;ston Trudeau ••••••••• 66 ••••• b & w ••• J""!s ••• 
87 ••••• Endocrine GlQ.nds •••••••• •••• •••••• 63 ••.••• b & w ••• J-S. ·~ 
so ••••• Eyes ~~Their Care •••••••••. ,.; •••••• 73 ••••• b & w ••• J•S••• 
76 ••••• Fighting Cancer •••••••• .- ••. _ ••••••• 46• •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
·, 
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BIOLOGY 
(cont) 
Page 
-lo ••••• Fit;hting Disease •••••••••••••••••• 286 •••• color ••• J .. s ••• 
95 ••••• Florence Night_ingale •••••••••.•••••• 73 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
81 ••••• Foods f.: Nutrition •••••••••• -•••••••• 79 •••• b & w ••• J-S•.o• 
lOO ••••• Food fron the Sun •••••••••••••••••• 49 •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
72 ••••• The Germ Invader ••• •·••• •••••••••••• 49. • •• color ••• J-S. •·• 
S-13 ••••• Hea1:th Heroes ••••••••••••••••••••• 447 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
82 ••••• Heart & C~rculation •••••••••••••••• 71 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
74 ••••• Ilelping the Body Defenses Against •• 45 •••• color ••• J-S •• , 
••••••••• Disease •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••·•••• ••••••••• 
88 •• , •• Heredity ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 64 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
75 ••••• How Chemicals & Anti-Biotics Fight.47 •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
• • • • • • . • • Disease •••••••.••.....•..•••...•.••...••..•••.... ~ ..•.• 
104 ••••• How Heat Travels ••••••••.••••••••• 50 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
l05., •• ,How Rocks .\reFormed ••••••••••••••• 49., •• color ••• J-S ••• 
s-11~ •••• The Human Body, Part I ••••••••••• ,520 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
S•l2 ••••• THE HUMAN BODY, P~\.RT II ••••••••••• b20 •••• b & w ••• J-S, ••• 
209 ••••• Human Respiration •••••••••••••••••• 4l •••• color, •• J-s ••• 
· 71 ••••• Invasion by Disease •••••••••••••••• 49 •••• color ••• J-S, •• 
lOl ••••• Kinds of Cells ••••••••.•.•••••••• 48 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
96 ••••• Louis Pasteur •••••••••••••••••••• , .53 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
97 ••••• Madame Curie ••••••••••••••••••••••• 7l •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
102 ••••• T!Iaking \"later Safe to Drink •••••••• 45 •••• color •• ,J-S ••• 
89 ••••• Mochanisms of :Sreathing ••••••••••• ,63, ••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
90 ••••• Nervous System ••••••.•...•••••••••• 66 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
103 ••••• Photosynthesis ••••••••••••••••••••• 5l •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
91 ••••• Fostur•e t; Exercise •••••••••••••••• ,69, ••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
106., ••• Putting Electrolysis to Work ••••••• 50, ••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
107, •••• Putting ~Jater Pov•Ter to Work ••••••• ,52 •••• b & w., .J-S ••• 
83 •• , •• Reproduction .Among Mammals ••••••••• 79 •••• b & w ••• S ••• •• 
98, •••• Ro1Jert Koch ••••••••••••••••••••••• ,50 •••• b c:~ w ••• J-S ••• 
84 ••••• The Teeth •••••••••.•••• •••• •••••••• 77 •••• b & w •••• J-S ••• 
99, •••• Walter Reed,...... • •••••••••••••• 60 .•••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
108 ••••• Woather & Climate ••••••••••.••••••• 5l •••• b & w ••• J-8 ••• 
92 ••••• VJork o.f the Kidneys.- ••••••••••••••• 69 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
CHILD GUIDANCE 
109 ••••• Good Helpers~ •••••••••• • • 
S-14. , ••• Growing Up •••..•.•• 
llO ••••• It Pays to Save ••••• 
. . 
• ••••••• 29 •••• color ••• P-I. 
. 158 •••• color ••• P-I. 
• .•••• 28 •••.• color ••• P-I. 
• .30 ••• color •• P-I. 
. . . . . 
ll1 ••••• Johnny Goes to tho Store ••••• 
112. • .Lost & Found. • • • • • • • • • • • . • •••••• 26 •••• color ••• P-I • . . 
113 ••••• A New Classr11ate....... • •••••• 26 •••. color ••• P-I • • • 
114 ••••• \IIJhen VJe Have Guests......... . .23 •••• color ••• P-I. • • 
CITIZENSHIP CIVICS 
25 ••••• The Bill of Ri13hts & Other ••• . . •••• 42 •••.• color ••• J,., •• 
•• . . . . • . • • !unendntents •••••... ...••.•• '•. • • • • ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••• 
15 ••••• The Birth of Our Freedom ••••••••••• 48. • •• b & w. ..J-s ••• 
23 ••••• The Exocut.ive Branch •••• ............. 53 • • • .. b & w. • • J . ..•• 
16 ••••• Freedom's Fouh<lation •• , .... •. •· •.•.• 49 • • • • b & w ••• J-S. • • 
17 ••••• Freedom's Progress ••••• . . . . . ... • • • • • 45 •••• b & w • •• J-S • . . 
18 ••••• Freedom Todny •••••••••• • • • • • • • .. . • •• 45. ••• b e~ w • • • J-S • • • 
24 ••••• The Judicial Branch.· ••• ••••••• • •••• 47 •••• color. .• J • ••.• 
•' . .. 
iv¥ki¥,c#~t~a~;,:~:*·~~J:::t,~·i;£;;;\~&*-~i:if:i2il.;;.;~~;t~~}t~~;,J,c::.;.;~,;.··~ -."., " .. 
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CITIZENSHIP CIVICS(CONT .. ) 
22 ••••• The L'egisl a.ti ve Branch ••••••••••• •. 51 •••• color ••• J ••••• 
20 ••• ~.The Liternture of Freedom ••••• ~··••45 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
S-3 ••••• 0UR ~".JffiRIC.t>.H HERITJ .. GE ••••.••••••••• 280 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
S'- 4 ••••• OUR CONSTITUTION. • ••••••••••••••• • 225 •••• color ••• J -S ••• 
19 ••••• The Vocabulary of Freedom ••••••••• 43 •••• b ~~ w ••• J-S._ •• 
2l ••••• Writing the Constitution •••••••••• 43 •••• color ••• J ••• ;. 
DEHOCR..',.CY 
see Citizenship 
Eco:.rorucs 
S-20 ••••• B,._SIC ECCNOHICS •••• • ••••••••••••.• 489 •••• color ••• J ... S ••• 
15l ••••• Living & Working Wit~out Money ••••• 6l •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
152 ••••• Money •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 65 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
156 ••••• Money <:.~ Government •••••••••••••••• ,60 •••• color ••• J-S, •• 
155 ••••• Money & Panic ••••••••••• 1 •••••••••• 61 .••• color ••• J-S ••• 
153 ••••• !.Toney Goes to Work ••••••••••••••••• 60 •••• color ••• J-S ••.• 
154 ••••• Now 'lays to Use Honey •••••••••••••• 62 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
158 ••••• Too Little Spcnding •••••••••• , ••••• so •••• Qolor ••• J-s ••• 
157 ••••• Too Much Money ••••••••••••••••••••• so •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
ELEJ'!ENT:~RY SCIE1JCE 
125 ••••• ~nimals Change ••••••••••••••••••••• 48 •••• color ••• I ••••• 
129 ••••• ChanGes in Weathelt' ••••••••••••••••• 48 •••• color ••• r ..•.• 
127 ••••• Individuals c·~1ange ••••••••••••••••• 51 •••• color ••• J ••••• 
S-16 ••••• THE LIPE SP.:.N ••••••••••••••••••••• l50 •••• colo:r ••• P-I-J. 
131 ••••• Man's Use of Power {l.tomic Energy) 46 •••• color ••• J ••••• 
132 ••••• The Science Room ••••••••••••••••••• 49 .•••• color ••• J ••••• 
126 ••••• The Story of the Robin •••••••••••• ,47 •••• color ••• J ••••• 
130 ••••• Understanding 1Jeathor Conditions ••• 49 •••• oolor ••• J ••••• 
S-17 ••••• 1.'-JE . .'.THER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 7 •••• color ••• P-I- J. 
128 .•••• • ~·re Loarn ahout ':leather ••••••••••••• 48 •••• color ••• P-I-J .. 
GTi'!'P-,R -'..L scI PNCE J-~ '. .1. j J. •. .! ; 
125 ••••• Animals Chn.nge •••••••.•.••••••••••• 48 •••• oolor ••. I .•.•• 
77 ...... Body Defenses .L'..gninst Diseases ••••• 45 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
73 ••••• Body Defenses : .. gainst Invnsion by •• 44 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
• • • • • Disease • ..•.....•....••...•.•.••.••••.••.•......•.•..•• 
129 ••••• Changes in ~"leather- ••••••••••••••••• 48 •••• color ••• I ••••• 
133 ••••• The ChanGing Seasons ••••••••••••••• 5l •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
76 ••••• Fighting Cn.ncer ••••.••••••.••••••• ~46 •••• color ••• J-s •.•• 
S-lO ••••• FIGHTING DISEASE •••••••.••.••••••• 286 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
~00 ••••• Food from .the sun •••••••••••••••••• 52 •••• col9r ••• J-S ••• 
72 ••••• The Germ Invaders •••••••••••••••••• 49 •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
74 ••••• Helping the Dody Defenses ngainst •• 45 •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
• • • • • Diseases .••••.•••...•••.•••..••.......•..•.••••....•.•• 
75 ••••• How Chemicals & .L·.nti-niotics Fight 47 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
••••• Disease ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• 
134 ••••• How Heat Travels ••••••••••••••••••• 50 •••• b & w ••• J-s .••• 
l35 ••••• How Rocks Are Formed ••••••••••••••• 49 •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
127 ••••• Indi viduo.ls Change •••••••••••• • •••• 51 •••• -color ••• J ••.••• 
71 •• ~ •• Invasion by Diseo.se •••••••••••••••• 49, ••.• color ••• J-s ••• 
l36 ••••• Jets & Atomic PGwQr•••••···~····•••4Q, ••• color ••• J-s~ •• 
• f 
, .... ~ •. 4~~~ ,;;·~;-:;~~·:~;rL~~~ ::.~ 
i. 
P'age 
GENE&\L SCIENCE (CONT.) 
l37 ••••• Kinds of Cells ••••••••••••••••••••• 48 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
S-16 ••••• THE LIFE SP.: .. N •••• ••• •••·•• •••••• ~.150~ ••• color ••• P-I-J~ 
138 ••••• Lookine: at the Stars ••••••••••• · •••• 49 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
131 ••••• Man's Use of Power (Atomic Energy)· 46 •••• c.olor ••• J ••••• 
102 ••••• :Making Water Safe to Drink ••••••••• 45 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
139 ••••• Photosynthesis ••••••••••••••••••••• 5l •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
140 ••••• Ptitting Electrolysis to Vork ••••••• so~··•b & w ••• J-s ••• 
141 ••••• Putting 1"lator Povmr to VJork. •• ••••• 52 •••• b e: w ••• J-S ••• 
126 ••••• The Story of the Robin •••••••••• , •• 47 •••• color ••• J ••••• 
130 ••••• Understanding Weather Conditions ••• 5l •••• color ••• J ••••• 
S-17 ••••• WEATIIER •••••••• ·• •••••••••••••••••• 147 •••• color ••• P-I- J. 
142 ••••• Vleathor & Climate •••••••••••••••••• 48 ••• ;color ••• J-S ••• 
128 ••••• We Learn about Weather ••••••••••••• 48 •••• color ••• P-I-J. 
GEOGR .. \PHY 
143 ••••• ca~nda from Coast to Coast ••••••••• 45 •••• color ••• r •••.• 
S-18 ••••• EXPLORIUG CANAD1:.. •••••••••••••••••• 200 •••• color ••• I.~ ••• 
S-19 ••••• EXPLORING THROUGH lLPS •••••••••••• 195 •••• b & w ••• I-J ••• 
141 ••••• Fishermen & Farmers of Canndn •••••• 39 •••• color ••• r ...•• 
149 ••••• Flat Mc.ps of a Round VJorld ••••••••• 5o •••• b & w ••• I-J ••• 
146 ••••• Home Life in Canada •••••••••••••••• 38 •••• color ••• r ..... 
145 ••••• Industrinl Canada •••••••••••••••••• 36 •••• color ••• r •.••• 
150 ••••• Maps & Men ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 45 •••• b & w ••• I-J ••• 
147 ••••• r·Japs & Their !Jenning •••••••. • •.•••••• 50 •••• color ••• I-J., •• 
l90 ••••• Interna.tional Date Line •••••••••••• 45.· ••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
148 ••••• we Live on a Huge Ball ••••••••••••• 5o •••• b & w ••• I-J ••• 
GRAMMAR 
see Language Arts 
HE.i.LTH 
77 ••••• Body Defenses ;._gainst Diseases ••••• 45 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
73 ••••• Body Defenses : .. eainst Invo.sion by •• 41 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
• • • • • Di s e n.s e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
78 ••••• care of the Feet ••••••••••••••••••. 8l •••• h & w ••• J-s ••• 
85 ••••• Control of Body Temperature •••••••• 60 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
79 ••••• Digestion of Foods •••••••••••••••• .-80 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
86 ••••• Ears ~= Hearing •••••••.•• · •••••••••••• 59 •••• ·b & w ••• J·-s .... 
93 ••••• Edward Jenner ••••••••••••••••••••• .-74 •••• b" & w ••• J-s ••• 
94 ••••• Edward Livingston Trudeau •••••••• · •• 66 •••• b f.: w ••• J-S ••• 
87 ••••• Endocrine Glands •••••••••••••••••• .-63 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
80 ••• -•• Eycs & Their Care ••••••••••••••••••. 73 •••• b l~ w ••• J-s ••• 
76 ••••• Fichting Cancer ••••••.••• ; ••••••••• 46 •••• color ••• J -s ••• 
S-lO ••••• FIGHTING DISE~SE •••••••••••••••••• 286 •••• color ••• J~S •• ~ 
95 ••••• Florenca Nightingale ••••..••••••••• 73 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
81 ••••• Foods & Nutrition •••••••••••••••••• 79 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
lOO ••••• Foods from the Sun ••••••••••••••••• 49 •••• color.~.J-s ••• 
72 ••••• The Germ Invaders •••••••••••••••••• 49 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
S-13 ••••• HE.".LTH HEROES ••••••••••.••.••••••• 447 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
82 ••••• Heart & Circulatiori ••••••••••••• ~ •• 7l •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
74 ••••• ~elping the Body Defenses Against •• -45 •••• color ••• ·J-S.- •• 
o ••••• Dis e as e • • • • • • • • . ••••• -.•.•••••••••• e -· ••••••••• · •••••••••. 
88 ••••• Heredity •••••••• ~-· ••••••••• ~- ••• ~- ·• .64 •••• b & w ••• J-S. •'• 
75 ••••• How Chemicals & Anti-Biotics.~ ••••• 47 •••• colcir ••• J-S ••• 
. • . ~ .Fieht Diae·ase ••...••.•••... • ··• •.... · ....................... . 
'I 
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Page. 6 
HEALTH (CONT.) 
S•ll ••••• THE HUMAN BODY PART I ••••••••••••• 520 •••• b & w .•• J-S ••• 
S-12 •. • •• • THE HUM!.N BODY PART II. ••••••••••• 520 •••• b e.~ w ••• J -S ••• 
209 ••••• HUinan Respiration •••••••••••••••••• 41 •••• color ••• J -s ••• 
7l ••••• Invasion by Disense •••••••••••••••• 49 •••• color ••• J-Sa•• 
101 ••••• Kinds of Cells ••••••••••••••••••••.• 48 •••• color ••• J-S ••• 
96 ••••• Louis Pnsteur •••••••••••••••••••••• 53 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
97 ••••• Mad8me Curie ••••••••••••••••••••••• 7l •••. b & w ••• J-s ••• 
102 ••••• Mnking ~nter Safe to Drink ••••••••• 45 •••• color ••• J-s ••• 
89 ••••• Mcchnnisms of Breathing •••••••••••• 63 •••• b ~ w ••• J-S ••• 
90 ••••• Nervous System ••••••••••••••••••••• 66 •••• b & w •••• r-s ••• 
9l ••••• Posture & Exorcise ••••••••••••••••• 69 •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
98 ••••• nobert Koch •••••••••••••••••••••••• 50 •••• b ~ w ••• J-S ••• 
84 • ..• . 'lbe Teeth .......••.•.•.•.••••..•••• 77 .•.. b & w ••• J-S • •• 
99 ••••• Wnlter Reed •••••••••••••••••••••••• 60 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
-92 ••••• Work of the Kidneys •••• · •••••••••••• 69 •••• b [.; w ••• J-S ••• 
~WME ECONOMICS 
120 ••••• Cream VVo.x •••••••••••••••••••• •••• •• 37 •••• b t: w ••• J-S 
79 ••••• Digestion of Foods ••••••••••••••••• ao •••• b E.: w ••• J-S 
12l ••••• Family Wash•••••••<>••••••••••••••••50 •••• 'b (: Wo •• J-S 
81 ••••• Foods l.: Nutrition •••••••••••••••••• ?9 •••• b l.: w ••• J-S 
lOO ••••• Foods From the Sun ••••••••••••••••• 49 •••• color ••• J-S 
122 ••••• Hendlincs-Toni Permanent ••••••••••• 65 •••• color ••• J-S 
123 ••• •efv1nchine So\vinc; •••• .•....••••.... .•. 40 •.•• b (~ \V ••• J·-s 
ll5 ••••• Mc.king Your House Livnble •••••••••• 47 ..... b f.; w ••• J··S 
ll9 ••••• Polish Up Your Porsonnlity8 •••••••• 4l •••• b & w ••• J-S 
l24 ••••• Self Polishing Wnx ••••••••••••••••• 40 •••• b 
116 ••••• Vlhat Do You Know ;~bout Food •••••••• ·1:3 •••• b 
ll7 ••••• You Can M~ke Pretty Clothos •••••••• 42 •••• b 
S•l5 •••••• TEE YOUNG MO'JERN HOHE NL'\.KER ••••••• 214 •••• b 
llS ••••• Your Job as Big Brother or Sister •• 4l •••• b 
HYGIENE 
(See Health) 
INDUSTRii\.L ARTS 
" w ••• .r-s c: 
& w ••• J-S 
c~ w ••• J-S 
& w ••• J-S 
& w ••• J-S 
160.· •• ~.Care £:Use of the Band Saw ••••••••• 52 •••• color ••• J-S 
164 ••••• Care (; Use of the Circular Saw ••••• 49 •••• color ••• J-S 
162 ••••• Care e: Use of the Drill Press •••••• 50 •• e ~color ••• J·-S 
161 ••••• Care £~Use of the Jig Saw ••••••••• .-55 ..... color ••• J-S 
163 ••••• Care e.~ Use of the Shaper ••••••••••• 5l ••• ocolor ••• J-S 
159.u~ •• The Evolution of Machines •••••••••• 5l ••• ccolor ••• J-S 
S-21 •••••• USE OF ~,t".CHINES IN OUR INDUSTRL'.L •• 315 ••• color ••• J-S 
•••• ·• •••• • LIFE ••.• o ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
L.i.NGU,.>.GE ,~\.RTS 
(Grammar 1 Spelling 1 c: Phonics) 
175 ....... "..djective Clauses (.~ Relative.·.e·•••48 •••• color ••• J •• 
• • ••• • •••• ::i>l,OJ'.J.0~5J • ........... • • • • •- • • • •• o ••• • •••••• • ••••••••• • • 
174 ••••• : .. dverbial Clauses & Complex ........ 49 •••• color ••• J •• 
• • • • • • • • • Sent en c e s •. ~ • c •••• o •••••••••• ., ••••••••••••••••••••••• '~~ 
~:. S-22 ...... :.LL :.Bo.:.RD TTIE PUNCTU".TIOH EXPR"fSS .. 864 ••• color •• • 3 ••• 
~: S-23 •••••• CO~CH ~OR roo~ ENGLISH ••••••••••••• 270 •••• color •• J ••• ~{}_, 176 •••••• Compound SGntences;General Revue •••• 49 •••• color •• J-S 
~i;.:;;ZA~~·~;'~~~~t~[;.;. <·f-:~'•.,".:'".r;•,£; .. '·i!~~~~;. < :--~-·~:-.'7'' .:·~ \' ;._ · .... I· 
·J 
LANGUAGE ARTS (CONT~) 
(Grannnnr, Spelling, & Phonics) 
Page 
178 ••••• Cons on ant_ Sounds •••••• _ ••••••••••••• 46 •••• color ••• I- J ••• 
S-24 ••••• GO!.LS IN SF:RLLIHG ••••••••• ~·······263 •••• color ••• I-J •.• 
177 ••••• Hearing Sounds in Words •••••••••••• 44 •••• coloro.oi-J .. o. 
188o •••• How Pronouns Help ••••••• o •••• •.••••• 49o ••• color ••• I-J •••• 
l83 ••••• Learninc about Simple Sentences •••• 5l •••• color ••• I-Jo••• 
18l ...... Lctters 'J}:lich '.Iorl{ Tocethcr •••••••• 37 •••• color ••• I-Je••• 
172 •• ~ •• Linkinc Verbs & Predicate •••••••••• 49 •••• color ••• J.o•••• 
• c.: .... 1Jon1inatives ••.. •-• .....•••..•.•.•.•...•.••..•.•..... 0:0 •••• 
180 ••••• Lone; Vowel Sounds •••••••••• •••o••••40 •• o.coloro •• I-J •••• 
189~•eoeivlacbeth ••••• •••••••••••o••••••• •••• 43 •• o.b (; w ••• S. •• ••• 
l86e ~ o .. ,I:Iore a·,Jout Verbs •••••••• o. o •• o ••• , .49 •••• color ••• I-J., ••• 
187. c ••• Other \"fords That Help Build, •••• • •• 49. o •• calor ••• I··J" ... • 
•.•• • sentences ........................................... t) o ••• 
S-25 ••••• PILOT TO GOOD ENGLISH ••••••• o•••••3CC.o •• color.o.I-J •••• 
168 •••• oPresentins the Apostroplle •••••••••• 35 •••• color •• oJ •••••• 
169 ••••• Pres en tin: the Colon; the Semi- o ••• 46 •••• color ••• J. o •••• 
• • • • • Colon /!.: th€ Dasl1 •• .• ~ .•••..•••..•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
165 ••••• Presentins tho Cor@a, Part I: •••• o.45 ••• ocolor ••• J •••••• 
• • • • • llie- Scri es • •••••••..••..••••.•••••••••••.••.•.••.• o • •••• 
l66 ••••• PresentinG the Comma, Part II: ••••• 33 •••• color ••• J •••••• 
• • • • • The Loose Part of the Sentence •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
167 ••••• Fresentinc; the Comrna, Part III: •• .... 12 •••• color ••• J •••••• 
••••• llie Loose Part of the Sentence ••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• 
170.a•••PresentinG Q~otetion Mnrksa••o•~··G58 •••• color ••• J •••••• 
182 ...... studyinc J_,onr; rlord.s •••••••• ••o•••• .<:4 ••• ocolor ••• I-J •• ~. 
17l ..... ,Trnnsitive Ver~s ~:Direct Objects •• 49 •• ~.color •• ~Jo••••• 
179 ••••• Tricky Consonant Sounds •••••••••• ~.42.~ •• color ••• I-J •••• 
173 ••••• Using Perfect Tens0s; Building ••••• 43 ••• ocolor ••• J •••••• 
• • • • • Son tences •••••••........ .••..•••••••.•••••......•• ,., ..•. • 
185 ••••• vcrbs & Their Subjects ••••••••••••• 44 •••• color ••• I-j~- ••• 
184 ••••• verbs, The I:Iotor of Sentences •••••• 42 •••• color ••• I-J •••• 
SOCIAL STU-::>IBS 
' ----
Many more than the filmstrips lj_sted in this ::;roup fit admir-
ably into the Soci nl Studies Curriculum, but bee ause of space 
limitations, listinss have in many cnses been confined to the Series 
title nlone. See particularly following index ;_,roups: American 
History-· .. Ci tizenship--Economics and Geography. 
208 ••••• Autumn&. ':Vintcr •••.•••••••••••••••• 33 •••• color ••• P-I ••• 
S-20 ••••• BASIC ECONOHICS ••••••••••••••••••• 489 ••• ~color ••• J-S ••• 
25 ••••• The Bill of Ri;:_ht:.s E.: Other ••••••••• 12 •••• color ••• J ••••• 
• • • • • . t'.mcndmen ts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
204 ••••• A Busy Week ••• o••••••••••••···•••••30 •••• color ••• P-I ••• 
S- 26 ••••• THE C!.LENDAR ....................... 2!"0 •••• color ••• P-I •.• 
23 ••••• The Executive Branch ................ 53 •••• color ••• J ••••• 
S -18 ...... EXPLORING CAN.'\.DA •••••••••••••••••• 200 •• • • color ••• I •••• • 
S-19 ••••• EXPLORING THROUGH M.',.PS •••••••• ••• .195.o.ob & w ••• I-J ••• 
109 ••••• Good Helpers ••••••••••••••••.•.•••• 29 •••• color ••• P-I ••• 
S-14 ••••• .GR01-1IHG UI' •••••••••••••••••••••••• 158 •••• color ••• P-I ••• 
203 ••••• _How n Day Passes ••• ~ ••.•.•••••••••• 35 •••• color ••• P-I ••• 
S-2 •••••. HOW COIJONI.t.L AMERICA BEGAN •••••••• 250 •••• color ••• I ••••• _ 
S···8 •••••• HOVJ TO TELL TIME ••••••••••••••••••• 90 •••• b f: w ••• P •••• 
t/ ~ji~J~~~~~~~~~-~-i_<i{;:J.~~l~J;:~~tli&~.:;:,"::.:<fc.:Z:,:~~ -ir < .•• :;':;;:-:_ 1 ' ;' 
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SOCIAL STUDIES 
(con t) 
64 ••••• How td Tell Time, Part I: ••....••.• 45 •••• b & w ••• i •..•. 
• . . . . . . . . . Jiour· and Half-Hour .•..••....••• .....••••....•........•. 
65 ••••• How to Tell Time, Partir ••••••••••• 45 •••• b c: w ••• P ••••• 
· •••••••••• '.r.l:le ~~in u t e s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
190 ••••• International Date Line ••••••.••••• 45 •••• b f:: w ••• J-S ••• 
llO ••••• It Pays to Save •••.•••..•.••••••••• 28 •••• color ••• P-I ••• 
lll ••••• Johnny Goes to the Store ••••••••••• 30 •••• color ••• P-Io•• 
24 ••••• The Judicial Dranch ••••••••••••••.• 47 •••• color ••. s ••••• 
22 ••••. The Legislative Branch ••••••••••••• 5l •••• color ••• J~oo•• 
112 ••••• Lost t: Four.d ••.••.•••.•••••••••••••• 26 •••• color ••• P-I .. .,. 
205 ••••• The Month •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 35 •••• color ••• P-I~ •• 
ll3 ••••• The New Classmate •••••••••••••••••• 26 •••• color ••• P-I~,A 
s ... 3 ••••• 0UR ANERICAN HERITAGE •••• ••• •••••• 280 •••• b ?.~ w ••• J .. s.,,. 
S···4 ••••• OUR CONSTITUTION • ••••• ~ ••••••••.•• 225 •••• color ••• J. ~ .• ., • 
S- 5 ••••• PIONE'SR HEROES •••••••••••••••••••• 250 •••• color ••• I o ~ •••• 
207 ••••• Springe: Summer .••••••••••••••••••• 34 •••• color ••• P-I ••• 
114 ••••• When We Have Guests •••••••••••••••• 23 •••• color ••• P-I.~. 
211 •••• Writing the Constitution ••••••••••• 43 •••• color ••• J ••••• 
206.~ ••• The Year•••••••••••••••••••••••••••3l •••• color ••• P-I ••• 
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO SPECIAL FILMSTRIP SERVICES 
1, Popular Science Filmstrip of the ~.1onth Club--Membership 
in this organization will bring us one outstanding filmstrip of 
Science--In--Action every month. 
2. New York Times "Report on the news" Filmstrips--these 
are outstandinG filmstrips for the teaching of current events. 
Every month we receive a new filmstrip on an important topic in 
the news. The following, listed in the order received, are now 
in the Audio-Visual Aids Department: 
l9l ••••• Half Century of Turmoil •••••••••••• 60 •••• b 
192 ••••• How Strong Is Russia? •••••••••••••• 55 •••• b 
193 ••••• "To Promote ••• Better ••• Life" ••••• •. 53 •••• b 
f.:. w ••• J-S •• • 
& 
t: 
w ••• J-S ••• 
w ••• J-s ••• 
194 ••••• Near East Puzzle ••••••••••••••••••• 5l •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
195 ••••• Germany Divided •••••••••••••••••••• oo •••• b & w ••• J-s ••• 
196 ...... Red Tides in the Orient •••••••••••• so •••. b & w ••• J-s ••• 
197 ••••• 011--Stake in the Cold 'Har ••••••••• 49 •••• b & w· ••• J-s ••• 
198 ••••• Keystone of Prosperity America•s ••• 49 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
• • • • • Foreign Trade . .•••...•..•.•.•...... , ..•................. 
200 ••••• North Africa in Ferment •••••••••••• 56 •••• b-~: w ••• J-s ••• 
20l ••••• Powers of the President •••••••••••• 58 •••• b & w ••• J-S ••• 
202 ••••• Report on the Cold War •••••••••••• o58 •••• b ~ w ••• J-s ••• 
··f 
'{ 
/ ,t_ ~'~ 
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s- 1 The Discovery and Fxplort=ttion of America 
1 Th~ Ag~ of Discovery 
2 The Story cf the Vikings 
z, Hov1 ColUJ:ltb-:..:ts Discovered America 
<~~ Cortez Conquers Mexi·~O 
5 Golden Age of Spanish Discovery 
6 The Enr.;l~sh hSea Dogs" 
7 The Fo·~,.mderf of New France 
8 A Revii'Jw 0f the Discovery and Exploration of 
the New Wor:d 
S- 2 How Colonial America Began 
9 E'le R e w Engl a..'Yld Story 
10 The NJ:j_ddle Colonies 
11 The So~th Begins 
12 Home Life in Colonial Times 
13 Earr.inr.; a Living in the Colonies 
2..4 Demo~racy Begins in lli-nerica 
S- 3. Our Americnn Heritage 
15 · The Birth of. Our Freedom 
16 Freedom 1 s Foundation 
17 Freedom:s Progress 
18 Preedom Today 
19 'rhe Vocebulnry of Freedom 
20 The Litereture of Freedom 
S- 4 Our Constitution 
21 Writing the Cons ti tu tion 
22 The LecislRtive Brnnch 
23 The Executive Branch 
24 The Judici~l Branch 
25 The Bill of Rights nnd Other Amendments 
S- 5 Pioneer Heroes 
26 The West from A to Z 
27 Kit Gerson 
28 Bill Clark 
29 Jim Bridger 
30 Dnvy Crocke.tt 
31 Doc;ie Boy 
S- 6 Introduction to Accounting· 
35 The Accountins Cycle--Direct Ledger Entry--Routine 
Each Honth 
36 The ;.ccountinc; Cycle--Direct Ledc;er Entry--Yeer 
End ClosinG 
38 The Brnk Reconc il.a t'ion S tn tement 
52 Bqokkeeping & i'..ccoun tine: Errors--How to Locate, 
Correct & Avoid Them 
37 Con trolling Lccoun ts 
34 ·How to Bnlrmce Acco,unts 
50 Interest, 60 Day 6% Method, I' art I 
51 Interest, 60 Day 6% Method, Pc.rt LI 
s-6 Introduction to Accountin,:::; 
32 The Journal 
55. Miss Do & Mil?ls Don't 
S- 6 
s- 7 
Introduction to .;~ccounting--Con tinued 
39 Petty Cf'Sh 
33 I'os ting 
53 Secretnri~l Etiquette 
54 Secre tcries With Win3s 
Fraction 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
Series 
The Menning of Frrctions 
Chcnging the Terms of Frnctions 
J~.dding Like Free tiona and l'Iixed Numbers 
Sub trnc ting Like Fractions m d Mixed Numbers 
.·.dding Unlike Frr. c tions rnd l'.~ixed Numhers 
Subtree tint; Unlike Frac tiona .--:nd Hixed Numbers 
Multiplying Frr:c tions end !Uxed Numbers 
DividinG Frnctions and Mixed Numbers 
S- 8 How to Tell Time 
64 How to Tell Time--Pert I 
Hour nnd HPlf-Hour 
65 How to Tell Time--Pnrt II 
The Minutes 
S- 9 Contempornry American Painting 
66 Let's Look nt a PcintinG 
67 Reclism 
S-10 
68 The hl~ericrn Scene 
69 Romcnticism 
70 Modernism 
Fic;htinc 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
Diser:se 
Invrsion by Disease 
The Germ Invrders 
Body Defenses ngninst Invasion by Disease 
Helping the Body Defenses nge.inst Disease 
How Cemicals nnd Anti~Biotics Ficht Disease 
S-11 The Hunton Body P nrt I 
82 The Heart nnd Circul'-1tion 
79 Disestion of Foods 
81 Foods nnd Nutrition 
80 The Eyes end Their Ce.re 
84 1J.he· Teeth 
78 cr~re of the Feet ··--
77 Body Defenses Against Disense 
83 lieproduc tion Amont; M9mnlals 
S-12 The Humnn Body P Prt II 
89 Mechrmisms of Bree thine; 
85 Control of Body Tempercture 
92 1Hork of the Kidneys 
91 Posture and Exercise 
90 Nervous System 
86 Errs and Herring 
87 Endocrine Glnnds 
88 Heredity 
.. i 
,. ' 
' 
S-13 
S-14 
SERIES 
Health 
96 
93 
99 
98 
94 
95 
97 
Grow in,; 
109 
110 
111 
112 
114 
113 
Heroes 
Louis Pasteur 
Edwcrd Jenner 
1;, nl ter Reed 
Robert Koch 
EdwE!rd LivinGston Trudeau 
Florence Nightingale 
Madame Curie 
Up 
Good Helpers 
It Pays to Snve 
Johnny Goes to the Store 
Lost rmd Found 
When We Have Guests 
A New Classmate 
S-15 The Youne; Modern Home Maker 
119 Polish Up Your Personality 
117 You Can Make Pretty Clothes 
118 Your Job As Big Brother or Sister 
116 What Do You Know About Food 
115 Making Your House Livable 
S-16 \The Life Span 
124 Boys and Girls Change 
125 Animals Change 
127 Individuals Change 
S-17 The Weather 
128 We Learn About Yvea ther 
129 Changes in Weather 
130 Understanding Weather Conditions 
S-18 Exploring Canada 
143 Canada From Coast to Coast 
144 Fishermen and Farmers of Canada 
145 Industrial Canada 
1,16 Home Life in Can[lda 
S-19 Explorinc Through Maps 
S-20 
147 Maps end Their Meanings 
148 \J e Live on a Huge Ball 
149 F'la t Mcp~. of a Round World 
150 Maps rnd Men 
Basic Economics 
151 Living end Working Without Money 
152 Money 
153 Money Goes to ·i~ork 
154 New r,oys to Use Money 
155 Money end Panic 
156 Money nnd Governr.1ent 
157 Too Much Money 
158 Too Little Spending 
'.·-
'" . _,_, ~ . 
SERI:ZS Page II ~ . . 
S-21 Use of Mnchines in Our Industrial Life 
159 The Evolution of.Machines 
160 Ca.re and Use of the Bond Saw 
161 Care and Use of the Jig Saw· 
162 Care nnd Use of the Drill Fress 
163 Care and Use of the Shaper 
164 Care and Use of the Circular Saw 
S-22 All Aboard the Punctuation Express 
S-23 
S-24 
S-25 
.. 
. 
165 PresentinG the Conmw, Part I~ The Series 
166 Presenting the Comma, Part II: The Loose 
Part of the Sentence 
167 Pres en tine; the Comma, Part III: The Loose 
Part of the Sentence 
168 Presenting the Apostrophe 
169 Pres en t:tng the Colon: The Semi-Colon and 
the Da.sh 
170 Pres-enting Quotf'.tion Marks 
Co['.ch for 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
Goals in 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
r ilot to 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
Good En::;lish 
Transitive Verbs and Direct Objects 
Linking Verbs and Predicate Nominatives 
Usinc Perfect Tenses; Buildin: Sentences 
.t'.dverbial Clnuses and Complex Sentences 
;,djective Clauses and Relative fronouns 
Compound Sentences; General Review 
Spelling 
Heering Sounds in Words 
Consonant Sounds 
Tricky Consonant Sounds 
Long Vowel Sounds 
Letters Which Work To:::;ether 
Studying Long Words 
Good English 
Lenrning about Simple Sentences 
Verbs, the Motors of Sentences 
Verbs and Their Subjects 
More about Verbs 
Other Words Thet Help Build Sentences 
How Pronouns Help 
S-26 The Calendar 
203 How El Day Passes 
204 A Busy Vieek 
205 The Month 
206 The Year 
207 Spring and Summer 
208 Autumn and Winter 
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SOUTHBRIDGE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
SOUTHBRIDGZ, HASSACHUSETTS 
ROBERT H. ~.fcCJ~RN, SUPERINTENDENT 
AUDIO VISU.~L ~~IDS D3PAR'Th!ENT 
ED'1ARD DESROCHES, DIRECTOR 
TELEPHONE NO. 1? 50-W 
Tho following units of standard size (:3! x 4"} lantern slides are 
available from the Audio-Visual Aids Department. A guide 
accompanies each sot. 
A Title List is provided to acquaint the teacher with individual 
slides in-Qach unit. 
When ordering, sinply use the order nur.1bor which corrospor!ds to 
tho unit wanted. 
GEOGRAPHY 
Order Nunbor 
Kl THE CONGO REGION 
K2 THE LAND OF TiiE NILE 
KS 11EDITERRANEAN LANDS 
IC~ S':VITZERLAND--A LJJID OF MOUNTAINS 
K5 DOVJN THE RHINE TO THE NETHERLANDS 
K6 NORWAY--1'- MOUNTJJNOUS COUNTRY BY TilE SE.:~ 
K7 ARCTIC L.tOOJS JillD FAR'flil1:ST NORTH 
K8 SOUTHERN LlillDS--AUSTRJJ.;'_J:lc\. J·~D lillT~·~.RCTICh 
K9 A WORLD VIEW--MfJIT I..Al:IDS l.ND PEOPLE 
KlO LIFE IN THE MOUNTJJN AND PLATEAU STATES 
Kll LIFE IN THE PACIFIC CO.liST STATES 
. IC12 LIFE IN THE NORTH CENTRi~.L STNrES 
Kl3 MIJITNG 1!.. LIVING IN OUR SOUTHLAND 
Kl4 Vli~HINGTON--OUR Nl~TION'S Cl..PITi~ 
Kl5 LIFE IN THE MIDDLE l: .. TLJJTTIC STl~TES 
Kl8 LIFE IN CI:IANGING NEVI ENGL ... "JJD 
Kl9 SCATTERED lJ..mRICl~ I.J.NDS 
K20 OUR :NEIGHBORS IN EJ1.STERN C.t\:Niill.i. 
K21 OUR NEIGHBORS IN WESTERN .iND NORTHERN Ci.INADA 
K22 OUR MEXIC.liN NEIGHBORS 
K2!3 LIVING IN THE Cl .. RIBBE.i.J\T L.i~TDS 
K25 THE WEST-COl~T COUNTRIES OF SOUTH l~MERI Cll 
PRIMlillY ~ 
K50 l.NIM.:..L TliLES 
K5l PETS 
K52 THE STORY OF NIIIJC 
K53 WORKERS N0.1 
K54 WORKERS N0.2 
PRThL'..RY SOCI.ia.L STUDIES 
KGO PRIMITIVE HOMES 
K61 INDil'illS 
K62 FARM 
K63 CHILDREN OF l1:l..NY Li.NDS 
K54 CO'\VBOYS 
T,RhNSPORTJ~TION 1 HISTORY Q! 
K80 BRIDGES 
K81 'IIIE STORY OF mE IRON HORSE 
K82 'l'Rl~SPORTATION THROUGH THE AIR 
K83 TRi.NSPORTATION BY VEHICLES 
K84 'WINGS OF J.·~ CENTURY 
.. 1 
e 
t 
<. 
; 
,, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
~9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1~26 
2-27 
3-28 
4-29 
5-30 
6-31 
7-32 
8-33 
9-34 
10-35 
11-36 
12-37 
I. 3-38 4-39 5-40 
16-41 
17-42 
le-43 
19~ 
?~~45 
!1~46 
~2~47 
~3f48 
TITLE LIST FOR 
i::EYSTONE UNITS lli GEOGRAPHY 
UNIT 1 -.- THE COUGO REGION 
A Congo River Stea!!lcr Tied up at a Wood Post , Africa 
A Steamer Tied along the Congo, Africa · 
Weaving a Fishing Net fron Palm-Troo Fibers, Africa 
Children Fishing for Minnows, Africa 
Fish Traps at Stan1oy Falls, Africa 
Drying Fishing Nots, Africa · 
Natives HaulinG in a Hippopotamus, Africa 
Natives Th~owing a dead Crocodile into tho River, Africa 
Traveling throuch the Forost,·Africa 
The Village of a Forest Tribe; Africa 
Building a House in tho Congo, Africa 
A Scene in a Congo Village, Africa 
A Congo Villace Street, Africa · 
Preparing Flour fran Manioc Roots, Africa 
Making Pottery, Africa 
An Oil Palm Tree; Africa 
Village Drumnors; Africa 
A Trader's House, Africa 
Ivory and Rubber Roney for Shipment; Africa 
Brineing Rubber to tho Trading·Post, Africa 
Elephants Bathinc in tho·Rivor, Africa 
A Vfood Post on tho Congo, Africa 
A Government Buildinc, Leopoldvillo, Africa 
A Wood-burninc; Encino in tho Congo, Africa 
Boma. an Important City on the Congo, Africa 
UNIT NO. 2 -- THE LAND OF THE NILE 
Looking across Cairo, Egypt 
A Stroot Scene in Cairo,·Egypt 
A Pyramid and tho Desert, Egypt 
Tho Boats of tho Nile, Egypt· 
Bringing Water from. tho Nile, Egypt 
Plowing with Oxcn,·Egypt 
A Date Paln Garden, Egypt 
Irrigating a Field by Moans·of a Shadoof, Egypt 
Herding Sheep ncar tho Nile, Egypt 
A Grain Market, Egypt 
Making Clay Bricks, Egypt · 
A View over tho·Nile Valley, Egypt 
A Canol Caravan, Egypt 
Homos ot tho Uonads 1 Egypt Shoop and Goats on tho Desert, Egypt 
HO!!los in a Oasis Town, Ec;ypt 
A Well in an Oasis, Egypt 
Drawing Water fron the Nile at Low Water Egypt 
A Market Place on an Oasis, Egypt ' 
A Cataract in tho Nile -- Hieh Water -- EGypt 
A Cataract in tho Uile ·- Low·Vlator -- Egypt 
Tho Aswan Dan across the Nilo, Egypt 
A Flooded Date Ga:rdcn, Egypt 
•· 
... :..:: 
24-49 Water Carriers alone, the Nile, Egypt 
-25-50 Wnshorvmncm along the Nile, Egypt 
' l-51 
'2-52 
."3-53 
--4-54 
5-55 
/5-56 
7-57 
8-58 
. s-59 
j.0-50 
l.l-51 
l-2-52 
J-3.;.53 
14-54 
_).rff•_ 65 
~-66 
1.7-67 
18-68 
19-69 
~Q-;70 
2:t-.71 
-£2~72 
23'..;73 
24~;,;74 
25~75 
li-;76 
2-'"?7 
3_;,,;'78 
~'"?9 
5:...DO 
6:-,Bl 
9~t32 
e.:..-a3 
1~=~~ 
1:1.;:86 
$2-B'l 
~-~....-sa 
~4.;.-eg 
rs.;.~9o 
~q~'il 
17·-g2 
lS-93 
19..;94 
20-i'95 
21-"96 
22-97 
2!>-'98 
2~179 
.,;.._ 
UNIT NO• 3 -- MEDITERRANEAN LANDS 
Gulls over tho Uoditorranoan Sea 
LookinG across Athans, Grecco 
Herding Goats, Greece . • 
Harvesting Wheat ncar CorJ.nth, Greece 
The Beautiful Bay nnd·City of Naples, Italy 
Tho Wharves of Naples, Italy 
A Nnrrov: Stroot in Naples,- Italy 
Macaroni Dryinc·in the Sun, Italy 
A Country Scone, Itnly 
SprayinG o. Vineyard, ·Italy 
An Irrieatine; S~rste.m., ·Italy 
Another Country Scene, Italy 
Looldnc across Rono, Italy 
Tho Riviern Coast, Southern Franco 
The Ho.rbor of Har-soillo Frnncc · · 
.· Jt·Hcrd· cf~~~~cp--~_t1.Il9-.<?r:-,t!-:.o Oiiva"_ T;r.o~s ,::_ ;F~nn~c 
An Crance Troo, Franco Olivo Orchards o.nd Wheat Fields, Southern Franco 
A Lonon Grovo,·Spain 
A Stroot Scone, Spain 
HarvestinG Grain anonc; tho Olivo Trees, Spain 
Another Harvost Scone, Spain 
A Market Place, Barcelona, Spnin 
SortinG Datos, Spain 
Gibraltar, Spain 
UNIT NO. 4 -- svfiTZl:TILAND .... THE LAND OF !~OUJ:!TAINS 
The Spiral Tunnels alone tho St. Gotthard Railroad, Switzerland 
Tho Hospice of St. Bornnrd, and St. Bernard Dogs, Switzerland 
Clinbinc; a llountain Peak, Switzerland 
Tho Road to tho Rhone Glacier! SwitzorlQnd 
Tho Phone Glacier, Switzerland • 
TryinG to Cross a Groat Crack in a Glacier, SWitzerland 
A Hotel in the ~~ps; Switzerland 
The Game of Curling, ~vitzorland 
Toboggnnine in Switzerland 
A Beautiful Waterfall in Switzerland 
Cattle Grazine; on nn "Alp," Switzerland 
A Herder's Hut in the·High Alps, Switzerland 
BlowinG tho Alponhorn, Switzerland 
Pacl{ing Goocls up tho Hieh Alps, Switzerland · 
Carrying Down Hny fron•tho Mountain Pastures, Switzerland 
A Mountain Hone, Switzerland · 
Gathering Hay from. tho May Meadows, Switzerland 
A Village with Its Fields, SWitzerland 
A Vineyard in ~vitzorland 
A Homo in SVdtzcrland· 
A Wood Carver at Work, Switzerlcnd 
Aostee and tho st. Gotthnrd Railway Bridge, Switzerland 
A Tunnel near Lucerne, Switzerland 
Lucorne, Switzorland 
2 
• 
l 
.: 
-?~ 
-~100 Mountnins, Waterfalls, nnd Forests, Switzerland 
~-~, 
~-'' UNIT NO. 5 -- OOWN THE REINE TO THE NETI1ERL.hNDS .,.~ 
~1-101 Basle on tho Rltine, Switzerland 
-'$-J.02 Far.ms alone the Upper Rhino,· Gernany 
-- $.o..'l03 Scene aloncs the Midcllo Rhino, Gorno.ny 
- 4-104 Vineyards alone; tho <Middle Rhine, Gornany 
-.·~-105 Bingen on the Rhine, t:-crr:mny 
'~-106 Vineyards and Castles, Gornany 
:_·~-10? Looldng over Coblcnz, Gornany 
__ $..,108 Tho Bridge of Boats, Coblonz, ·Germany 
9-J.09 Tho Upper Harbor o.t Rottcrclan, Netherlands 
+-q-110 A Canal at Rottordan, Nothorl2nds 
11;-111 On o. Dike, IJetherlands· 
~i:l··ll2 Pastures and WincLr:tills. ·Netherlo.nds 
1~_.113 1-Ulkine Tine on a•Farrn· 
li-114 A Ha~rnakine Scone, Nei.:.J:orJ.nnds 
i5~115 Loatinc Hay on a Canal Boat, Netherlands 
_j:~--116 A Cheese Marl-cot, Uothorlc.:nds · 
17-11? Loading o. Boat with·Poat, Notherlnnds 
18-118 A Group of Children, Netherland 
!~-119 A Fruit and Voceto.ble · F~u~mer,. Netherlands 
::!0-120 Lool::inr; up a Cano.l, Anstordnn., Netherlands 
~l-"121 A FishinG Villric;o, !Totho!'lands 
q:2-1.22 Fishing Vessels c..nd a Fishorn~n' s Fmrlly, N othorlc.nds 
25-'123 A Street in a Fishing Villo.co, Netherlands 
Wt.:124 Storks and Their Nests, Netherlands i~..:-125 .A Sumner Scene, Netherlands : ... ;_ .... -
"¥ 
·; ; : UNIT NO. 6 -- NORVTAY -- A MOUNTAINOUS COUNTRY BY THE SEA 
"";. ·: -
".·:~~i26 
.f.:.~2? 
:.~":'_128 
.;~-l29 
·15-130 
i6-l31 
I ~--i32 
s-·J;:33 
'~-l34 
l.0-135 
t1-.l36 
1.~~? 
~.~-138 
14-IZ9 
ts.-140 
1:a~1:41 
lP-l-42 
lS-143 
19-144 
20~h1:5 
.,1: . •t.:' 
·-· ':' .t.:,46 
~§It£~ 
~4-3:49 
25-lpo 
Tho Entrance to a Fiord, No~Yay 
The Harbor of· Bergen, Uorvmy 
A Fiord Scene, Norway 
A Fara at the Base of a Mountain, Norway 
A Harvest Scene, Norwny 
A Haynakine:; Scone, Nortva~r 
Children Digging Potatoes, Norway 
Mill~inc Tine at· a. Saeter, Norway 
A Herd of Goats at a Sacter, Norway 
A Saetcr in tho HiGh Mountains, Norway 
Lunber Rafts on a Lake, Norway · · 
Lunbcr Rafts Conine down Canal Locks, Norway 
A Wood Carver at ·Work, Norway 
Children at Play, Norr1ay· 
Ono of the WindinG Roc.C.s, Norway 
A Herring Fleet, Norway· 
A Load ot Driod Herring; Norway 
A J'iah Markot at Borgon, Norway· 
Packing Fish in a Packing Plant, Norway 
Drying Codfish, Norway 
The Midnight Sun, Norway 
North Cape, with Its High Cliffs, Norway 
A Herd of Reindeer, Norway ·. 
The SU1!lr.ler Homo of a Lapp Fa.rnily; Norway 
Tho ~IJintcr Hone of a Lapp Fo..m.ily 1 Norway 
3 
1-151 
2-152 
3-153 
4-154 
5-155 
6-156 
7-157 $-15P, 
9-159 
10-160 
11-161 
12-162 
13-163 
14-164 
15-165 
i6-166 
17-167 
10-168 
l.S-169 
20-1?0 
p~:.l?1 
22:.1?2 
23:.1?3 
24:.1 ?lJ: 
2~:.1?5 
UNIT NO. ?--ARCTIC LANDS AND FARTH..;;o.JT NORTH 
An Iceber~ in the North Atlantic 
A Fishin~ Villa~e, Newfoundland 
Drying Fish Nets, Labrador 
Dryin~ Codfish, ·Labrador 
A Fishin~ Villa~e, Labrador 
A Sod House, Labrador 
An ~skimo Villa 7 e, Labrador 
Perryns Ships -- "tvindward'' and "~ric" 
Perry's Ships., Greenland 
The "Roosevelt'' in \;'inter ~uarters 
Preparing for Winter in the Arctic 
\~inter in the Arctic 
Eskimo ~oman Preparing a Skin 
A Caribou 
A Group of ~skimos 
An Eskimo Villa~e, Ellesmere Island 
A Summer _t:;ncampment of ~s1rimos 
Polar Bears 
Eskinos nnd Their Docs 
.An I:-:loo of Driftwood and Sod 
A Snnll !1orC. of Seals 
Tho Kayak of tho ~skino 
A 1','halinr, Vessel 
Birds in tho Arctic 
Tho Midni@it Sun 
UNIT ITO. 0 -- SOUTZ-lEill" LANDS -- AUSTRALIA AND ANT;.RCTI CA 
i-1?6 
2.:..1?? 
:3:.1?0 
4.:.1?9 
5-180 
6:-181 
7.:182 
s:.:.1s3 
s:.:.l84 
1ct:.:.1e5 
11:.:.186 
1Z:.;.l8? 
13,'.:.188 
l.C..~l89 
15'.;.190 
16;..191 
1?...,192 
l8;.,l93 
19-19-1 
20:.:;195 
21:-a96 
22.~19? 
23.~198 
zt1;.:199 
Banana Trees, Australia 
CuttinG Sueur Cane, Australia 
Troo Ferns, Australia 
Tho Harbor at Sydney, Australia. 
A !f.odol Dairy Farn, Australia 
Tho Host Inportant Industry, Australia 
Tho Whoat·Roc;ion, Australia 
Melbourne; Australia 
I:.c:J.ncc.roos, Australia 
Christmas Day in·Australia 
Tho Fruit Ror,ion, Australia 
Hnrvostinr, Oats,·Australia 
A PionoJr' s :Ionc, Australia 
Tho "City of NCiv York," Now Zealand 
Tho Groat Icc Barrier, Antarctica 
Slodr.in~ Gupplies to Little .Ano:rica 
BuildinG Li ttlo Ar10rica, Antarcticn 
Building a Snow Eouse for Supplies, Anto.rctica 
Little Anerica, l~tarctica 
·ilhat the Antarctica Explorer ~:roars· 
A Group of Penquins 
~vo ot tho Airplanes, Antarctica 
Tho Icc-tilled Mountain Pa_ss, Antarctica 
Eskimo Does, Antarctica 
."'.. Crcol~ in tho Icc, Antarctica 
•r 
• 
• 
UNIT NO. 9 -- A TI:.""'VIZ•J OF OUR .JOUffifiTD ,AND Sm·!.E ~~ T LANDS 
. 1-201 
2-202 
3-203 
~-201: 
5-205 
6-206 
7-207 
8-203 
9-209 
10-210 
~1-211 
12-212 
13-213 
i~t-211: 
i5-215 
16-216 
17-~17 
18-218 
19-219 
ao.:.::-20 
21..:.221 
2z.:..z22 
23'.:..223 
2~.:.22-1 
2~-225 
1;~226 
2:-227 
3.:.288 
~229 
5..;230 
o:-231 
7~232 
8=-233 
g_..;.23~ 
:':.0'-235 
11~:236 
12,.;2::37 
13~238 
1~.:239 
15..;2•10 
Ji6~2t11 
]7:-242 
ir~243 
iS-24:4 
200:245 
21,~246 
22~247 
23.;2t;.,8 
G~;.,:a49 
25'-~250 
On tho Banks of tho Con~o 
A Date G.~rdon in North Africa 
A Scone in tho Foth3rlancls 
In the Arctic Ocoun 
A Tropi0nl Foro8t in Northonstorn Australia 
Roclcl. .Ar.nmdson in .:~r~.e.-rct::.ca 
Ha.r-vost '11irw in l'..Jrw<:y 
Go tb.orin ·; OrrLl(~os i~1 S:Jl.:i ·~:.horn Europe 
A Hour..tain Ho.c:J.o in [>"it~v:r~.nnd 
Fern Lan~s in SoutJ1o:rn _'\ur~tralia 
On tho C·1nst of SGu"G.'l .~.:·::.:.ca. 
Goo. ts Grnzinr; ~-11 S.J-:.:~~t. .. ·.·c: ..... ica 
A !Ior:.o ::.n As in. 
A Fnr.nor in J:o.s t Con·:~::oal .A.sin 
A !~ou...'1.tnin Sc ;:no 2.n Asia 
A ~Jintor Sco110 in ~:0:·t:1::.lrn North Anorica 
Harvostinr, Bct:.1:-'iJ.Os in Costa Rica 
Harvost Tin.o in ::-ieflo ITorth A.raoricn 
A Desert Sc;:mo in Uorth i: .. :.-:1crica 
A Corn :.!'iold. ii!. So~rch .i~r:u::':'ica 
A Cold Ror:ipn in 3oPth i~n-:-ricn 
A South .. ·l"J.orico.n V~:.-:r.l:::>.r~o 
1-. Hountain 3cono L"l South .A.rl.Jrica. 
A Ho.rvoat Scoao L.1 Euro1:"-J 
A IIono in Coc1trEtl 3uro,Do 
A Shoc71 Rench in the Nort.hwost 
Shoop Gra.zinc on tho Rance 
Leaein,,... th0 Sh-J .:.m in to th0 £fountains 
A Cnttio Rounc:-up in tho South~·,ost 
A Cattle Hanel-:. in tho Northwest 
A Hountuin Scene in tho :tTorth;·,ost 
Tho Iiich Roci:ios · 
Tho Shoshone Dan, ',ij"'oninr; 
A Field of Cotton 
im Alfnlfa Field 
A ?each Orchard 
A Field of Sur;ar Boots 
A Silvor-minil1r; Town 
A Gold l:ino · 
Unccrr,round in a Copper Mine 
Copper Snoltcr 1-uncs 
An Open-Pit Copper Mine 
Tho Grand Canyon of tho Colorado 
Yellowstone llc.tional Park 
Glc.cior National Park 
Pueblo of thv Taos Indians 
.A View of Denver 
Tho Royal Gorr,o of tho Arkansas 
A View of Salt La:.:o City 
i'.n Electric Tr:1i11 in the Roclcics 
5 
UNIT NO. 11 -- LIFE IN THS PACIFIC COAST STA~.wS 
1-251 
~-252 
5-253 
4-25,1: 
5-255 
~f-256 
~"'-. <:>a:; {('.-t;;.._,.? 
6.-258 
9~·250 
l~~2GO 
ll·-2Gl 1~:_262 
tL1-·2G3 
L;~-26-1 
~...i)--265 
;_0~··266 
~ lltr-26? 
')3-268 
~0~269 
'.Q-2?0 
~1 ... 2?1 
~~~2?2 
~~~2?3 
~1~2?,1 
~$--2?5 
A Logc;inr, Scone 
A Lor; Fluno in the Cascade Mountains 
A Sa.woill 
Loe Rafts on tho Columbia River 
Seining for Sa.Lnon 
A Fish Wheel 
Sa.lnon Arrivinc at a. Canning Factory 
Interior of a. Canning Factory 
Harvesting 1'1hoat 
~\n Apple Orchard 
Dryin~ Seedless Raisins 
Ha.rvostine Alnonds 
Irrica.ting an Orange Grove 
Pick:inr, Olives 
Ca.nninc Poaches 
Pickinc Datos 
A Potroloun Field 
Hydraulic !1ininc; 
'rho aMovio" ·Industry 
Tho Sierras, froo tho Yosoni to Valley 
A \/later-Front Scone at Seattle 
A View of Los Anc;clos 
Pipinr: "J11tor to Los Anc;olos 
A View of San Fra.nci 3co 
Looking North over Portland 
UNIT NO. 12 -- LIFE IN TII:J: NORTH CJ~NTR.">.L STATES 
1-2?6 
~~2?? 
~-2?8 
~-2?9 
5~·2JO 
6~281 
~--283 
Q ... 233 
0,;.28<1: 
0-2:35 
.1:--~86 
·.~+ ~-~-8~~ 
~~·l.2PJ 
~~-=~38 ·.; I 
:):~290 
3..;2)1 
7~292 
~Jr!295 
g..;;z~4 
o..:.:~95 
l-(~26 
2-29? 
3-298 
~·-299 
3-300 
Shco.P on tho Rn.neo 
Gathering Sugar Boots 
A Frirn in tho Corn Bolt 
"Sna.ppint." Corn 
"Hor;ginr, Downn Corn 
Cutting Corn for ~nsilnc;o 
CQttlo in tho Corn Belt 
A Stockyard Scone 
A VJl:oat Field 
A Snell Railroad Town 
A Flour Mill 
-A Loccing Scone 
A Sav;nill 
O:)on-Pi t Mininc 
Lo~dinc an Oro Boat 
A Zinc 11inc 
An Oil Field 
StrippinG Coal 
A Lake Boat Goinc throuc~ Canal Locks 
Unloadinc Iron Oro 
An Aerial View of tho 'IJ!orld' s Greatest 
n1o Goodyear Rubber Flant 
Tho International Harvester Works 
An Airplane View of Chicaeo 
Loo.dinc a Froir;.'lt Bargo 
Industrial Plant 
• 
• 
• l.-301 
2-302 
3-303 
4-304 
·5 .. 305 
()-306 
7-307 
b-308 
9-309 
10-310 
li-311 
l?-312 
1~-313 
1~-314 
:t-5-315 
1~ .. 316 
17-317 
10-318 
19-319 
20-320 
21-321 
22-322 
23 .. 323 
24-324 
25-325 
1--325 
2-327 ~-328 
4-329 
5-330 
o-331 
7-332 
e-333 
<JJ-334 
10-335 
11-336 
12-337 
13-338 
14-339 
1~340 
1m-34:1 
1 7';,.342 
H3.;.343 
19~344 
20-,345 
21-346 
a ::'.2-3,17 
.,.. 23-348 
24-349 
'?5-350 
UNIT NO • 13 -- l,iAKI.NG A LIVING IN OUR SOUTHLAND 
"Chopping Out" Younc Cotton 
PickinG Cotton . Cot ton Farnors Avmi t inc Tho ir Turns at the· GJ.n 
On tho Cotton Levee at Now Orleans 
A Su~nr-Cnno Field and Refinery 
Hurvostinr Rico on tho Coastal Prairies 
Wheat El~.Vutors o.t Fort Viorth, Texas 
A Cattle Ranch in Western Texas 
A Kentucky Tobacco Farn 
Picl:inc Strawberries in J"unuo.ry 
A Florida Grapefruit Grove 
Tappinr. Pine Trees for Turpentine 
A 11 Slcidd.or" at Work in a Southern Forest 
A Louisiana Lur1ber Camp 
A Texas Oil Field 
A "Tank Farn" in Texas: 
A Sulnhur Mine 
A Stool Mill at Birmingham, A1abana 
A Southorn•Toxtilo Mill 
Wilson Dun, Muscle Shoals, Alabana 
Tho Skyscraper Section of Biroinghan, A1abaoa 
Tho Houston Ship Canal 
~~ Old Southern Hone 
A Viow of Now Orleans 
Tho SinGine; 1'owo_r t Mountain Lake , Florida 
UNIT NO, 14 -- OUR NATION'S CAPITXL 
'·.Tho Gateway to Vlashinston - tho Union Station 
Washincton Monur1ont through tho Cherry Blossons 
An Aerial View of th9 Capitol and tho Mall 
Tho Lincoln Manorial fron Washinr,ton Monument 
Northwest from :'lashinr,ton MonU!'llont 
Tho Potono.c fron i'lashington Monunont 
The Con.r:1orco Building fron Viashinr,ton Uonumont 
Zoro Milestone nnd South Portico of tho White House 
Tho White House fron the EJ\Q-cutivo Offices 
Tho North Portico of tho White House 
President Roosevelt nt His Dod.t 
Tho Nm'l National Muscuo 
Tho Library of Congress 
n1o Zntrancc Hall of tho Library 
Tho National A.cadony of Science 
The ~ztoc Garden, Pan-Anorican·Building 
Tho Dcpurtncnt of tho Interior 
Fnnous Sixteenth Stroot, tho Stroot of tho World 
Pierce Mill in Rock C;reok Park 
Tho National Cathedral 
Tho Lincoln Memorial 
Tho Arlington Monoria1 Bride;c 
Tho Tonb of tho Unknown Soldier 
Tho Falls of tho Potonac 
The Capitol 
7 
1-351 
2-352 
3-353 
4-354 
~-35~ 
o-35o 
7-357 
8-358 
9-359 
1o-3oo 
11-361 
12-:362 
13-363 
14-364 
15-365 
16-366 
17-367 
18-368 
19-369 
20-370 
21~;'71 
22-37·2 
23-373 
24-37 .. 
25-375 
1-376 
2-377 
3-378 
4-379 
5-380 
o-381 
7-382 
8-383 
9-384 
10-385 
11-386 
12-387 
13-388-
14-389 
15-390 
16-391 
17-392 
18-393 
19-394 
20-395 
21-396 
22-397 
23-398 
24 ... 399 
25-400 
UNIT NO. 15 -- LIFE IN THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES 
An Airplane View of Ne~ ~ark O~ty 
At the Docks~ Hoboken, New Sersey 
A Flo1,Yer Farm 
A Field of Lima Beans 
P~lladelphia from the River 
A Factory on the Dele~~re River 
A Sa1•.Y Factory 
A Chemical Factory 
Baltimore and Its Harbor 
Harpers Ferry, ~·rest Virginia 
Coal Barges on the Monongahela 
"The Point," Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
Blast Furnaces and Rolling Mills 
A Glass Factory 
A Rayon Factory 
A Vineyard in the Lake District 
An Aerial View of Niagara Falls 
A Truck Farm 
Milking Time in a Modern Dairy 
Rolling Farm Landa 
A Farm Home 
a Canning Factory 
An Anthracite Mine 
A ~Toolan Mill 
On the Beach, Atlantic City 
UNIT NO. 16 - LIFE IN CHANGING NE~·-' ENGLAND 
Northern New England's Rooky Coast 
A Vie'TAT ot Bar Harbor, Maine 
An Aerial Cable~Tay in the ~-Thi te Mountains 
lllit. 1-~Tashington from across a Valley 
The White M.ountains in ~rinter 
A Scene in the Connecticut Valley 
A New England Farmhouse 
A Valley Farm 
A Model Dairy Farm 
A Tobacco Field 
Digging Potatoes 
Picking Cranberries 
Maple-Sugar Time 
Logs in a Stream 
A Marble Quarry 
The Inner Harbor at Gloucester 
Drying Codfish 
Unloading Fish 
~4'orsted Mills 
A Dam on the Merrimac 
A View of Providence Harbor 
An Aerial Vie"TAY of Boston 
A Shoe Factory 
In a Je,~relry Factory 
Paper 1-lills 
8 
• 
• 
I 
·e 
1 ... 426 
2 ... 427 
3~428 
4r-429 
S-430 
6-431 
7·432 
S-433 
9-434 
J.0-435 
,.1-436 
12-437 
ll-438 1 -439 
1 -440 
1 -441 
17-442 
:t;S-443 ];9-444 
2\l•44S 
2'-!-446 
2"2-447 
23-448 
2~-449 
25-450 
1-451 
2-452 
3-453 
4-454 
5-455 
6-456 
7-457 
8-458 
9-459 
10-460 
11-461 
12-462' 
::.J-463 
.i../i--464 
l.S-465 
1.6-466 
17-467 
lB-468 
19-469 
:~0-470 
21-471 
?2-472 
,. - I 73 r..:)-,+ 
;:4-474 
25-475 
UNIT NO. 19-- SCATTERED AlvlERICAN LANDS 
A Fishing Fleet, Ketchikan, Alaska 
Juneau, Alaska 
A Glacier, Alaska 
A Garden, Alaska 
Seward, the Gateway to the Interior, Alaska 
A Field of Grain in the Interior, Alaska 
Fairbanks, on the Tanana River, Alaska 
A Yukon River Steamer, Alaska 
Logs on a Rive~, Alaska 
l.!ining for Gold, Alaska 
A Reindeer Herd, Alaska 
Honolulu and Its Harbor, Hawaii 
A Pineapple Plantation, Hawaii 
A Sugar t:ill and cane Field, Hawaii 
Farmlands, Hawaii 
A Beautiful Hotel, Hawaii 
A Scene on the Fasig River, Manila, P. I. 
Preparing Coconuts for V~rket, Philippine Islands 
Cleaning Abaca, or t~nila Hemp, Philiypine Islands 
A Farm Scene, Philippine Islands 
A Beautiful Scene, Samoa 
A Frei3hter, Panama canal 
The City and Bay of San Juan, P. R. 
Far.ms in the liountains, Puerto Rico 
A Scene in the Virgin Islands 
UNIT NO. 20 -- OUR NEIGHBORS IN EAS!l'.ERN CANADA 
Unloading Fresh Fish 
A Beautiful Farming Region 
.DigtEing Potatoes 
An Unusual Kind of Farming 
Halifax--a Busy Winter Port 
St. John's Water Front 
The Iron-and-Steel Industry 
The St. La,·,rence in Winter 
On the Wharves, l.:ontreal 
.At the Welland Canal 
Harvesting Oats 
A Breakfast-Food Plant 
A Canadian Farmyard 
A Haying Scene 
A Milk-receiving Station 
A Large Fruit Farm 
Textile ~a11s and a Hydroelectric Plant 
A Hydroelectric Development 
The Forested Laurentian Highlands 
Guiding Lo0s into a Pulp llill 
.An Asbestos Kine 
Cobalt, the Rich Mining Town 
A French Canadian Villa~e 
In the 'Muskoka Lake Hegion 
Niagara Gorge and ~lhirlpool 
9 
'QNIT NO. 21 ,..,. OVU: NE'IC-HBP.R£ ·IN. 'n'ESTERN ANI:l' iJORTHERN .. CANADA- ·.c .. 
' "'.. ·~ •• ~ ·. '" . . ~· ': ,. , • .. ' . r ". ·': ~.;·, 
l:-o50l 
. 2~.50~· 
3,..50) 
4r:-·5.P4 
~ ... ;os 
~506 
7-507 
8-508 
9-509 
10-510 
11-511 
12~512 
13-513 
14-514 
15-515 
16-516 
17-Sl7 
18-518 
19-519 
20-520 
21-521 
2~-522 
~~=~~l 25~S25 
Ha:rve st.tp.g Wheat . .. 
A Huge Jriel.d of' Oa··ts 
A Field' of'Russ1an $untloWers 
A Herd of Dairy Cattle 
An Irrig4tion Scene 
A Prairie Home 
A Ranch in a Coulee 
Sheep on· a Ranch . 
A H,u2;e Irr.te;ation ~Al 
Loa ding vi/heat on a S.tea,mer 
A_R{lilfoad Gateway ..,~ V(innipe·s , 
Edmbn~op. - ... Northern Traftie- Center 
A ~:tockyal;'d Scene ·· ·. ·· ·. . ~:· ·: ··. · ·· · · 
A Coa~ Mine i~ the S~lkl;t'~.s , · 
In the Canadian ~Rockie~ · 
A P~ss in· the Sel.kiHcs . . . 
orcihar(is ··in the·· b'kan9g~u1 ViUley 
A ~ogging Scene 
~o4~ina ~ ~~~~er ~arse 
?:h(f Jfi$hins !ndl1s'Jjry· 
Whe.Fe Qe~ai) and R~l+~ · ~e~, 'V'apcot.tyer 
. prince. Rllpe,rt, 't;he ~sland . c~ ty : . . 
Ori~L ~~~}od. of T;raJ:lsporta tto.q iq No+thern Canada 
~weont' 1he YukQP. .. X~t:rito»y ~ . ~ · 
Retbd~er·tor Can~qian Eskimos . 
- . 
, tnq't i-to. 22 --~OUR 'MEXICAN.~GimORS. 
Fr~:i~~t49~S ·f.i t .Pxo6re·so 
A -~~-t~td ot Henequen 
Drying Si'Qf.l Fiber . 
Vera , QJrua. .·.from a Ch\t,rch Towe,r Taio.pie..g:;-... ·the Oil, City 
A Coffee and Banana Hacienda 
The Indian -Villa6e or Amatlan 
Looking over Orizaba 
A Fruit Market 
Looking over Mexico City 
A Temporary W~rket 
The Floating Gardens of Xochimilco 
Pyramids of the Sun and of the Moon 
Mexican Farmers Plowing 
Popocatepetl, the Smoking Mountain 
Guanajuato, the Silver City . 
The Falls of the Santiago River 
A Large Cattle Ranch 
. ·~ . ' 
A Mexican Village on the Northern Plateau 
A Wheat Harvest 
A Field of Young Cotton 
Montereyt the Iron-and-Steel Center 
Maki~ Aaobe Bricks 
True¥~ Farming 
The ·Beautiful Port of Mazatlan 
~1·· 
l. ~ 
~ . 
'. 
·-· 
· ... ·. ,· . 
• 
l 
• 
• 
l 
1-526 
2-527 
3-528 
4-529 
5-530 
t:>-531 
7-532 
8-533 
9-534 
l0-535 
11-53~ 
12-537 
13-538 
14-539 
15-540 
1~-541 
17-542 
18-543 
19-544 
20-545 
21-54~ 
22-547 
23-548 
24-549 
25-550 
UNIT NO. 23 -- LIVING IN THE CARIBBEAN LANDS 
A Sugar Plantation, Cuba 
A Tobanco Field, Cuba 
A Farm Scene, Cuba 
A Cattle Ranch, Cuba 
A Mining Camp, near Santiago, Cuba 
Santiago, Cuba 
Babana and Harbor, from Morro Castle, Cuba 
A Plantation, Jamaica 
Porto Antonio, Jamaica 
A Cacao Tree, '!•Test Incties 
A Beautiful Scene, Martinique 
An Old-fashioned Sugar Mill, Barbados 
The Asphalt Lake, Trinidad 
At the Sponge 'Ti1harf, Nassau, Bahamas 
Port Limon, Costa Rica 
Loading Bananas for Export 
A Loading Station on a Banana Plantation, Costa Rica 
Drying Cacao Beans, Costa Rica 
Railroad Building, Central America 
11 
Coffee Drying Platforms on a Coffee Plantation, Costa Rica 
A Coffee Caravan of Oxcarts, El Salvador 
An Indian Home in the Country, Guatemala 
San Jose, Costa Rica 
Guatemala City, Guatemala 
The Market, Antigua, Guatemala 
UNIT NO. 25 -- THE ~~ST-COAST COUNTRIES OF SOUTH AMERICA 
1-576 
2-.577 
3-.578 
4-.579 
5-.580 
~-581 
7-582 
8 .... 583 
9-584 
10-585 
11-s8o 
12-S87 
1J-S88 
14-589 
15-590 
1~-591 
17-592 
\~:.W4 
20-595 
21-596 
22-597 
23-598 
24-599 
~ 15 • 00(\ 
Santa Marta, Colombia, the Banana Center 
The Dock, Buenaventura, Colombia 
The Water Front, Guayaquil, Ecuador 
~athering Cacao on a Plantation, Ecuador 
Polishing and Shaping Panama Hats, Ecuador 
Chimborazo from near Riobamba, Ecuador 
A Cotton Field in a Coastal Valley, Peru 
Planting Sugar Cane, Peru 
Along the Central Peruvian Railroad, Peru 4n Old Mining Pit, Cerro de Pasco, Peru 
Llamas , Peru 
Indian Market and Church, Cusco, Peru 
On Lake Titicaca 
Plowing on the Plateau, Bolivia 
Sheep on the Plateau, Bolivia 
Evaporating Tanks at a Nitrate Plant, Chile 
Antofagasta, the Nitrate Plant, Chile 
Valparaiso; the Gate""ray to Central Chile 
An Asonsor, Valraraiso, Chile · 
li.c;ricultural Products, Vina del Mar, Chile 
The Southern Part 9f tho Central Valley, Chilo 
A Flock of Sheep, Chile • 
The \Vater F·ront, V-aldivia, Chile 
Cattle on n Hacienda, Chile 
Ctilo's Switzerland 
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PETS 
Cont'd 
21. Chickens on a Ranch in California, 
22. Ducks in tho Farm yard. 
23. Lanbs and Shoop in a Now Encland Farm yard. 
21. Shourinc; Shoop by Hand. 
THE STORY OF Mill( 
1. SwoC:i sh Honan Milldnc; a Cow in tho Fc.r.r.1yard, Lordnl, Sweden. 
2. Milkinc Cows by r1achino in a Modern· Dairy B9-rn. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
'7. 
G. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
11. 
15 •. 
16. 
Hothor Co.r.wl and Do. by in the Desert. 
First Grade at Worl< •. 
Farner's rlifo Churninc and Boy Turnins Cren!i1 Separator. 
DraininG tho Choose Curd, E. Au.r.ora, N. Y. · 
~ F f , •• _., ..l. -
~ .. 
RcHovinc; Butter from o. I~.·Io.chino Churn. ·· '• . r . . · 
A Roindoo r Hord in Norway. . . . • 
Dutch Childron in Native Co.stur.1c· rioar tho Boats of t:ho · 
Fishornen. ·· ' 
. Australian Children ·Mill-cint; a Goo.t. 
Dutch Children in Front of·thoir Hono. 
Roindoor and Sleds, Haines, Alaska. 
Group of Modern· Do.iry Barns a~d Herd of Holstci:p. Cp. ttle at • 
· Lnl<o l\iillc, Vlisc. . : ~,_.. .. 
Hone of o. Prosperous Irish Farrior, Ireland 
DeliverinG Mille with a Dor; Tean, Bolg;iu.m. 
• 
• 
... 
1'7. 
18. 
l 9. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Filling Milk Bottles b~,r Hachinory. .· .. ' 
Doli vorinc; Hil~c to Ci t~r Bonos. 
Inside a Grocery Store. 
In tho Narrow Streets of Lo.Guaira, Venezuela. 
Cow Deliverinr.; Hilk in Valencia, Spain. 
Zebu Cattle in Brazil. 
~.: 
.. 
.. 
• 
.. . 
. :.. 
1. 
'2. 
3 • 
4-. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
rl 
I' 
• 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
lR. 
19. 
? -__ u. 
?.1. 
2?. 
23. 
24. 
?C:: 
........ .,.,· . 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
P. 
0 /. 
10. 
11. 
1?. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
lr. 
1). 
?0. 
21. 
14 
\,CJlcF ..:.hw -- NO. 1 
Buyin~, ~ellin~, and De1iverin~ Groceries 
An American \Joolen ~.:ill--Assorting Raw ~~col into Three Glades 
Autmr'obile Factory--3:;Jr2yinrr I'aint on the Chassis 
Steam 0hovel ~·~orkin~ in a haihvay Tun~:.el under Hudson River 
A :loll Factory--Eoldin~ Dolls' Heads, Sonnebe1~, Jermany 
A Wholesale Produce ~arket on a Busy Day, Chica~o, Illinois 
I~eat Coolina--Room in a Packin 7 House 
A Doll Fact~ry, Dressin~ Dolls, Sonneber~, Germany 
The Ocean Liner Half Finished, Shipbuildin~ Yard, Belfast, 
Ire land 
Eeat-~ac~in~ Room 
r our inn; 1''olten Iron into :f\::olds for Auton.10bile Fiotors, Detroit, 
I'ichi":an 
City Street Cleanin~ kachine 
lvheat Field in \1ashinn;ton 
Brick Naking--Pressin~ Clay into Bricks 
H6use Painters o.t 'v.ork 
Sortinq, and Haulin~ Apples from the Orchard, Colorado 
Drick T~akin1--Placin~ Green bricks in Kiln 6fter Comin~ from 
t~·e Dryer 
~uildin\ a Hous2 
1: Grea.t Lumber Yard, ·~.ashin<1;ton 
Frintin'2.:, \.rap,-;inr:;, anC: PEJ.ckin.,. Dutter .for l\1arket 
• ' T • ,.., 
r> .wO";";lil':'; ~,.;amp 
l.aY.ing Mi.obe Bricks' r:exico 
~uildin~ th8 Steel Frame fer a ~kyscraper 
Cuttin"': Lo~s 
.li. Public City .f-Iarket 
Sackino; Flour 
An Airrlane 
Locomotive with ~nn;inear in Cab 
A Fire Department in Action 
Loadin"; a Truck \~th VesetEbles for Market 
Rice Fields at flowin~ Time, Japan 
Steamboat Leavin~ the Landin~ 
r:akin7 Br,~ad bv hachinerv 
Cars ioaded wiih Cotton bales on Lev~e near Cotton-~rowin~ 
District, Texc:.-ts 
Sortin~ Mail in a L~r~e City Post Office 
1-. CrOl.ded, Double-.Ded':ed Ferr yboe,t, 1~ew York City 
Coal Minin~--Coal ~trata and f!inars bhovelin~ ~nd Drillin~ 
for a Blast 
Tan~in-: <.t lLub·ner Tree, P.l. 
Sc, lmon Caun;ht Hi th Nets on Colu'Tibia River, C:re~~on 
Thrashin~ Eachine and Traction wn-~ine 
Coats at the thc:trvos Alone:; the ~'lississippi hi ver-, ~:emphis, 
Tennessee 
A Sailboat in tie Harbor of Pir~eus, Greece 
In a Hord-Cohl Mine, ~cranton, Pennsylvania 
Pr~~~rin~ 3u~ar Cane Stocks for rteplantinr:;, St. 7itts, D.\ .. I. 
f lmdn,. in ~~B shin"';ton with I(irlin~ P lovJ5 Drawn 'Jy Four Horses 
The Postman 
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TITLE LIST 
For Primary Social Studies Units 
PRIMITIVE HOMES 
Building a Thatched Hut in Jamaica 
A Home in Tehauntepec 
A Village Home in India 
A Native Home in ·a. Malay Village 
Homes in a Yambuya Village in the Congo 
A Irish Cot~age in County Co~k 
A Mounte.i:n Home in Norway 
A Negro Log Cabin in North Carolina 
An Amer:.ca n Pioneer 1 s Cabin 
A Bedo~~r:.E 1 s Tent Horne 
An Ara"'::J Village of Reed lvlats 
A Home on the River in China 
A Gra8s liLlt in Ha'l}raii 
_A Mountc:i.n Hut in Old Japan 
A Typi~a~ Sod House in Labrador 
. A $now-ccvered Igloo in Ellesmere Land 
Indian Tepees 
A Kaffir Home in South Africa 
· A Lapland · Summer Home · · 
Shacks Built on Piles, Manila, P. I. 
Thatched Cottages in Czechoslovakia 
Home of Gypsy Family in Hungary 
Bamboo Cocoanut Thatched Huts in Guam 
A Home in the Interior of Cuba 
INDIANS 
16 
.. 
..  
. ·• 
• 
Plains Indians--Chippeua Squaws Braiding Rush Mats • 
Far West Indians--Kasaan Indian Village and Cano~a in Alaska 
Plains Indians--Warpi Yahdinfen, an Old Chippewa Chief 
Plains Indians--Piegan Indians in Grass Dance 
Plains Indians--An Indian Travois 
Plains Indians-~Snake Indians in Scalp Dance 
Plair,ls Indianfii-1Indian Skinning a Buffalo 
South1-rest Indians--Hopi Squm,r Haking Clay Pottery 
Plains Indians--Passing around the Pipe of Peace 
Southwest Indians--Navajo Indian ;. Silversmiths at Work 
Plains Indians--An Indian Making a Bow and Arrow 
Plains Indians--Chief Black Bear· making a War Speech at 
Powwow 
Plains Indians--Indian Talking to Cowboy in Sign Language 
Plains IndianS-··An Indian Encampment in .Montana 
F.ar:, v~ es,t Ind;Larts--'Di o~"=e r· Indian Villars:e d .. n California • 
- .. ~ · 
' . .. 
Plains Indians--An Old Sioux Chief ·in Camp • 
Plains Indi'arls-..::l:n· InC.ia'n · Villa~e in CHqci er r~ ational 'Park 
Plains Indians--Indian Bride and B~ide ~room Cro~sing Lake 
in Ca noe · · 

20~ Sanoan Children 
CHILDREN OF' 1U\NY LANDS 
(cont.) 
21~ S·wedish Children in Native Dre-ss 
22; East African Children Lookinc at Wl'lterfall 
23; Burmese Children and Basket of Ducklincs 
24~ Mexican Children in the Street 
25. Dutch Children in Native Costune 
LIFE AMONG THE COWBOYS 
1. A Real Live Co1~rboy at His Work 1n Idaho 
2. A Ranch on the Salmon River, Idaho 
3· A Cattle Round-up in Arizona 
4. On a North Dakota Ranch--Holding a Herd of Horses 
5. Branding the Calves, a Busy Day on the Paloduro Ranch, 
Paloduro, Texas 
6. Group of !nd1ans on the Side Line between Sham Battles of 
a Western Pageant, Montana 
7. On a Montana Ranch--the Everyday Job of a Co~rboy 
8. The Final Action in the Calf-tying Contest, a Century of 
Progress Rodeo 
9. · Round-up on the Sherman Ranch, ~neseo, Kansas 
10. Statue of Buffalo Bill (W1lliam~. Cody), Cody, Wyoming 
11.· A Famous Co'"rboy Clown at a Century of Progress Rodeo 
18 
12 • . The Strenuous Life at a Cowboy, Breaking a Bucking Broncho 
13. Broncho-riding Contest, a Century of Progress Rodeo 
14. A Fast Action Scene in the Bulldogging Contest, A Century 
of Progress Rodeo 
15. A Brahma Bull 11 on the Loose, 11 a Century of Progress Rodeo 
16. Branding the \Vild Horses, i.Yyoming 
17. Among the 30,000 Cattle at Sierra Bonita Ranch, Arizona--
Roping a Yearling 
18. A Champion Exhibits His Skill at a Century of Progress Rodeo 
19. Cowboys' Camp on a Texas Cattle Ranch 
20. A Bucking Broncho at a Century of Progress Rodeo 
21. Arizona Co't'rboys Gathering for the Noonday Rest Period 
2~. Co'"rboys Examining a Yearling Is Brand to Settle a Dispute, 
Arizona 
23. Calf-tying Contest, a Century of Progress Rodeo 
24. "Making a Drive" on the Paloduro Ranch, Paloduro, Texas 
25. Making a Catch, Calf-tying, a Century of Progress Rodeo 
1 
TITLE t,.lST 
FOR ~SPORTATION UNITS 
1• ~The Wllilain: Mason~~~fti;.-&(06 Locofn<>t1ve~ Built -in 1856 
zi ~Tom, thutil~-"~~Firat Bt ~ Oi ~OcQtnoti ve ~ lB29~l8jO 
J:& :~ra~_1att•7-~! it& P• E&rigll'llf.,of,-J~J6 ti;. 41 . .-.~.-he At.l!lfitlb --131 __ O• ·.1ra1n of l,oJ2 __ -
.5 • , "The M~-on~-.. Fi!'st· M'?a~ton to_oking_ American Locomotive _ 
. . Bu1lt _tor ·s• & ei -in 1S4$ _ · ·. : _ :-- · · . _.__ _ ... , •. d 
6. *De 'f~tt Clihton" ... :....Traiti of 'he Me>hauk. & HUdson Railroad 
14. 
15. 
1h' 18)1 - ' - - : :: ·: . . ' ' - ~ : -- - ' 
"The Zepbyr" .. -a Bul'lington Streamlined Passehget- Train 
"The Ros~ Winans"-~a B. & o. treight Train of 1869 
'l'he Horse Car:on Raile ; 
MThe Her~ules"~-F1~st Locomotive with Equalizing Frames 
and Le~e~s b~ilt 1n 18J7 -
''The Thatoheio Perkins n..,._a Passenger Train or 1863 
*'The Wil-+iarn. Crooksi'~•Fil:•st Train on Chicago and 
Northwestern L1nes••l86l 
"The Pionecrtt-•Bui1t fo:r the Cumberland Valley Railroad 
in 1851 _ . 
"The A. J • Cronwe11•• ..... a tocotlotive of 1888 
nThe William Galloway"••First Horizon Boiler Locomotive Built in 183? . 
A Modern P~ssence~ Loco~otivo Pulling out of the Pennsylvan~a Stat~on; P~ttsburg 
19 
-~;;. .-. ~:--~-;- ' ·: :?· . -. 
• -- f·' • 
• •·.",) I 
1?. 
lB. 
H>. 
· ·-zo ,_; 
"Puffing Billy"~-First Ene;lish Locomotive, Built --i~1-rai3.. , 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
"Tho John.E. Muhefcld"--a·hoconotivc of 1904 .. · .. 
"The North Star" --Engiish Loconoti ve Built by Robqrt ..... -·-·:,: · ··· 
Stenhenson in 183? _ - - · - · '-:~ · · ·- ·· 
I • 
The Treadmill Car 
"Tho Rocket"--Modcl of One of First English Loconotives· 
A Modern Cana.d.ia.n Po.cific ·Line Locomotive 
"The John B. Jarvis"•-a Dola:ware and Hudson Predecessor 
of the Streanl.-ingd _ Lopooqtt ve-: _ _._ .. ~ .. . 2~~ "The Sanson" --Ca~a..;dta:' s. Fir$t- Locono.:t;i ve Built in: 1838; .~ ;. 1 
25~ ~ :·_ !f·Old ~rolll'Si.de-s!';!Po-Jf.ir~t-~;Ba;i_o.v/in:· ~~1C:OmQti ve·. Buift', 'tn '}.$~~: . 
!~.--~·?-.·~:·~ ~ ; ~ : ··' " ~ .. :· . ; r: · .. ~ ... •; ··~.<: .. 
. . . 
. :~ •'3 : • • •: : ':' • ; ..i~ ~ • "'! ~ i" ! .. ' ·' • f •: .. ... ' .'; ; ' ; 
0 
•.. • .' 0 ~ ... • • , I 
0 
, 
.:Or.~ r ~.-<:. .... 'Jl?:ANSj>ORTATION rn:ROUGH. ~'~pl.,_ '· '? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Curtiss in One of His< ~rly- Blplfmes.; Rdidy for· .:]ii-fth't : 
... ,""'• .. . . . .. ; . . :. ~:.. .. ··~ 
A .. Ford .:.T-ri'!:lntor -~b-il1~·(J?'lanc iJl _Flieht ··: _ · ··-. ~--?: 
Early Vlrit:;ht ·Airplane J:ust Lo.av;in&, the ·ar·oun-d. 190-$ .. 
i-1-rthur SL'li th, tho First .. Avia,tOr to Loop the ·Loop; .Rerufy 
to Tnke Off .- ·· . . . . . · -
6. Fleet of Italian :PJ.ane's ~Ar.ri1V::4ne nt A-Cop;tury-o'f:.P:rt6eress, 1933 f:t.•:.~--~: ,··;•;·,··_·· .. :(.. . .. , . 
7: •. "-:--.'!'Ph~!Ui:;S: B.: Ac~~tl,'' ··Ona:.-of -the La:r,ee~1i- t1ir.igib'i~~s_:-ever 
l.·:Eu"t:t't~- -~: :;: . .t·- .. ··_ : . . . . . __ :- - · - :~·- . 
8. The "Gray Zeppel·in'~--.flyi,ng ,0V,9-r 1tho. Pyramids . '·.. ~/'c: 
9. Francois' Airship·$tq~tipe; on a Flight-, 1904 .-- ·._:~-~ c<· ... 
10. The "Shenandoah" and ~t.b.e -"·Z :R-;3" 'S+dc by.- S;iAe iri HPilga:~--: -i ~ 
11. An Early-.Hydroplano·:Risii.J.G fror.1 1t~e _..Wn:t,cr-: -~"' ' >- ~ ~ ;.::_.:· ·- c • 
12. The "Baldwin", Ono of the :F;q.:rly D..!J~J.gibles in ·Flight 
13. A Ford Tri-Motor Cabin LQ8'Vi;nfl~Chl'C;~f;o .. v1ith -Fou~teen: 
Pa.sscncors ;·· .. ·j.., ,-~.· \ -· .: :,·· • :->~·r: "J .::; ~~ • -'-~·!-·Yi 
14. The-·-stnrt of_,a. Ba-lloon .Rac(3, t ~qp.; AntGnio.:1 i 1932.- ~ .· ·. ~ 
15. The "Spirit of St. Louis" in which.-..L~;n.dber·c !fl,ov.r_'Across 
16. 
1?. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
the Atlantic in 192? ~ ~ ··' '-~- --
Tho "Z R-3" Enterih~ ·th,~iHP.nga~~-o:~ .. .La.ke_!l~st, N. J. 
.A_B?se View of o.n Ancrican Arny Bombing Plane in Flight 
Stn·rttng l'bt- <'t~::- S.t_na$~:Pb.e~e J.J;14,._~loon, Chie~go,_ 1~34_ . 
Th "Z R' 3-n -~- 1 .i ,.__ T ~,# .,.,,,... t -r..r T .. --- . - ·-e - ..; · .tu:T V :ng{:~·Vf'~i..9.u,.l..t,~ S. f • J.~ ·~ 1of'.ttf ": .. ,.!- .: .• • ,. .. .'fIt 
.An Observation B_nlloon -~B~ii,ng J\.~tnc_hed_ -by~ D.f'J·;Ai!.t'pla:ae in 
the Vvorld War · . · .. 'T' .· .- · _ ·.. , 
21. .h.n Autocyro Pl-ane RoaC.y .. tQ. ~~~ ,O~.f ;·~- · ~ ·_ .. > _- --~:-- ,; - ·". . . 
22. · Har Planes Flyine in Forr.1ation. :over. Mat-her Fii~Eila:, Spc;r-anehto 
23. :, ~Jne 'o:t'· tho.·I.F.irs't Wricht ~~.g:op~a~s·: .. fn .. ti1c~t!/ -·l9:Pfl: · .. ~ ·-~•t · _ 
24. Modern Snall Plano Roady for Flight~ ·-···-- · -~--~-r ....... 
25. atre-. o~ the Srmll Mod<Orn .GoP-dYR-.a_r -~)..imps ,i_ll t-Fl.,~gll.t., -'A.i:C:ontury ... 
of-Procr·ess Exposit.io.n :·. ~ •. ~- -· .• ·:: :· _-,,._.~i· : ";.: -..: .:·::~: ·: 
1~ 
2~ 
3~ 
4;. 
5. 
6. 
?~ 
s. 
9. 
,_ • .. a 1 ,_.~ , - , .,. .. J ' , 
... !. ; .. : _.:l : ·.1 ~ -:' ::~ .~·~ ··: .. :-.. •) . .. ~ 
:.~ ~··~ .~ .... ~·~ ""!";; -= ...... ~ : ... ;_· . .~·:: h~.: • ...r.;,.'i ... ·.'·· ::.: -~ .-~. i·.:. .... ~f ··t •qk.L .... .!,.: 
WANSPORTATION B~ ,-V.~I~$.- '.:. _ = , -.~ : . .- , .. 
·~: t .. -~ .... :·:I :, ""; :~~ -~:-,-: 1 ~ .. - _·,.! .. -.. . _._-,.,.:. ~~·-·.-,. , ~. 
Tobacco -Rollers,- _Early ;Transp~t-a.tiDn of: :the South 
.t:- Ptoleny Ox-Cart, 225 B.· c. ·- · .. -.. ~ 
an Early New England Concord Coach.:_.- . ., 
The Pony Express of the Old West · 
Jinrikishas on. tho Bund in Shanehai. ;· _ 
Uodern Police Motorcycle with Side-Car 
Doe Sleds in Alaska 
A Hanson-Cab 
Post Chaise of the 18th Century with Outriders 
• 
--
10~ 
11; 
12. 
13. 
14; 
15~ 
15~ 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
1. 
2~ 
3. 
4. 
5~ 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9; 
10. 
11~ 
12; 
13. 
14; 
15; 
16~ 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24; 
25. 
An Old-Tiac Hich-Vlhcel Bicycle 
An Irish Jaunting Car 
An Old-Tine Open Carrinee 
Fashionable Corriaces of the Gay Nineties 
An Old Spanish Coretta 
A Motor Truck boinc Loaded 
Old-Tine Horse and Open Bueey 
Mules and Woeon 
One of the Earliest Automobiles 
A Conestoca Wagon 
Sleip,hs that were Connon in the Nineties 
:Modern Fifth Avenue, New York, Crowded with Autonobiles 
and Motor Buses 
The Covered Woe on of Anerican Pioneer Days 
A Geor:;e \'fushinc;ton Type of Coach 
Indian Travois · 
Cabs of the Late Nineties 
WINGS OF A CENTURY 
Wilderness Pathfinders 
Harbor of Little Old Now York, 1807 
The Baltinore Clippo~, 1825~1850 
Eni sode of California Tr~til. 1849 
DrivinG tho Golden Spike, 1869 
Tableau of Modern Transportation· 
De Luxe Travel of .the Eric Canal, 1625 
The Golden Day of Aflerican Shipping; 1825-1850 
Ton Thumb, First B.·& o. Locomotive, 1830 
Tho De Witt Clinton,· 1831 
The Thonas Jefferson, 1835 
The First Railroad in Vireinia, 1835 
At the Sacramento Vfuarf; 1849-1850 
Spanning of a Continent, 1869 · 
The First Chicago World's Fair' 1893., 
Conquest of tho Air, Klttyhawk, N. c., 1903 
Wilderness Road Breakers, 1769 
Life on tho Eric Canal, 1825 
Scene in Baltimore Harbor, 1835 
First in the Parade of tho Iron Hor~e, 1830 
The De t'li tt Clinton and Its Train, 1831 
lUl Early Train Coach, 1836 
Staeecoach Episode of the Sixties 
Union Pacific Locomotive No.·9, 1864 
Cyclists of the Gay Nineties, 1893 
21 
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